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Refreshments

Receptions

All lunches, teas and coffees will be served in the Main
Hall.
Lunch is available on Friday and Saturday only; tea and
coffee will be served on Thursday afternoon, Friday and
Saturday morning and afternoon, and Sunday morning.

On the Friday evening there is a choice of receptions:
either the Museum of Modern Art or Christ Church
Picture Gallery. You should be given a ticket to one of
these receptions when you register.

Book Fair

Admission to the second plenary (Richard Wentworth at
the University Museum) is also by ticket: these will be
available from the registration desk from Saturday
morning.

Plenaries
The Book fair is located in the Main Hall, and will be
open on Thursday from 3.00-5.00 pm; on Friday from
9.00-2.00 pm; on Saturday from 9.00-5.30 pm; and on
Sunday from 9.00-12.30 pm.

AAH Membership
Student assistants

It will be possible to join the Association of Art Historians
at the registration desk. If you would like further informa
tion please contact:
The Administrator,
Association of Art Historians,
70 Cowcross Street,
London EC1N 6BP
Tel: 020 7490 3211.
Email: admin@aah.org.uk.

Student assistants will be working at the conference,
identifiable by blue conference t-shirts.

Visits
Visits are available on Friday afternoon, to a range of
locations in Oxford including the Ashmolean Museum,
the Museum of Modern Art, the University Museum of
Natural History, the Museum of the History of Science,
the Bodleian Library, and the new Dictionary of National
Biography; there will also be a walking tour of modern
architecture in Oxford. A list of visits will be placed next
to the registration desk. Please sign up for your chosen
visit (they all have strict number limits so we recommend
that you do this in good time).

The Association's website has full information on mem
bership, subcommittees and forthcoming conferences:
www.aah.org.uk

Telephone numbers for urgent
messages
Main reception desk at Oxford Brookes: 01865 483058
Warneford Hall reception: 01865 485301
Merton College: 01865 276310

Transport
From the London Road, there are frequent buses down to
the High Street and central Oxford. Nos. 2A, 2B, 7A and 22
will all take you to the High Street (ask for the city centre).
The No. 22 bus also goes on to the railway station.

C o n f e r e n c e b a d g e s s h o u l d be w o r n at all
times.
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Convenors
Oriana Baddeley and Michael Asbury, London Institute, Camberwell College
of Arts
The year 2000 was charged with references and ascribed meanings through
out the world but particularly so in the Brazilian context where the millennium
coincided with the quincentennial of the founding of the nation. The new
century's rediscovery of the paradigms of modernity has a specific resonance
in relation to existing stereotypes of Brazilian culture. The debates, both inter
nally and externally about identity, nation and the "modern" within the Latin
American context have frequently focused on Brazil as a complex disjunction
of clearer arguments as to the relation of post-colonial culture to the
concepts of originality, authorship and experimentation so intrinsic to the
precepts of historical modernism. This session will address the issues raised
by analysis of the Brazilian context but will seek to expand the debate through
analogous examples beyond simple geographical boundaries.

Muniz Sodre, Fundacao Biblioteca
Nacional, Rio de Janeiro

B l a c k A e s t h e t i c s and
S o c i a l Sensibility
We propose to discuss the
emergence of a collective Black aes
thetics in Brazil connected with a
new kind of ethnic consciousness
and with a social atmosphere that is
characterised by mass-media, enter
tainment and an expanding multicul
tural ideology. In this case aesthetics
has not to do with producing critical
judgements on works of art, but
rather with a particular type of social
sensibility, in which prevail analogi
cal ways of thinking and acting.
Brazilian Black aesthesia has much
more to do with Baumgarten than
with Kant.

inventory of all the things in the
world, which would be presented to
God on Judgement Day. On
supports made of wood and
cardboard, he catalogued shoes,
mugs, bottles, tins, tools, cutlery,
with great sense of rigour, besides
embroidering lists of words and
images on pieces of cloth. Moved
by this obsession with enumeration
and classification, he left us an
extraordinary work, which can be
associated not only to the ency
clopaedic narrative of Borges (who
asserted the arbitrary character of all
classification systems), but also to
the puzzles and catalogues created
by Greenaway, especially in the
opera-installation '100 Objects to
Represent the World'.

Caroline Perret, University of Leeds
Maria Esther Maciel, Federal
University of Minas Gerais, Brazil

Cataloguing the World:
Bispo, Borges and
Greenaway
The paper focuses on the works of
Brazilian artist Arthur Bispo do
Rosario (1911-1989), connecting
them to both the fictional universe of
Jorge Luis Borges and Peter
Greenaway's taxonomic experi
ments. Poor, black, and psychotic,
Bispo spent half a century in an
asylum, where he dedicated himself
to compose what he called 'registers
of his passage on earth', that is, an
2

Difference a s Subversion:
The Artists of the Matter
in the Immediate Post
w a r Period in France
The consensus history of Twentieth
Century Art, established by
American art critics such as Alfred
Barr and Clement Greenberg, has
produced fixed criteria under which
to identify the potential quality of art.
The imposing effect of such normativity is evident in the art of the
immediate post-war period in
France. First dismissing American
criticism, French critics then had to
confront the geographical transfer

from Paris as originator, to New York
as possessor of the Cultural
International. In the retrospective
attempt to rehabilitate the image of
the avant-garde, they adopted
models of interpretation which
promoted the precise set of values
which the French artists claimed to
reject. The first part of the paper will
comprise a study of such a process.
The second will clearly avoid the
notion of a homogeneous national
identity within French art, and
suggest instead a displacement in
the criticism of the 'Artists of the
Matter', with the objective of
accounting for their difference as
potential subversive character.

Angela Dimitrikaki, Liverpool John
Moores University

The Sexual P o l i t i c s of
Nationalism, the
Modernism/
P o s t m o d e r n i s m Debate
and t h e Failure of
F e m i n i s m : The Male Nude
in T w e n t i e t h - C e n t u r y
Greek P a i n t i n g
This paper examines the reception of
the male nude in the history of
modern Greek art, from the inter-war
years to the period after the military
junta (1967-1974), considering how
social groups with particular
demands claim and/or subvert
meaning. How the male nude was

positioned in the modernism/post
modernism debate within a specific
cultural framework structured on the
basis of the centre/periphery division
is highly relevant in this instance. The
argument suggests, for example, that
the influence of the celebrated Greek
artist Tsarouhis in post-war art has
been of a complex nature, figuring
differently within the homogenising
discourse of the nation than in
relation to women's practice at the
time when feminist politics seemed to
gain momentum. The reception (and
suppressed political meaning) of this
counter-appropriation in the context
of the Modernism/Postmodernism
debate in the 1980s will be discussed
in connection with the historical
failure of the women's movement to
articulate a critical vision in the Greek
art scene.

Anna Dezeuza, Courtauld Institute of
Art, University of London

Lygia Clark a n d Yoko Ono
in t h e early 1960s:
Exploring t h e B o u n d a r i e s
of 'Open Work'
Umberto Eco stated in his 1962
book, The Open Work that "when we
speak of a work of art, our Western
aesthetic tradition forces us to take
'work' in the sense of personal pro
duction which (...) always maintains
a coherent identity of its own and
which displays the personal imprint

that makes it a specific, vital and sig
nificant act of communication". This
paper explores the ways in which two
artists, Lygia Clark and Yoko Ono,
were questioning this very definition
of the artwork by the 'Western
aesthetic tradition', at the time of
Eco's study, by developing practices
focusing on an active spectator par
ticipation. While Brazilian artist Lygia
Clark participated in a radical re
reading of the European
Constructivist tradition by the Neoconcrete movement in Rio de
Janeiro, Japanese artist Yoko Ono
produced works merging her own
cultural traditions with developments
in experimental music in New York,
later leading to the creation of Fluxus.
Working from the 'margins' of
modernism, Ono and Clark thus
made significant contributions to the
development of new international par
ticipatory practices in the early 1960s
which questioned the role of the artist
and the status of the art object.

Paulo Sergio Duarte, Helio Oiticica
Centre, Rio de Janeiro
Martin Grossmann, Museum of
Contemporary Art, Sao Paulo

Debating Dislocation
A summative debate of the themes
of the session and the issues raised
by the preceding papers.

Convenor
Leslie Topp, Department of History of Art, School of Humanities, Oxford
Brookes University
The link between the production of art and mental illness or neurosis has long
been a topic of discussion.

There is also a substantial

artists' images of the insane/mentally

ill/neurotic.

landscape historians have begun to investigate

body of scholarship

Recently, architectural

on

and

the design and decoration

of

asylums, sanatoria and mental hospitals, and to study the visual images of
these institutions.

The goal of this strand is to make connections

three usually unconnected

among

fields of research, and to prompt some

these

fruitful

cross-fertilisation.

Jane Kromm, Division of Humanities,
Purchase College, State University of
New York

Ornament and Madness:
The Sculptural Decoration
of A s y l u m s
Sculpture commissioned in the sev
enteenth century for asylums in
England and The Netherlands united
the iconography of mental disorder
with the therapeutic intentions and
charitaPle motives behind asylum
design. The startling and novel orna
mentation for these institutions
visually identified their constituencies
in ways that authorised a more
official, public role for their organisa
tion and for the recipients of the care
that was offered. This paper will
examine the imagery, siting, and
viewing conditions of several sculp
tural programmes, including those at
Amsterdam and s'Hertogenbosch in
The Netherlands and Bethlem in
Moorfields. The nature and purpose
of these sculptures' somatic display
(diagnosis/ symptom/ representa
tional convention) will be considered
in the context of the works' reception
(visitors/ tourers/ inmates). By inter
weaving such usually disparate
issues, the critical features that
enabled these projects to
manoeuvre their seemingly esoteric,
marginal subjects into a new kind of
socio-visual prospect, however
briefly and tenuously sighted, can
then be more fully understood.
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Christine Stevenson, Department of
History of Art, University of Reading

Contemplating Madness
in Restoration London
In early 1674 its governors decided
to move Bethlem ('Bedlam') Hospital
to Moorfields, where its magnificentlooking new premises were ready
about two years later. Whatever the
practical need for the new accom
modation, its iconography and con
temporary poetic celebrations
suggest that it was also given a role
to play in the tense negotiations
between Whitehall and the Guildhall
then taking place. New Bethlem con
stituted a display of hospitality to
Charles II, formally and functionally
comparable to the triumphal arches
with which the City had first greeted
him on his coronation. As such it
was also a gift of the kind that had
featured in City-Court exchanges
ever since, one whose splendour
threatens to humiliate the recipient
who cannot reciprocate. This ritual
function acquired profound symbolic
resonance through the hospital's
actual function: monarchists had
been appropriating the figure of the
lunatic since the outbreak of the Civil
War. Yet the iconography of
madness was never deployed as
intricately, or for such high stakes,
as it was in London in the mid1670s.

Gemma Blackshaw, Department of
History of Art, University of
Birmingham

Hysteric Bodies: The
Salpetriere Photographs
and Egon S c h i e l e ' s SelfPortraits
This paper will address the influence
of the photographic journals,
Iconographie de la Salpetriere and
Nouvelle Iconographie de la
Salpetriere, on the Viennese
Expressionist artist Egon Schiele's
self-portraits. The journals, originat
ing under Charcot at the Salpetriere
hospital in Paris, ran from 1876 to
1918 and were circulated throughout
the European medical community.
The extent to which art and medicine
borrowed from each other during
this period is evident in the parallels
the journals drew between hysteric
patients and Old Master types, and
in the photographs' appropriation by
Expressionist artists. The paper will
develop using comparisons to show
how the physical language of
hysteria documented in the journals
opened up a new iconography of
the body, which Schiele took on in
his painted and photographic selfportraits. It will explore the context of
Schiele's self-representation as an
hysteric in the medical, legal, psy
choanalytic and social-sexology
texts published in Vienna. Finally,
parallels between the hysteric body
and Christ as the Man of Sorrows
will be drawn.

Sarah Wilson, Courtauld Institute of
Art, University of London

From Artaud to Art Brut:
Creativity and
Institutionalisation in
F r a n c e , 1938-48
This paper will consider the interface
between surrealist activities, psychi
atric hospitals and the discourse of
'psychopathological art' between
1938 (the Paris International
Surrealist show) and 1948 when

debates around what Jean Dubuffet
rebaptised 'Art Brut' were intensify
ing. It will investigate the role of
trained artists within the Saint-Anne
Asylum; the role of asylums as a
place of shelter for intellectuals and
artists during the French occupation;
the relationship between Gaston
Ferdiere, the artist Jean Dequeker,
the 'schizophrenic' artist Guillaume
Pujolle and Antonin Artaud's art
drawings made in Rodez; and the
implications for art practice as a
whole in Paris in the wake of the
Saint Anne exhibition of 1946 and
the conjunction of exhibitions of Van
Gogh, Artaud and Surrealism in
1947. The 'battle of the styles'
between figuration and abstraction
within the postwar School of Paris
was shattered by art which ques
tioned the nature of creativity itself in
relationship to framing institutions
and discourses surrounding hysteria
and abnormality within the context of
postwar Sartrean existentialism.

Colin Rhodes, School of Art and
Design, Loughborough University

'The Official's S e c r e t Act':
Ian Breakwell's Artistic
Interrogations of the
Institutions and
Productions of Madness
Ian Breakwell has long been inter
ested in supposedly pathological
thought processes and actions. His
Diaries dwell on human behaviour
characterised by its oddness, or
obsessiveness. Similarly, in perform
ances like Unword (1969) and films
like The Institution (1978) the
performer enacts a kind of madness
calculated to draw his audience into
that state of uncertainty and fear
which characterises the loss of
control often experienced at the
onset of mental illness. His interest
in psychotic art lies not in evidence
the pictures might provide of their
creator's mental condition but in the
sophisticated, alternative systems
they offer. Through an analysis of
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Breakwell's production in a wide
range of media over the last three
decades, this paper will explore the
artist's interest in the forms of psy
chopathological art and literature
and his critique of the cultural and
social institutions which produce an
ideology of a normative centre and
deviant margin.

Allan Beveridge, Consultant
Psychiatrist, Queen Margaret Hospital,
Dunfermline

The Art of the Mentally III:
Psychiatric, Artistic and
Historical Perspectives
The work of the mentally ill has been
given various names, such as
'Outsider Art', 'Psychotic Art' and
'Art Brut', and the area has attracted
various disciplines, such as psychia
try, art and history. Each discipline
brings a different perspective.
Psychiatrists have been interested in
what such art reveals about the
mental state of the artist; artists have
been intrigued with the aesthetic
dimension; while historians have
asked why such work, which was
once considered worthless, is now
held to be important. These disci
plines bring with them different intel
lectual assumptions, and this paper
will examine the clash of these con
flicting paradigms. It will sketch the
origins in the Romantic movement
and in the birth of the asylum of a
growing interest in the art of the
insane. It will consider the contribu
tion of key psychiatrists and the
response of the artistic community
to patient-art. Finally, it will discuss
historical accounts of the subject.

Convenors
Martin Kemp and Marius Kwint, Centre for Visual Studies, Department of the
History of Art, University of Oxford
Recent developments in the neurophysiology of sensation and perception,
partly by virtue of their striking imagery, have helped humanities scholars to
stress the bodily basis of cultural processes, of the exchange of signs and
symbols. This research has tended to point out the functional inter-relationship
of the senses, but still the traditional Aristotelian distinction into five, with an
implicit moral hierarchy helping to distinguish humans from the beasts,
remains commonplace. Equally, researchers in digital - or dematerialised communication have turned to the body to develop analogues of neural struc
tures and processes that may improve the performance of their machines.
Utilising some of the multi-disciplinary resources in Oxford, this session will
take stock of such methodological cross-currents. It will examine research into
vision as practised by art historians and artists on the one hand, and scientists
and engineers on the other, asking what they can learn from each other.

Christopher Witcombe, Sweet Briar
College, Virginia

Anne Hamker, Graduiertenkolleg HfG
Karlsruhe

Looking at Pictures: Art
History and the
Perception of Visual
Images

Exploring the Body:
Cognition R e s e a r c h in
Media Environments

The perception of visual images is
currently the focus of investigation in
several otherwise unrelated disci
plines and fields. This paper reviews
recent research in neurophysiology,
psychophysics, psychology, and
artificial intelligence research and
proposes various ways in which the
traditional approaches of art history
can be expanded or enhanced
through the judicious incorporation
of ideas about how the brain
functions and how the eyes see. A
deeper understanding of the neurophysiological mechanisms in the
perception of the visual elements
and their compositional relationships
may contribute to a better under
standing of how images function,
how they influence and persuade,
and why we respond to them in the
ways we do. Art historians, who are
well equipped to analyse and under
stand the complexity of visual
images, can contribute to scientific
research by providing knowledge
able access to the history of art as a
unique record of how humans
perceive the world.
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Both artists and scientists strongly
focus on cognitive issues of human
experience, so to what extent is their
approach similar? In collaboration
with scientists, artists create full
body interfaces and virtual environ
ments (VE) to explore human per
ception and interaction, such as at
MARS (Media Art Research Studies)
in St. Augustin, Germany. Similarly,
'pure' scientists use VE to examine
visual-spatial cognition within a
'dynamic sensory feedback environ
ment', such as at the Department of
Psychophysics at the MPI Tubingen,
Germany. Since both sides adopt
similar methods of display and
active response, their approaches
can seem to be very close. However,
'artistic' virtual environments do not
generally require the user to act and
respond in a prescribed and impera
tive manner. As such, they
encourage awareness of our own
modes of embodiment, which
includes a perceived gain in
knowledge. This epistemological
path leads to aesthetic experience,
unlike many of the more purely sci
entific experiments, which often
need ultimate control over stimuli
and the observers' movement. The
exploration of one's own body in an

'artistic' environment therefore high
lights the body's epistemic function
and the sensual aspects of aesthetic
experience.

Tim O'Riley, Artist, London

A C o l l i s i o n of S o r t s : An
A c c o u n t of a n A r t / S c i e n c e
Collaborative Project at
CERN, Geneva
In 2000, I participated in a project
that brought together a diverse
group of artists and scientists
working at CERN, the European
Laboratory for Particle Physics. I
visited the site, met a number of the
scientists involved, and have since
produced artworks that have an
elliptical relationship to what actually
goes on at CERN. These pieces
arose out of a kind of collision
between my own inclinations and
interests as an artist (amongst other
things, gravity, space, the unexpect
ed), my struggle to fathom the intri
cacies of particle physics and
quantum mechanics, and the ideas
of some of the scientists I talked to.
Matter, at this scale, seems both
unexpected and peculiar and it was
this sense of the apparent strange
ness at the heart of things that
intrigued me. That and the fact that
physicists don't always agree on
how to interpret what they see (or
what they think they see).

Hans Drevermann, CERN, Geneva

Scientific Visualisation:
Does C l a r i t y Lead t o
B e a u t y ? Does B e a u t y
Lead t o C l a r i t y ?
Visualisation can be used as a tool
to convey scientific information. The
pictures used must present the visu
alised data as effectively and com
prehensively as possible. Therefore
it is highly desirable not only to know
how to generate pictures by
computer programmes, but also to
understand how these pictures are
treated by the human brain. Pictures
optimised for perceptual and scien

tific clarity are appreciated well
beyond their scientific value by most
observers. Conversely, it may be that
'pretty' pictures are easier to under
stand. These points will be illustrated
with computer generated images of
collisions between elementary
matter and antimatter particles
generated in the large CERN
collider, LER No knowledge of
physics is required.

Kristine Krug, University of Oxford

C o r t i c a l Codes for
Perceptual Purposes
Visual illusions have been employed
by artists and scientists alike for
centuries. For example, perspective,
occlusion, differences in size and
the placements of shadows in
paintings have all been used to
create the illusion of a 3D world in
two-dimensional paintings since the
Renaissance. To take a famous
recent example, the Magic Eye
illusions generate depth by
supplying disparate information to
the two eyes. Or changes in textures
have been used by Albrecht Durer to
create illusory contours in his
etchings such as Rhinoceros. Such
devices can help us explore how our
visual system reconstructs a plastic
visual world from two-dimensional
images on our retinae. When artists
dissect these cues and make them
contradictory, as M. C. Escher does
in his drawing Staircases, we can
also directly see how our brain
combines different image cues. The
use of such ambiguous images
which result in bistable percepts has
seen remarkable revival in neuroscience in the last few years. New
techniques like brain imaging or the
combination of neuronal recording
with a behavioural task allow us to
monitor brain activity while a subject
responds to what he 'sees'. So,
using ambiguous visual stimuli, we
can monitor the brain on the level of
the single cell up to the whole brain
while a percept changes without a
change in the viewed image. This
allows us to distinguish between
7

early processing stages which filter
the image and those that represent
our actual percept.

Amy lone, Independent Scholar and
Artist, Berkeley, California

Visualising Innovation:
C o n t e m p o r a r y Cross
currents in Art, Science
and Visual Studies
Recent cultural analyses of art have
made great inroads in describing
how each age finds its own tech
niques, sources of inspiration, and
modes of presentation. This paper
applies this approach to our own
age, exploring how contemporary
scientific technologies allow us to
ask how a brain creates art.
Particular attention will be given to:
(1) how imaging technologies that
allow us to see through opaque
surfaces expand artistic, viewer, and
biological frames of reference, (2)
how this ability to 'gaze' at more than
the surface has fostered neurophysi
ology, perceptual studies, and the
study of art practices, and (3) how
contemporary art practices allow us
to integrate new scientific findings
with hands-on experiments, thus
also allowing us to re-visit historical
ideas about vision, optics, and per
ception. The work of several artists
will be considered, including
Humphrey Ocean, David Hockney,
James Turrell, and Margaret
Dolinsky. Overall the paper will
demonstrate that learning, like inno
vation, combines diverse frames of
reference. As a result, information
and forms that were not concretely
represented in previous epochs
enter cultural discourse.

Convenors
Catherine Whistler, Ashmolean Museum, University of Oxford
Geraldine A. Johnson, Department of the History of Art, Centre for Visual
Studies, University of Oxford
Works of art are reproduced in a variety of ways, some tangible, some intan
gible - we conjure them up as images in our visual memory, we manipulate
images on-screen, or we deal with photographs, with printed reproductions,
and with other types of facsimiles in two or three dimensions. A key aspect of
art history as an academic and museological discipline has been the identifi
cation and interpretation of objects through the making of these kinds of
visual connections. Approaches to art history ranging from connoisseurship
to social history have relied both on the first-hand observation of individual
works of art and on the use of various types of reproductions that allow com
parisons between different objects to be made. This session will explore past
and present visual connections between objects and their images in terms of
the function and the status of the reproduction in art historical and museolog
ical practices, the ways in which different types of reproductions have condi
tioned approaches to works of art, the importance of the reproduction in the
practice of connoisseurship and other methodological approaches, and the
changing nature of how visual connections can be made and used in the
age of digital imagery.

Christina Strunck, Department of
History of Art, University of York

Lustful Connections: Fact
and Fiction in Imaging the
G i u s t i n i a n i C o l l e c t i o n of
Antiquities
In this paper, I will discuss the rela
tionship between the display of
antique art and its graphic represen
tation, using as a case study the
Galleria Giustiniani which in the
Baroque period contained Rome's
largest collection of antique sculp
tures. In 1636, the highlights of the
collection were published in two
sumptuous volumes of engravings.
The presentation of the objects in
the publication, however, differed
significantly from their arrangement
in the real gallery. On the basis of
inventories, I will reconstruct the
original display in the gallery and
analyse the underlying 'programme'
of this permanent exhibition, drawing
particular attention to the 'visual con
nections' fostered by the meaningful
coupling of certain statues. I will
then explore the relationship
between the collection and its
graphic representation, explaining
why the publication was organised
according to completely different
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principles. While the Visual connec
tions' suggested by the publication
were of a scholarly nature, the
arrangement of the objects 'in situ'
stimulated a 'courtly' reading of the
ensemble, spiced with witty and
erotic overtones.

Julian Brooks, Ashmolean Museum,
University of Oxford

Looking and Learning in
Connoisseurship: A Focus
on Italian Drawings
The role of connoisseurship in art
history has been much discussed,
but there has been relatively little
study of what it actually consists of
in practical terms. This paper aims
to present an overview of the
physical characteristics of objects
from which the connoisseur works,
along with some connoisseurs' indi
vidual ideas of the relative impor
tance of quality and style in making
their judgements. Connoisseurial
working methods will be illustrated
through specific examples of attribu
tions of sixteenth- and seventeenthcentury Italian drawings by figures
such as Giovanni Morelli, Bernard
Berenson, and Philip Pouncey.

Central to the paper will be the inte
gration of relevant material on how
the human visual system gathers,
processes, and mentally compares
information from drawings.

Simon Kelly, Ruskin School of
Drawing and Fine Art, University of
Oxford

T h e I m p a c t of L i t h o g r a p h y
a n d Early Photography o n
Nineteenth-Century
French Art History
This paper examines the use of lith
ographic and photographic repro
ductions by the pioneers of art
history in mid-nineteenth-century
France. I argue that these reproduc
tions considerably expanded the
visual vocabularies of art historians,
thus facilitating the development of
early connoisseurship methods and
the rise of a positivist art history. I
examine the impact of lithographic
collections such as Les Artistes
Contemporains
and photographs by,
among others, the Bisson freres and
the Braun family while also dis
cussing Bingham's contribution to
the emergence of the photographi
cally-illustrated catalogue

raisonne.

I

look at the effect of such reproduc
tions on the interpretation of Old
Master and contemporary art,
focusing on writers such as Charles
Blanc, Philippe Burty and Theophile
Thore-Burger. Crucial to the discus
sion is an examination of the midcentury debates around the validity
of lithography and photography as
reproductive tools.

Spike Bucklow, Senior Research
Scientist, Hamilton Kerr Institute,
University of Cambridge

Conservation Images:
Connections with the
Object
Before undertaking any treatment of
a painting, a conservator must
assess its current condition and
have some understanding of the
artists' materials and methods.

Visual examination by the naked eye
is supplemented by a number of
tools which generate a variety of
images. This talk illustrates some of
those images (X-ray, ultra violet, infra
red, cross section, raking light,
transmitted light, etc.) and outlines
what they can tell us about the
painting as a physical crafted object.
It then addresses a central problem
associated with technical imagery the lack of natural descriptors. One
class of images (macro-photos of
craquelure) are then used to illus
trate the problem and a solution to it
which enables the formalisation of a
hitherto obscure connoisseural
domain. It will be demonstrated that,
using an appropriate cognitive
framework, some art-historically
relevant questions about artists'
technique can be addressed using
the naked eye alone.

Penny Florence, Falmouth College of
Arts

Photography and
Hepworth: The Lens a n d
the Glass Ceiling
The dominant style used in photo
graphing Hepworth's sculpture
channels interpretations of the work
historically, ideologically and stylisti
cally. Despite her undoubted
success from 1924 to 1975,
Hepworth is now rendered almost
invisible by a certain 'modernist' visi
bility, which masks her relevance to
contemporary preoccupations. Most
studies, whether mainstream,
feminist or radical, do not funda
mentally challenge Hepworth's
primary location within prewar
Modernism, frequently as 'best sup
porting actor.' Briony Fer's splendid
On Abstract Art does not mention
her at all, despite its field being
arguably exactly one in which
Hepworth should have a place. This
paper will examine the part that pho
tography has played in confirming
Hepworth's status as just under the
top rank and in limiting her possible
influence. It will consider the gender
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implications of the results and
suggest some of the broader issues
for historians and curators in
reassessing the historical signifi
cance of artists, especially women,
that are raised by Hepworth's case.

Katerina Reed-Tsocha, Department of
the History of Art, University of Oxford

From Mechanical
Reproduction to Digital
Replication: A Theoretical
Framework
The emergence and diffusion of new
technologies of image production
appears to have transformed what
Benjamin described as the 'age of
mechanical reproduction' into the
era of dematerialised digital replica
tion. This paper examines the theo
retical implications of this transition
with a specific interest in the nature
of the reproducibility involved in
each case. The central claim is that
the much anticipated ideal of
'absolute reproducibility' in the visual
arts has only been attained in the
digital era as a by-product of tech
nological innovation. In this light, the
widely-used hypothesis of a 'perfect
copy' (simpliciter) can be rejected as
a convenient and dubious fiction.
Building around these issues, the
argument extends to a more general
discussion providing a conceptual
framework for the nature and status
of reproductions and an investiga
tion of the ontological primacy of
originals.

Convenors
Matthew Craske. Humanities Research Centre, Oxford Brookes University
Stephen Lloyd, Scottish National Portrait Gallery, Edinburgh

A strand devoted to the analysis of objects employed as aids to intimate or
private reflection. The emphasis will be upon objects employed in the culture
of love, marriage, death, and devotion: objects in the home, small-scale
portraits, prayer and emblem books, photograph albums, memorials and
jewellery. Those who interpret 'intimate' as anything which happens which is
too personal to be viewed in public will discuss the use of erotic images or
objects associated with personal hygiene and excretion.

J. Marshall Walker, University of Oslo

The Node in a Nexus?
Tracing the Connections
of a n Early C h r i s t i a n
Funerary Portrait
A richly carved sarcophagus of
antiquity makes a connection with
the viewer - the viewer uses the sar
cophagus to make some kind of
intimate connection to the
deceased. But in the case of Early
Christian sarcophagi the iconographic connections of portraits to
either visual context or survivors
receive short shrift. Studies have
focused on the documentation of
the Biblical scenes portrayed on sar
cophagi, delving into the liturgically
oriented meanings, throwing
attention away from these portraits.
But some authors like John Onians,
Patricia Miller and Jas Eisner hint at
a method of tracing the connections
in the intricate nexus of Late
Antiquity's aesthetic. Might the
portraits be more connected to the
iconographic whole than has
generally been recognised? Might
one rather forge connections
between portrait, context and
viewer? Might scholars today be
able to trace some of the intimate
connections made by bereaved
viewers of Late Antiquity?

Craig Clunas, University of Sussex

Forging Intimate
Connections: Two Scrolls
by Wen Z h e n g m i n g
Gifts of painting and calligraphy,
often in distinctive small-scale
formats, were an important material
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expression of social and affective
relationships in Ming dynasty China
(1368-1644). Two works by Wen
Zhengming (1470-1559) can be
immediately situated in this context:
'Wintry Trees' of 1543 was painted
within days of the funeral of the
artist's wife, as a gift for a member
of her family who had travelled to
participate in the ritual, while
'Cypress and Rock' of 1550 was
dedicated to a younger friend who at
that time was laid low by illness. But
how exactly was intimacy manufac
tured or sustained by the agency of
these images? What was the rela
tionship of gift exchange to the con
struction of the intimate subject?
And how were claims of intimacy
sustained or declined through the
paintings and the inscriptions they
carried? This paper will suggest a re
reading of these works, which will
stress what was at stake in such
claims, and how contests over them
fashioned some of the contingent
subject positions available to the
elite male of the Ming period.

Anne Rudloff Stanton, Department of
Art History and Archaeology,
University of Missouri-Columbia

Medieval Page-Turners:
Narrative Marginalia in
Devotional Manuscripts
My paper will address the phenome
non of narrative marginal sequences
in illuminated prayerbooks. These
personal books were often of an
intimate scale and contained prayers
that would have been memorised by
the pious. Several prayerbooks from
early fourteenth-century England
display not only miniature paintings,

Cordula Schumann, Wolfson College,
University of Cambridge

these figures were also produced, and

The Intimate Connection
of the Infanta Isabella
Clara Eugenia with her
Subjects: Jean Terrier s
Emblem Book

in relief of life-size busts by Rysbrack

scenes often comment directly upon

This paper will analyse the connec

these small historicising images of the

other texts and / or images on the

tion between royal encomium and the

mid-eighteenth century relate to larger

page. Yet because of their narrative

genre of the devotional emblem

sculptural portraits of contemporaries

nature, they also connect consecu

book. The subject of the discussion

taken from the life, and how these

tive pages, providing a linear

will be the rare and so far unknown

ivories might have contributed to a

narrative that often seems to lack

emblem book by Jean Terrier entitled

different way of looking at and valuing

Les Pourtraicts de SS. Vertus de la

sculpture; I will also discuss the repeti

but also marginal stories that extend
over several pages. For instance,
the Taymouth Hours contains a
variety of marginal sequences
including three separate romances.
Like the single marginal scenes that
have often been frequently

argue that for the lay readers, who
owned most of these manuscripts,
and whose literacy was shaky, these
tiny stories were the real pageturners.

and others. The authorship of these
ivories remains obscure, although one
artist is known to have been a native
of the Netherlands working for
Rysbrack. My paper will discuss how

discussed in recent years, these

connection to the devotional texts. I

reproduced, usually reduced versions

Vierge contemplees par feue S.A.S.M.
Isabelle Clere Eugenie Infante
d'Espagne, published by the priest
Jean Vernier in 1635 near Besangon,
capital of the Habsburg domain of

tion of forms and features in different
versions, although in a material which
was carved, not moulded or mechani
cally copied.

Franche-Comte. The book consists of
thirty-four emblems of outstanding

Kate Bomford, Courtauld Institute of
Art, University of London

quality, each of which shows the

Portraiture and Devotion:
Van Eyck s Timotheos
reconsidered

Governess of the Habsburg

Infanta Isabella, the widowed
Netherlands, accompanied by her
ladies-in-waiting in adoration of the

Diane Waggoner, Department of
American Paintings and Sculpture, Yale
University Art Gallery

Lewis Carroll s Photograph
Albums and Intimate
Contemplation

Virgin. The promotion of the Infanta's
This paper will consider Jan van

public persona is linked here to the

I propose to investigate Lewis

Eyck's Portrait of a Man in the

format of a prayer book: the

Carroll's photograph albums as

National Gallery (the so-called

emblems visualise the Litaniae B.

objects of both intimate and circum

'Timotheos')

Mariae virginis ex Scriptura sacra, a

scribed social contemplation. Carroll,

stimulate consciousness of mortality,

highly traditional litany, which recites

an ardent amateur photographer of

and to elicit prayers for the soul of

the Virgin's names and virtues

children, articulated his friendships

its deceased sitter. Taking Van

according to the prophecies of the

with children, largely realised in the

Eyck's portrait as paradigmatic for

Old Testament. The paper will explore

photograph session, in the practice

the genre in fifteenth- and sixteenth-

how the devotional images and their

of compiling his photographs into

century Northern Europe, it will

accompanying poems represent the

albums. Carroll treated both his pho

argue for a continuity of function

Infanta's intimate connection with the

tographs and his albums as

between portraits destined for or

Virgin, her court ladies as her

precious, hand-crafted objects that

displayed in sacred settings and

symbolic subjects, and the individual

preserved his memories of friend

those used in domestic contexts. It

members of the Vernier publishing

ships past for his private reflection.

will suggest that the relationship

house and the Brussels court, who

Carroll not only carefully organised

between exemplary sitters and

were responsible for the creation of

his albums - producing detailed

devoted viewers was understood to

this unique emblem book.

tables of contents and combining

as a work designed to

photographs with poems and sitters'

be interactive and reciprocal, and
will consider the advantages, and

signatures - but also their viewing in

limitations, of the portrayed face as

the rarefied atmosphere. As Carroll

a means of achieving posthumous
commemoration. It will also explore
the possible reasons for the relative

Marjorie Trusted, Victoria and Albert
Museum

British Worthies in Ivory

wrote, "I do not ever ask more than 2
ladies, at a time, for tea: for that is the
outside number who can see the

neglect of the perceived role of

British Worthies, such as Newton,

same photographs, in comfort: and

private, 'secular' portraiture in the

Pope, Milton and Locke were

to be showing more than one at a

attainment of individual salvation.

portrayed in different forms throughout

time is simply distracting". Carroll's

the eighteenth century, notably in

albums played an active role in

engravings, ceramic statuettes, and in

creating the very select friendships

marble and plaster busts, often for

that the albums figured in their

libraries. Small-scale ivory portraits of

pages. Within the private space of
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Carroll's sitting r o o m , looking at the

important role in this own apartment

Julia Kelly, University of Manchester

a l b u m s t a g e d the personal connec

at 24 Rue Nungesser et Coli (built in

tions between the bachelor Carroll

1933), where they could be seen, for

The Sacred in Everyday
Life

a n d his child a n d female visitors.

example, in the niche above his

Flora Samuel, Welsh School of
Architecture, Cardiff University

Le Corbusier, Objects a n d
Intimate Space
Le Corbusier s p o k e of what he called
"objects that evoked a poetic
reaction.. .the vast panoply of
s p o k e s m e n w h o s p e a k the language
of nature". It w a s his firm belief that
these were "worthy of a place in our

fireplace and on the shelf leading up

"It is in the s a c r e d that w e are at

to the roof g a r d e n . He referred to

o n c e the m o s t ourselves a n d out of

t h e m as "evocative c o m p a n i o n s . . . b y

ourselves".

means of t h e m friendly contact

I w o u l d like to return to Michel Leiris's

between nature a n d ourselves is

1938 lecture 'The Sacred in Everyday

w o v e n " . In this paper Le Corbusier's

Life', his examination of his own

use of such objects as an aid to

parental h o m e , as the site of an

private reflection will be d i s c u s s e d . It

extraordinary interdisciplinary fusion.

will be argued that for Le Corbusier

Objects a n d places, such as his

they o c c u p i e d a role similar to the

father's Smith and Wesson, the family

lares a n d penates

of the Roman

houses that he so admired.

stove, the parental b e d r o o m , the
toilet as the focus of secret meetings,
the Bois d e Boulogne a n d the Auteuil

h o m e s " . Such objects o c c u p i e d an

racecourse, are w o v e n into Leiris's
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analysis of a modern, secular and
European 'sacred'. Drawing upon the
sociological and ethnographic theory
of Durkheim, Hertz and Mauss, upon
psychoanalysis and the autobio
graphical modes of Proust and Andre
Breton, as well as upon a broad
visual culture, Leiris's lecture
prefaced the meetings of the College
of Sociology, giving his explorations
of intimate and personal objects an
ambivalent status within wider theo
retical concerns.

Stephanie Brown, Department of Fine
Art, University of Newcastle upon Tyne

Intimacy w i t h Industry:
Twentieth-Century Art and
Sanitaryware
From Duchamp's Fountain of 1917,
ceramic sanitary-ware has occupied
a unique formal, conceptual and
metaphorical position in twentiethcentury art. Fountain itself, the iconic
touchstone for much avant-garde
iconoclasm, has spawned a paradox
ical industry of replicas and reprisals.
But what are the wider artistic and
aesthetic implications of the interface
between industrial ceramic products
and intimate human processes?
Fountain significantly attracted
polarised responses dependent on
privileging readings of either form or
function. This paper examines how
ceramic toilets and urinals have been
presented and represented in ways
that vacillate between the idealised

and debased, the personal and
public, the promotional and the
polemical. It offers a comparative
analysis of the intentions and influ
ences behind such works produced
within individual oeuvres and those
resulting from industrially-sponsored
contexts such as the Kohler
residency (USA) and the
Gustavsberg WC Workshop
(Sweden).

Diane Hughes

Engraved on the Memory Laurence Whistler s
Engraved Glass Memorial
Window, St. Nicholas
Church, Morton, Dorset
Laurence Whistler's memorial window
to an unknown pilot, shot down in
1940, was commissioned anony
mously by his widow and commemo
rates a youthful marriage cut short by
war. The imagery, together with the
transparency and fragility of the
medium - engraved glass - suggests
something lovely that is lost. Despite
the specificity of personal detail, the
memorial window transcends not
only the personal, as wartime
widowhood and the loss of a lover
was an experience shared by many
women, but also the period, as
romantic love ending in tragedy is a
recurrent theme in Western culture.
Unlike many war memorials, this is
not a military portrait, nor does it
contain any patriotic or religious
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inscription, just initials and the year of
marriage - 1939-40. This paper will
argue that the window is not only a
commemoration of absence but also
a celebration of a life shared.

Jivan Astfalck, School of Jewellery,
Birmingham Institute of Art and Design,
University of Central England

SKIN-Carnival
In her earlier work, Julia Kristeva
described Bakhtin's concept of the
carnival as "a homology between
body, dream, linguistic structure and
structures of desire". Drawing on
both theoretical sources, SKINCarnival explores a preoccupation in
some contemporary jeweller-art,
which concerns itself with the repre
sentation of a fictionalised body, its
materiality, erotic possibility and
mortality. Bakhtin's theory of the dis
ruptive effect of the carnival, a bor
derline place between art and life,
can be used to develop a reading of
decorative objects, which refer to a
heterogeneity of the body its dispro
portion, gaps, and orifices. These
small-scale pieces of jewellery
display strong sensuality and, when
worn on the body, are signing the
body of its own fictionality. The
objects seem to act as a dialogical
device, which connect themselves as
a visible trace with invisible things,
things inside, things which are
desired, dreamed about, or feared.

Convenors
Mark E v a n s , Department of Prints, Drawings and Paintings, Victoria and
Albert Museum
Glyn Davies, Christie s Education, London

For a few months in 2000, as lottery-funded projects reached completion, new
art museums and extensions to existing buildings opened in the United
Kingdom almost every week: an expansion unseen even during the Victorian
heyday of museum construction. Although the building boom peaked in the
millennium year, major projects continue, in London and the regions. Public
comment has been extensive, but has principally been directed towards the
architectural character of the new or reconditioned spaces and their success
or failure as visitor attractions. Less attention has been paid to the character of
the art histories presented within their walls.
This session considers connections between the form and content of the
Millennium Displays. To what extent have these opportunities been taken to re
affirm, subvert, reform or transform the histories presented? How may their com
parative success or failure as historical constructs be measured? To what extent
have 'the new art histories' been married with traditional gallery display? Has the
drive to expand access successfully negotiated the risk of 'dumbing down'?
Concentrating upon developments in London, the papers address the wide
range of architecture, history, the fine and applied arts, and visual culture,
from curators responsible for the new displays and the wider art historical
community. Particular attention is addressed towards the future of chronology,
the role of British art and the re-habilitation of historic spaces.
Paul Barlow, University of Northumbria

Second Class Art in a
Second Class Gallery?
Tate Britain s Identity
Crisis
Now that Tate Britain is separated
from Tate Modern, it can revert to its
original incarnation as the National
Gallery of British Art - or so the Tate
itself has told us. But what are the
problems implicit in this new selfdefinition of the institution? Before
the Tate became, by accident rather
than design, the standard bearer for
the Heroic Modernism of the
twentieth century, it had been
devoted to affirmation of British art.
In so doing it had taken British works
from the National Gallery, which were
no longer considered of 'national'
value in aesthetic rather than geo
graphical terms. First, the Vernon col
lection of early Victorian art, then
later Pre-Raphaelite works found
their way into the Tate, which increas
ingly seemed like a depository for
paintings no longer fashionable. The
idea that the Tate was a second
class institution developed very early
in its history, and now threatens to
return. How has the Tate Britain's
14

rehang addressed this problem and the related one of the continuing
presence of Modernity within the
narrative of 'British' artistic identities?
What problems has it resolved,
evaded, or revealed? How is this
related to the hanging strategy
evolved for the Tate Modern, and
what does this reveal about the char
acters of the twin institutions?
This paper will seek to explore these
issues, and to engender debate
about the identity of the new institu
tion as it seeks to negotiate a
network of concerns in which
aesthetic judgements, historical nar
ratives, and definitions of regional,
national and ethnic identities
intersect.

Marcia Pointon, University of
Manchester

Savaged by Sewell:
Thoughts on Organising
t h e D i s p l a y of H o g a r t h s
Sigismunda at Tate
Britain
This paper will explore the experi
ence of working, as a visiting
academic, with curatorial and

technical staff at Tate Britain in
summer 2000 and will examine why
a small, one-room display attracted
large-scale and chiefly hostile
reviews in the national press.

John Mack, British Museum

The Great Court Opening Up t h e B r i t i s h
Museum
The courtyard of the British
Museum was one of the lost
spaces of London, hidden from
public view since 1857. The £100
million Great Court project has now
turned it into a spectacular new
public covered courtyard. However,
this project has not only been about
the re-development of space within
the Museum. The Clore Education
Centre enables the Museum to
develop its innovative education
and outreach programmes for the
widest possible audience. Once in
the Great Court, visitors can choose
from a number points of entry into
the galleries, and new links become
clear between the collections.
Furthermore, with the re-introduc
tion of ethnographic materials into
the main body of the Museum, the
whole character of the way in which
the collections are presented will
receive a new charge. This paper
will explore the implications of the
changes on the very particular
presentation of art history tradition
ally associated with the Museum.

Christopher Wilk, Victoria & Albert
Museum

New I n t e r p r e t a t i o n s of
B r i t i s h Design a n d Art—
t h e V i c t o r i a & Albert
Museums British
Galleries 1500-1900
Although the idea of mixed media,
period galleries was debated in
private and public committees when
the V&A expanded greatly in 1909, it
was not until 1947 that the Museum
began opening what were then

known as 'the Primary Galleries'.
Organised by nationality, period, and
within those divisions, by style, the
largest of these were the English
Primary Galleries. In moving to a
period-based, multi-collection
approach, the Museum acknowl
edged through its gallery design that
its main audience was no longer
craftsmen and designers but a wider
museum-going public.
For the first time since they were
completed in 1952, the former
English galleries are to be complete
ly re-organised and re-installed with
the new title of 'the British Galleries
1500-1900'. They open in November
2001. The new galleries- somewhat
unusually for the new century- are
organised chronologically. However,
they are based not only on the tradi
tional approach of style but also on
a series of narrative themes which,
when taken together, offer a chal
lenging and dynamic view of the
history of British design and art.
This paper will consider the history
and content of these new galleries,
as well as new approaches to
gallery design, period room installa
tions and interpretation.

Eric Fernie, Courtauld Institute of Art,
University of London

New Developments at
Somerset House
Over the last ten years Somerset
House has been transformed from a
civil service office block into one of
the major centres for the display and
study of the visual arts in London.
The change began with the move of
the Courtauld Institute into the North
Building in 1989-90 and entered a
second phase with the gift of the
Gilbert Collection to the nation in
1997. This provided the key to the
unlocking of the South Building and
the Embankment Block, the
redeeming of the courtyard from its
status as a car park to an elegant
space with fountains and facilities for
musical and theatrical events, and
the designating of the Hermitage
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rooms for exhibitions of objects from
St Petersburg. Plans for the future
include the establishing of an elec
tronic portal for the arts and a large
space for temporary exhibitions.

Lara Perry, University of Southampton

S t e p p i n g L i g h t l y off t h e
T r e a d m i l l of History:
Display, Chronology a n d
H i s t o r i c i t y in t h e N a t i o n a l
P o r t r a i t Gallery, 2000
Exhibiting a series of historical
greats is now unfashionable both as
an account of history, and as a
mode of art exhibition: it is what
Nicolas Serota has recently
condemned as art "on the treadmill
of history". But it is a mode of exhibi
tion which the National Portrait
Gallery, whose collection is
premised on a close relationship
between history, chronology and
artworks, cannot perfunctorily
abandon. Within the parameters of
the historical 'treadmill', over the last
five years the National Portrait
Gallery has considerably altered the
presentation of its collection at its
main gallery in St. Martin's Place,
London. This paper will explore how
the redisplays handle historicity in
the galleries, looking in particular at
the ways that the redevelopment of
areas within the gallery, including the
entrance, nineteenth and earlytwentieth century galleries, have
used the collection, architecture and
presentation techniques to expand
and enhance the collection's art/his
torical denotations.

CONNECTIONS
BETWEENf
«l
CONSERVATION
AND ART
HISTORY IN
MUSEUMS

Convenors
Christopher Baker, Christ Church Picture Gallery, Oxford
Caroline Campbell, Curatorial Department, National Gallery, London
Conservators and curators frequently collaborate, and conservation projects
are increasingly becoming a driving force behind museum-based
research.
However, the nature of the relationship between the two disciplines is not
always smooth or easy to define. To what extent can conservators provide
objective facts which reliably form the basis of art historical opinion? The
papers in this session, given by speakers from art historical, curatorial and
conservation backgrounds, examine this relationship using case studies of
objects in many different media, from paintings and drawings to textiles and
installation art.

Cordelia Rogerson and Mary Brooks,
Textile Conservation Centre, University
of Southampton

Textiles Old and New How and Why c a n
Collaboration between
Textile Conservators,
Curators and Artists be a
Benefit?
Collaboration and discussion are not
only essential to the success of a
conservation intervention; such
exchanges can also enhance per
ception and appreciation of the
artefacts for the art historian or
curator. This may be through the
generation of 'facts' determined by
new evidence or scientific analysis
and also through refining and devel
oping opinion based on experience
and prior knowledge.
This paper will explore how conser
vation analysis can often facilitate
investigation into issues of interpre
tation such as the appropriate re
creation of missing areas. Such an
approach can be particularly critical
when dealing with contemporary art.
The curator's and conservator's
roles need to be examined carefully
here. Is it ethical or practical to
impose the notion of long-term
preservation? What is the nature of
the possible dialogues and collabo
rations in this situation?
The multifaceted issues of communi
cation, co-operation, enhanced
value and understanding will be
explored in relation to a number of
case studies. These will include the
treatment of a set of the Burne-
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Jones Holy Grail tapestries, one of a
set of painted textile hangings by the
Danish artist Franz Kannik, and con
temporary pieces such as Kate
Egan's Space Pieces for the
Bridgewater Hall, Manchester.

Caroline Campbell, The National
Gallery, London

Conserving C a s s o n i and
Rewriting their History:
Interaction between
Conservators and Art
Historians
This paper examines the disputes
which have arisen between conser
vators and art historians over the
preservation and display of Italian
Renaissance great chests
(commonly known as 'cassoni'). In
the nineteenth century these objects
were re-integrated into the canon
from which Vasari had excised them,
and were acquired by most public
and private collectors of Italian
Renaissance Art.
Before entering Anglo-American col
lections they were conserved, and
radically altered by dealers like
William Blundell Spence (as Ellen
Callman has shown) to conform to
nineteenth-century perceptions of
the Renaissance. In the last ten
years conservators and art historians
have argued about the significance
and status of these Victorian confec
tions of fifteenth-century objects
This contrasts with the normally har
monious relations between conser
vators and historians of Renaissance

art. My paper will use this case
study to make some observations
about potential conflicts between art
historians and conservators in
museums.

Lisa Psarianos, Senior Paper
Conservator, Tate Britain

Fixatives: t o Remove or
Not to Remove?
Artists have been fixing their
drawings for hundreds of years, but
when conservators examine a fixed
drawing do they see fixative or dis
colouration? Is the fixative consid
ered part of the work or a stain?
This study is based on the conserva
tion of drawings in the Oppe collec
tion of eighteenth- and nineteenthcentury drawings and watercolours
at Tate Britain, with particular
reference to John Constable, John
Varley and Thomas Gainsborough.
This talk will briefly look at the fixing
of drawings and the reasons a con
servator considers them to be histor
ically integral to the work or merely a
disfiguration that should be
removed. The curatorial, historical
and conservation aspects of fixed
drawings will all be considered.

Thomas Schmutz, History of Art
Department, University of Neuchatel,
Switzerland

For a N e w R e a d i n g o f
Artists Instruction
Manuals: Recipe-books or
Historical Documents?
Between 1780 and 1850 instruction
manuals for artists developed
steadily to become an important
body of literature that was soon
recognised as a major source of
information for conservation science.
Restorers were particularly interest
ed in finding recipes, in order to
understand the manufacturing of
pigments. Art history has rather
tended to neglect this type of litera
ture. Therefore it is no surprise that

curators are often unaware of the
sources their colleagues use in the
conservation department.
This paper will focus on the publica
tions of the 'colourman' George
Field, the chemist Jean-FrangoisLeonard Merimee, the artist Pierre
Louis Bouvier as well as the lesserknown American artist and writer
Laughton Osborn. I propose a
reading of these writings from the
point of view of art history, but taking
into account the research carried out
by conservation science. In this
regard the literary genre of instruc
tion manuals contains much
priceless information, and con
tributes substantially to a successful
exchange between restorers and art
historians.

Briony Pemberton, Paper Conservator,
Tate Britain

M a k i n g S e n s e of a Grey
Area: a Look at the
Graphite Pencil
Black-lead, plumbago, wadd, lead
pencil, graphite. All different
materials or one and the same? This
paper, which is based on research
into drawings and watercolours in
the Oppe Collection at Tate Britain,
examines the evolution of graphite
and its associated terms. Describing
materials used in works of art is
something that concerns both art
historians and conservators, and it is
important that the terms are as
accurate as possible when catalogu
ing and documenting. In addition to
the nomenclature issue, experimen
tal work on the identification of
natural and manufactured graphite
using Static SIMS (Secondary Ion
Mass Spectroscopy) will be
presented. Ultimately, the paper will
show how knowledge gained by
conservators in the process of their
analysis can be of benefit to the field
of art history.
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Tina Fiske, History of Art Department,
University of Glasgow

Care and Care Alike:
Cornelia Parker s Room
f o r Margins,
1998. Issues
in t h e C u r a t i o n a n d
C o n s e r v a t i o n of
Contemporary Art
Increasingly, non-traditional or new
media contemporary artworks enter
national collections. The changing
and frequently ambiguous role that
material or technique now play in the
meaning of such works places the
dialogue between curator and con
servator under renewed scrutiny. The
growing complexity of installations,
new sophisticated technologies, and
the needs of individual works that,
intentionally or not, challenge
material authenticity, stability and
continuity in numerous ways all test
the identities of curator, conservator
and, indeed, artist. My paper
considers the marginal ground
between those identities and their
relation to the collection as a central
point. I refer to themes of margin
and centre in the Tate's recent
accessioning of Cornelia Parker's
Room For Margins, 1998, an installa
tion comprising historical liners and
tackings removed in the 1950s from
paintings by J.M.W. Turner in the
Tate Collection and stored in the
conservation archive. Initially loaned
to Parker, the Trustees agreed to
Parker's request that they be acces
sioned as a work by herself,
providing they remain available for
research purposes.

Convenor
Gabriele Neher, Department of Art History, The University of Nottingham
'Making connections' is an essential part of Renaissance culture. This session
hopes to explore a number of ways in which these 'connections' were estab
lished. Papers will cover two related areas:
1. Connecting the centre to the periphery: much recent scholarship has
focused on an investigation of 'visual controls' established by a dominant,
politically superior centre over the art of its subject territory. Yet was this
exchange always from the centre to the periphery? Was there a political
motivation to the export of art?
2. Connecting the centre to a centre: cultural exchanges between centres
might clarify relationships between culturally dominant centres. The role of
the courts will be considered as well as relationships between Italian
centres and centres elsewhere; the importance of travel as a means of
cultural exchange is also of interest.
These two areas will elicit discussions of why 'making connections' was such
an integral part of Renaissance culture and whether it was cultural exchange
that characterised much of the artistic production of the period.
Michelle O'Malley, University of
Sussex

Claire Farago, University of Colorado
at Boulder

Party Connections:
Subject Matter and
Exchange between
Painters a n d Clients in
Renaissance Italy

Theorising Cultural
Exchange: Leonardo da
Vinci s Debts to Byzantine
A e s t h e t i c s a n d Its
Contemporary
Implications

Issues of control and cultural
exchange, which inform connections
about art on a geographical level,
can also be traced on a personal
level in the negotiations about
Renaissance images held between
painters and their clients. This paper
will explore the nature and extent of
painter/client exchange about
subject matter, examining fifteenthand early sixteenth-century docu
mentary and pictorial material from
Central Italy, Milan and the Veneto. It
will show that connections between
contracting parties might continue
over the period of the design
process, as each party developed
and refined initial, contract-recorded
thoughts about the work of art. The
paper will argue that the dynamic
between painters and clients was
more complex, and their interests in
defining the appearance of pictures
more closely balanced, than has
hitherto been assumed. It will also
consider the impact this has on the
meaning of contract subject clauses.

Why is it so difficult to distinguish
Leonardo's impact on Venetian art
from its impact on him? This paper
extends recent attempts to recover
Leonardo's debts and contributions
to Venetian art by looking beyond
appearances to the religious
function served by the new scientific
style we associate with his brief stay
in the city around 1500. In the
process, this paper argues for devel
oping trajectories of art historical
investigation that consider broad
epistemological and sociological
frameworks. Past scholars who have
tried to elucidate the mystical strains
in Leonardo's paintings have relied
on their own emotional response to
the artist's psyche, as they consider
it manifested directly in his visual art.
This essay reintegrates these sub
jective reinterpretations into a histori
cal framework of response to
images that includes Greek religious
writings. It suggests that Leonardo
and his contemporaries did not find
this religious paradigm of aesthetic
reception incompatible with the sci
entific spirit of 'Renaissance art'.

Francis Ames-Lewis, Birkbeck
College, University of London

North European
Inspiration in t h e Early
L a n d s c a p e s of M a n t e g n a
and Giovanni Bellini
The landscape of Giovanni Bellini's
Berlin Resurrection altarpiece, com
missioned in around 1475, touched
as it is by the warm colours of the
dawn sky, marks a highpoint in the
development of his sensitive
response to atmospheric condi
tions. It can be compared with the
colour and light of the landscape in
Dieric Bouts' Resurrection in the
Norton Simon museum, which is
one canvas from an altarpiece that
was almost certainly in Venice
already by the mid-1450s. Other
Netherlandish paintings that we can
be reasonably sure were in Venice
around the mid-century are the
Eyckian Crucifixion in the Ca d'Oro,
and a lost altarpiece seemingly by
Petrus Christus in the Church of the
Carita.
This paper explores aspects of the
influence on both Bellini and
Mantegna of developments in
landscape painting in
Netherlandish art before around
1470. Both Italian painters incorpo
rated forms and features of
northern landscapes into their early
works. However, they responded
very differently to the qualities of
light, colour, aerial perspective and
atmospheric mood explored by
Netherlandish painters during a
period when the foundations of nat
uralistic landscape painting were
being laid down. Giovanni Bellini's
response was especially sensitive,
and my paper seeks to demon
strate that Netherlandish art
played an important role in his
early development.

Ian Holgate, University of East Anglia

The Venetian Lagoon: Cult
C e n t r e or B a c k w a t e r ? The
C u l t s of St M o n i c a a n d St
C a t h e r i n e of Siena in
Fifteenth-Century Italy
During the fifteenth century Venice
became increasingly prominent as a
political, cultural and economic
centre, active in the affairs of the
Italian mainland. However, her com
mitment to Italian ecclesiastical ini
tiatives remained tentative. This
paper seeks to address the extent to
which Venice sought connections
with other Italian centres through the
adoption of cults of foreign saints.
By analysing visual and written
evidence associated with the cults of
St Monica and St Catherine of Siena,
both at Venice and throughout Italy,
the paper will consider the following
themes: how cult iconographies and
practices in the spiritual homes of
these saints (Rome and Siena
respectively) compared with those in
Venice; the roles of the state, the
Church, the orders and the laity in
their adoption and promotion; the
possible means and channels of
visual interchange. Was Venice on
the periphery of cult practices?

Alexandra Jackson, Aberdeen
University

Paris in France: Paris
Bordon at the French
C o u r t of F o n t a i n e b l e a u ,
and the Italo/French
A r t i s t i c E x c h a n g e of t h e
Mid-Sixteenth Century
In the 1568 edition of the Lives,
Vasari accorded Paris Bordon
several pages in the Life of Titian
and stated that the artist went to
France in 1538 where he "entered
the service of King Francis",
executing commissions for the King
and high ranking ecclesiastics. Later
documents point to a possible
journey in 1559 during the reign of
Francis II. The refinement of the
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court of Francis I may be traced to
an Italian influence resulting from the
Italian wars and the inter-marriage of
the ruling families of Italy and French
royalty. This led to an increased
interest in literature, art and Italian
Renaissance architecture. The King
wooed several artists to France. The
Mannerists, Rosso and Primaticcio,
decorated the palace at
Fontainebleau, Serlio advised on its
extension, Leonardo may have been
employed as a town-planner, Titian
painted the King's portrait, Pietro
Aretino helped supplement his art
collection, Cellini sculpted in gold
and silver, and Bordon painted
portraits of the ladies of the court. Of
the artists who are represented at
Francis I's court, only Titian and
Bordon were from Venice, and Titian
did not actually visit France. This
paper will seek to examine whether
Bordon imported Venetian ideas to
Fontainebleau, whether his paintings
subsequent to his sojourn in France
displayed any of the Roman
Mannerism he encountered there,
and whether this had any impact on
the Venetian art scene.

Tom Nichols, University of Aberdeen

Irony a n d Ideal in
R e n a i s s a n c e I m a g e s of
Beggars
This paper will focus on images of
beggars in a number of prints and
paintings produced in Germany and
Italy in the first half of the sixteenth
century. Two contrasting representa
tional traditions will be distinguished,
and the relation of these to contem
porary discussions of beggary -and
to wider movements of social and
religious reform- examined.
Connections with representations of
other 'problematic' social groups
(e.g. Jews, gypsies) will be
discussed, as will the aesthetic
problems which the 'ugly' beggar
caused for Italian Renaissance
artists schooled in classical notions
of beauty.

Cordelia Warr, Queen s University,
Belfast

Women, Weaving and
S a l v a t i o n : T h e A l l e g o r y of
the Afterlife in the Church
of S a n M i c h e l e , P a g a n i c o
Around 1368 Biagio di Goro Ghezzi
painted a series of frescoes in the
choir of the Humiliati church of San
Michele, Paganico. The main
register of Biagio di Goro Ghezzi's
frescoes in the rectangular-ended
choir contains representations of the
Nativity, the Annunciation and the
Adoration of the Magi with roundels
of the four evangelists in the quadri
partite vault above. A lower register,
beneath the Nativity and the
Adoration, contains scenes from the
legend of the Archangel Michael and
an allegory of the afterlife. The
centre of the allegory shows Michael
holding, in either hand, a tiny female
and male soul kneeling within a
scale pan. The woman kneeling at
Michael's feet holds a distaff and a
white garment, which she holds out
as an offering. The image is one
particularly suited to the Humiliati,
containing a rare allusion to the
almost legendary involvement of the
Order in the wool industry and, more
particularly, to women's involvement
in that industry. This paper will
explore the interlaced connections
between this image, the Humiliati
rule and their role in the wool
industry, the role of women in the
Order and the industry, and four
teenth-century concepts of salvation
and its depiction.

Alice Sanger, University of Nottingham

Spiritual Connections:
Pilgrimage and the
P a t r o n a g e of M e d i c i
Women
The centre-periphery model is con
ventionally a static one, so how must
it be modified to account for experi
ences and spaces which are not
static, such as pilgrimage? My
paper will examine the theme of
connection and exchange in relation

to the sacred journeys and associat
ed devotions of three grand
duchesses of the Medici family of
Florence in the late sixteenth and
early seventeenth centuries.
Characterising these pilgrimages as
patronage activities, I will examine
their political, social and gendered
dimensions. The paper will seek to
interrogate the existing centreperiphery model on the basis of pil
grimage and its related patronage
(public spectacle, gifting at towns
and shrines) as fluid and shifting
activities but ones which are, at the
same time, structured around the
idea of a progression between two
fixed points.

Mary Vaccaro, University of Texas at
Arlington

Correggio and
Parmigianino: On the
P l a c e of R o m e in t h e
H i s t o r i o g r a p h y of
Sixteenth-Century
Parmese Drawing
This paper will focus on Correggio
and Parmigianino with particular
attention to the changing attitudes
about the former's drawings and the
vexed question of his trip to Rome.
Anton Raphael Mengs, perhaps
Correggio's most eloquent
champion, intuited the artist's trip to
Rome based on stylistic changes
and offered an apology for Vasari,
while Padre Sebastiano Resta went
so far as to substantiate not one but
two trips taken by Correggio to the
Eternal City on the basis of certain
drawings that, Resta claimed, the
artist had made there, drawings that
Resta himself conveniently (if not
suspiciously) owned. A comparison
of Correggio and Parmigianino
invites us to challenge critical and
historiographical assumptions about
disegno and colorito, about centre
and periphery, about an accepted
canon and its exclusions.
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Diana Norman, Open University

Siena, Italy and Europe: A
R e c o n s i d e r a t i o n of
Simone Martini s Maesta
Traditionally Simone Martini has
been viewed as a Sienese painter,
trained in the workshop of another
great Sienese painter, Duccio.
However, the lack of documentary
evidence in the Sienese archives for
Simone before 1315, and the style of
his early paintings, has given rise to
an alternative view of the painter's
origins and training. Thus it has
been suggested that Simone may
have originated from central or
southern Italy and encountered
French cultural influences in Rome
and Naples. This paper will address
this issue by considering the Maesta
in the Sala del Mappamondo of the
Palazzo Pubblico, Siena, a painting
that is generally regarded as the
earliest documented painting by
Simone. It will pose the question:
'what was it in terms of artistic skill
and favoured modes of representa
tion that Simone had to offer his
Sienese patrons?' Beginning with
the premise that it was primarily a
political image, the paper will
consider the evidence for viewing
the Maesta as identifiably Sienese. It
will then discuss the ways in which
Simone advertised particular political
and cultural values shared by the
Sienese government and a number
of other political powers in four
teenth-century Italy. It will also
suggest that these values linked
Siena to a wider European context.

Cammy Brothers, Architectural
History, University of Virginia

A r c h i t e c t u r e in Andalusia
and Italy: Imports,
Exports, and Ideology
My paper will consider two examples
of cultural exchange, one fifteenth
and one sixteenth century, both
involving exchange between Italy
and Spain. I shall begin by consider
ing a conventional case of importa
tion, from centre to periphery, in the

courtyard of 'la Calahorra,' the
palace/fort in Andalusia commis
sioned by Diego de Mendoza and
crafted by Italian workmen
according to an Italian design. This
example functions as a counterpoint
to the more complex and unusual
case that will be the main focus of
my paper. I would like to suggest
that on the basis of descriptions
contained in the letters of the
ambassador to the Spanish court,
the Venetian humanist Andrea
Navagero, Italian architects were
able to imitate aspects of Islamic
garden design at the Alhambra in
their own designs. This case
provides an example of the importa
tion of ideas from the periphery to
the centre, but even more intriguingly, importation from a culture under
stood as hostile and threatening. I

will argue that this was possible
because Navagero was able to
perceive and appreciate the
classical elements in Islamic
gardens, and thus to describe them
in a manner that facilitated their
adoption by Italians.

Ann Powell, Independent Scholar

The Conqueror s Mosque
in Constantinople and
Renaissance
Architectural Theory
This paper examines the influence of
Florentine ideas in Constantinople in
the years 1460-72. Mehmed had
begun work on his mosque in 1463,
one decade after the Conquest. He
demobilised his army and spent
1465 in Constantinople because of
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ill health, concentrating upon philos
ophy, repopulating the City and
building. The architect of his
mosque, Atik Sinan, was Greek and
the chosen site was that of the old
City Cathedral, Holy Apostles,
founded by Constantine and used
as the burial place of Byzantine
emperors. The design of the
mosque looks back to both the
Friday Mosque built by Mehmed's
father Murad II in Edirne and also
that of Justinian's Palace Church in
Constantinople dedicated to the
Holy Wisdom of God, Hagia Sophia.
What is new is the scale of the
whole design and its axial symmetry
reminiscent of a late Roman palace,
such as that of Diocletian at Split or
Galerius at Thessaloniki.

Convenors
Michael Sullivan, St Catherine s College, Oxford
Michelle Facos, Indiana University
Wessel Krul, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
Throughout history, there have been moments when foreign artistic styles
have been imported to express a particular ideological stance. For instance,
when Peter the Great wanted to establish Russia as a progressive, Western
power, he hired architects from France and Italy to construct a Baroque
capital on the Baltic, and when the Rhineland German bourgeoisie sought a
style to express their wealth and modernity at the end of the nineteenth
century, they imported the fledgling Art Nouveau style from The Low
Countries. Both borrowings were motivated by an urge to define oneself in
opposition to the indigenous status quo and to affiliate with a style considered
more 'advanced'. Papers in this session will explore the dialectics of these
borrowings and the cultural, economic, political, and social conditions which
motivated them.

Piotr Bernatowicz, The Art History
Institute, Adam Mickiewicz University,
Poznan

Pablo Picasso a n d t h e
East C e n t r a l European
C o u n t r i e s After t h e
S e c o n d World War
Picasso joined the French
Communist Party in 1944. This fact
echoed widely in Europe, especially
in those countries which became
Soviet satellites after the Jalta
Conference in 1945. Communists
there popularised his name and
used it as the instrument of ideologi
cal campaigns they engaged in after
the War, and which were addressed
to a cultural and intellectual elite.
Picasso's participation in the First
International Congress of
Intellectuals for Peace, which was
held in Wroclaw, Poland in 1948. is
the most spectacular instance of the
campaign.
On the other hand, East Central
European artists at that time (e.g.
Tadeusz Kantor) took over Picasso's
style. The reason for this inspiration
was different however from the
Communist strategy, if not contrary
to it. Picasso's style was a symbol of
modernity that was strongly criticised
by the Communists as Formalism.
In order to illustrate the evolution of
this dialectical reception, I will
discuss examples from Poland,
Czechoslovakia, and the Soviet
Occupation Zone/GDR in the first
post-War decade.
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Christiane Heiser, Bochum University

D u t c h Art Nouveau in h i s
Baggage: Johan Thorn
Prikker in Germany
This paper will examine the role of
Prikker as an exceptional mediator in
the German reception and reworking
of Dutch Art Nouveau. Arriving in the
Rhineland in 1903, the artist
embarked on a collaborative rela
tionship with Friedrich Deneken,
director of Krefeld's Kaiser-WilhelmMuseum. This proved to be
axiomatic in the moves made by
Deneken to promulgate a nationalistically and regionally motivated
artistic reform. Of particular impor
tance, in a city whose wealth was
founded on the textile and pewter
industries, was the Dutchman's
appropriation and adaptation of
Javanese designs and techniques,
especially in relation to batik-work
which had until then been unknown
in Germany. Thorn Prikker is usually
known in art history as a renewer of
glass-painting, but his artistic devel
opment in Krefeld from symbolist
painter to artist-craftsman offers the
key to an understanding of his work
for Deneken's Museum, for the city's
Arts and Crafts school, and for
clients both civic and private.

Joes Segal, Groningen University

Germany East a n d West:
Artistic Crossovers
Beyond t h e Berlin Wall
From 1949 onwards, the borderline
between the two German states not
only separated two antagonistic ide
ological systems, but also two dia
metrically opposed basic assump
tions about art. Nevertheless, artistic
influences between the two German
countries not only existed from the
outset, but they also had farreaching influences (e.g. East
German artists settling in West
Germany). Artistic quotations from
the other side of the Wall functioned
as a means of political criticism, and
art critical statements borrowed
arguments from the ideological
opponent in order to reject or to revi
talise the dominant art conception at
home. After 1989, discussions about
the artistic heritage of the GDR and
the old FRG took the form of a 'civil
war of artists' (Eberhard Roters). The
polarisation of the debates during
the past decade, which tend to dif
ferentiate between 'good' and 'evil'
in a rather unreflective way, has
obscured the issue of reciprocal
artistic influences and their ideologi
cal consequences during the past
forty years.

Ian Horton, Department of Art History,
Open University

T h e Role of B e a u x - A r t s
Values in Constructing an
E n g l i s h N a t i o n a l Style of
A r c h i t e c t u r e in t h e Early
Twentieth Century
This paper examines the influence of
Beaux-Arts theory on English archi
tectural education and practice in
the period 1900-1930 by focusing on
the Foreign Architectural Book
Society [F.A.B.S.]. This scholarly and
exclusive society was founded in
1859 to circulate foreign architectur
al books amongst its members.
These members occupied positions
of power within the profession and
instilled Beaux-Arts values in the

reformed architectural education
system.
It is argued that the F.A.B.S. archi
tects appropriated this 'style'
because they required an education
al framework that enabled architects
to remain pre-eminent in the face of
encroachment by allied professions
such as civil engineering. The
Beaux-Arts example provided this
framework by focusing on 'pure'
design skills divorced from the
practical aspects of architecture.
This Beaux-Arts influence can also
be detected in the designs
produced by F.A.B.S. members and
students of the new education
system. However, an examination of
buildings and scholarly texts
produced by F.A.B.S. members
reveals that these values were
directly linked to an English architec
tural heritage exemplified by Wren.
The result was a form of
Monumental Classicism suitable for
representing both nation and
empire.

Anna Brzyski-Long, Art Department,
University of Southern Illinois,
Carbondale

A Foreign Manner: T h e
C r i t i c a l R e c e p t i o n of
Polish Impressionism in
the 1890s
In 1890, two young Polish painters,
Jozef Pankiewicz and Wladyslaw
Podkowinski, returned to Warsaw
from a prolonged sojourn in Paris.
They brought with them a series of
works directly inspired by French
impressionism. When those
paintings were exhibited, they
ignited a heated debate in the Polish
press over the merits of the French
style. The ensuing controversy not
only forced Polish critics for the first
time to give serious consideration to
French modern art, but also to
grapple with the foreign pedigree of
the newest Polish painting. As critics
debated the problem of the Polish
artists' dependence on foreign
models, the issue of national
character surfaced as one of the
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central concerns. My paper will
focus on the gradual process of dis
cursive redefinition, legitimisation,
and 'nationalisation' of impression
ism (its transformation within the
critical discourse from a foreign phe
nomenon into a Polish one), as well
as progressive critics' self-conscious
use of the style's foreign origins as
an argument for the universal validity
and relevance of Polish art.

Carmen Popescu, Department of Art
History, Paris IV University, Sorbonne

'All t h e A d v a n t a g e s of a
Colony': French Influence
in t h e C r e a t i o n of M o d e r n
Romanian Art
At the beginning of the nineteenth
century, the Romanian intelligentsia
turned its face to Western Europe,
seeking in it a viable model for the
founding of a modern nation.
France, 'the elder Latin sister', was
thought to be the model to follow:
intellectuals looked for French
support in creating the modern
Romanian State, France attracted
the majority of Romanian students,
French was the current language of
the upper classes, French literature
filled the library shelves of cultivated
families, ladies of refined society
bought their dresses only in Paris.
French supremacy was to be found
also in art. When the first Romanian
Schools of Fine Arts were founded,
their structure was a perfect copy of
the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris,
and their statutes included a
'contest of Paris' - a replica of the
French Prix de Rome competition.
My paper will focus on the role
played by the French model in the
creation of a new identity of modern
Romania. It will argue that this
influence was fundamental in estab
lishing a national expression in
Romanian painting, sculpture and
especially in architecture.

Emily Weeks, Art History Department,
Yale University

A b o u t Face: M e h e m e t A l i
a n d t h e P o l i t i c s of
Portraiture
In 1841, the Scottish artist Sir David
Wilkie (1785-1841) painted his last
picture, a portrait of Mehemet Ali,
then Pasha of Egypt (London, Tate
Britain). This Eastern likeness,
'captured' by a representative of the
British Empire at the Pasha's own
behest, involved both painter and
painted in a discussion of nine
teenth-century art, politics, British
tradition, Egyptian assimilation and
innovation, and current theoretical
debates. In this paper, I suggest that
Wilkie's portrait demands a more
nuanced reading than that allowed
by Edward Said's Orientalist
paradigm. By considering the
political climate existing between
Egypt and Britain in 1841, by investi
gating the motivations and manipu
lations of Ali in the very commission
and creation of this image, and by
positing that a 'xenophilic' rather
than a 'xenophobic' artistic
encounter took place here, I will
demonstrate that the binaries of East
and West are effectively transferred,
transposed and transformed.

Renate Dohmen, Newcastle University

Many a n A p p r o p r i a t ( i v ) e
Relation: Romantic
Medievalism and the
Other R e n a i s s a n c e : E.B.
Havell a n d A b a n i n d r a n a t h
Tagore
This paper will present as appropriative double entendres - dual and
duplicit in a number of ways. First
there is the appropriation of PreRaphaelitism by E.B. Havell, the
Prophet of Indian art, in order to
forge an idealist view of Indian
cultural heritage that was presented
as authentically Indian. As principal
of the Government Art School of
Calcutta, Havell's new gospel was
soon put into practice. In search of a

new visual language of Indianicity,
the artist Abanindranath Tagore,
Havell's vice principal, made a
range of stylistic appropriations,
including sources not normally
associated with Indianness. These
included Japanese calligraphy and
Irish book illumination. He forged
what became a hugely successful
national iconography, marking the
beginning of the so-called Bengali
Renaissance. This is something of a
misnomer, since it was based on
the rejection of the techniques of
Western realism which, epitomised
by the work of Ravi Varma, lay at
the heart of what was accepted as
the indigenous genre of genuine
Indian art. Furthermore, Havell's
campaign to promote the cause of
Indian art became a tactical move
to save Europe from what he
perceived as the deadly grip of sci
entific academicism. In a further
appropriative twist, he expected the
spirituality of Indian art, once
revived, not only to provide the key
to the Christian art of the Middle
Ages, but also to spark a much
needed cultural renewal in Europe.

Mikiko Hirayama, History of Art and
Architecture Department, University of
Pittsburgh

The Recovery of V i s i o n :
T a k a h a s h i Yuichi a n d t h e
C o n c e p t of R e a l i s m
[ s h a s h i n ] in Modern
Japanese Painting
This paper investigates the paintings
and treatises by Japanese artist
Takahashi Yuichi (1828-1894). He
was one of the first Japanese artists
who worked in a Western style of oil
painting. He explicitly championed in
his writings this newly introduced
medium, which in those days was
still largely considered a novelty and
a possible threat to traditional
Japanese painting. Because of
Japan's isolationist policy, communi
cation with Europe was limited and
new information from the West came
to Japan primarily via China. Starting
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in the late eighteenth century,
however, a small group of artists
began to explore Western aesthetics
and painting techniques such as
linear perspective and chiaroscuro.
Yuichi walked in the footsteps of
these pioneering artists. Originally
trained in the official Kano school,
he later became an outspoken
champion of Western-style painting.
He wrote a series of manuscripts
and manifestos to promote oil
painting over traditional Japanese
painting.
Western-style painting awakened
Japanese artists to the importance
of empirical observation and the
precise rendering of optical reality.
The ideological implications of this
new discovery were twofold. First, it
brought a new world of scientific
rationalism and objectivity to
Japanese painting. Second, artists
such as Yuichi recognised in oil
painting an avenue for establishing
their individuality and freedom to see
the world through their own eyes
rather than slavishly reworking
pictorial formulae. Japanese oil
painting is starting to be recognised
as a creative hybrid that raises
important questions about assimila
tions of Western visual and intellec
tual principles by a non-Western
culture. My paper addresses the
challenge faced by Japanese artists
and the challenge inherent in the
drastic reformulation of vision that is
embodied in their works.

Anoma Pieris, University of California,
Berkeley

Borrowing the Dream:
The 'American Style'
House in l a t e Fifties
Ceylon
The American style', the 'Ranch
style', the 'California house', in turn
were names given to the domestic
architectural style which travelled
from America to a newly independ
ent Ceylon in the post-war years. In
Ceylon too, this style was used to
negotiate an ideal social space for

middle class Ceylonese families in
Colombo's new suburbs. The style
articulated a new sensibility that was
free from the colonial rhetoric of
politics, privilege and anglophile
values that had inhibited experimen
tation by middle class homeowners
of a previous generation. The
dream that was appropriated from
America was one of modernity and
democracy framed in Ceylonese
political independence.
Although the act of borrowing from
the West as a way of accumulating
cultural capital was a colonial phe
nomenon, the act of borrowing from
the West after independence raises
a new range of questions. Were the
middle class Ceylonese merely
consuming the American dream as
a form of Westernisation, or was it
serving to renegotiate a more
complex set of local concerns?
How was the nuclear family and its
implied individualism critical to this
borrowed dream and how were
these ideas transformed in the Asian
environment? Can a study of a
suburban architectural style that was
borrowed from America during the
1950s help us untangle the com
plexity of the multiple identities and
political positions of a post-colonial
environment? This paper frames
these questions in the context of the
peak period of the American style' from 1948 to 1972.
1

David O Brien, Faculty of Architecture,
Building and Planning, The University
of Melbourne

Moderating Influence:
Modernisation and
Globalisation in Thai
Vernacular Architecture
The Kingdom of Siam has long been
an active trading partner with its
neighbours, exchanging material
goods, imagery and ideologies.
From the mid-nineteenth century the
monarchy began a deliberate and
extensive policy of interaction with
Western civilisations, redefining and
reinventing itself to form the Thai

nation. The aim was to accommo
date European expansionism whilst
preserving Thai national identity
through a moderated integration of
Western ideology and imagery.
Recently defined as globalisation,
and disseminated through multiple
forms of cultural flow, these forces
have had a profound effect upon
Thai architecture, influencing the
production and style of both public
buildings and private dwellings. This
paper investigates Thai architecture
built during the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries to reveal the
internationalisation of building forms,
and charts Western influences as
they became interwoven into the
contemporary dwellings of both
urban and rural communities.

Vandana Baweja, A. Alfred Taubman
College of Architecture and Urban
Planning, University of Michigan

The Indian Post-Colonial
Bourgeois Home
This paper examines the new postcolonial bourgeois house form in
India. Its specific features can be
directly traced to the Bollywood
cinema. Bollywood is the parodied,
yet officially accepted name for the
Mumbai (Bombay) film industry,
whose output is second only to
Hollywood. Bollywood appropriated
this house from Hollywood melodra
mas, particularly Gone With the
Wind. A diachronic account of
Bollywood indicates that this housetype has been denotative as the
bourgeois house for more than fifty
years. This house-type is found, for
instance, in Delhi, by the nouveau
riche members of the third genera
tion of partition refugees, displaced
from what is now Pakistan. Older
affluent families, when building
afresh also tend to build Bollywoodstyle homes, which include a twostorey entry hall, a grand, spiral
staircase, and a crystal chandelier.
This house-type has become
popular for three reasons:
1) the bourgeoisie, due to displace
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ment because of partition or a move
to newer urban zones, lost the craft,
memory, and need for old building
types, 2) its iconic status as THE
bourgeois house as promoted in
Bollywood films, and 3) it reinforces
the traditional patriarchal order
under the guise of modernity.
Ironically, what the Indian bour
geoisie perceives as the current
modernity in the West is actually a
displaced nostalgia for the lost
South in Gone With the Wind.

Convenor
Jill Carrick, University of British Columbia, Interdisciplinary Studies and Fine
Arts Departments
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Esther da Costa Meyer, Princeton
University

Christopher Kool-Want, University of
North London

Displaying the Fetish:
P a t h o l o g i e s of
Consumption in Late
Nineteenth-Century Paris

Gericault, Fetishism and
Abuse

When mass production and its
corollary, conspicuous consumption,
became a force to be reckoned with
in the late nineteenth century, new
notions of display began to emerge
within visual urban culture.
Department stores were one of the
institutions, together with museums,
that helped create a new language
of display based exclusively on
objects. These emergent commer
cial vernaculars often made use of
mannequins and body parts, usually
female, to eroticise the merchandise.
But there were also other forms of
erotomania that displaced sexual
gratification to the goods on display.
This paper will analyse pathologies
of consumption studied by French
psychiatrists in the late nineteenth
century that have to do with
fetishism in the department store:
window displays involving the
human body; kleptomania, then con
sidered a form of theft based on the
fetishistic power exercised by the
goods, and what the French called
the erotic passion of women for
fabrics ("la passion erotique des
etoffes chez la femme").
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This paper offers a new understand
ing of Gericault's fetishistic art and in
turn revises previous ideas about the
relation of sexuality to vision in the
artist's work. I argue that the role
and status of the Oedipus complex
in Gericault's work needs to be seen
in the light of the artist's Romantic
ideology and his persistent interest
in the themes of violence and abuse.
As a way of conceptualising
Gericault's ideology it is helpful to
explore his work in connection with
Pierre Klossowski's reading of de
Sade's post-theistic philosophy,
which underlines the point that the
Sadean victim is locked into an
abusive dialectical conflict. By
combining an analysis of Gericault's
Romantic ideology with close
readings of particular artworks my
paper offers fresh insights into a
number of the artist's paintings,
including his early portrayals of cav
alrymen, a number of his paintings
of horses in stables and the portraits
of the insane.

Henry Krips, University of Pittsburgh

The S o c i a l , the P s y c h i c ,
and Visual Culture
Exploring relations between the
social and the individual or in theo
retical terms between Marx and
Freud has been at the heart of much
recent work in cultural studies, espe
cially that of the Birmingham School,
the Frankfurt School, and Screen
Theory. Because cultural artefacts
mediate between the social and the
individual, they have proven to be
especially interesting sites at which
to pursue this project. On the one
hand, individuals read/consume/
circulate such cultural artefacts and,
it seems, respond to them at the
most profound psychic levels. On
the other, these artefacts are socially
produced and carry with them the
stamp of the social. The question
arises, then, of how to trace the
chain of causation connecting social
structure, via cultural artefacts, to
constitutive psychic effects upon
individuals. I investigate this
question in the context of two well
known examples: first, the encounter
with a glint of light that Lacan
describes in Seminar XI; second, the
encounter with a photograph of an
African-American slave family that
Barthes describes in Camera Lucida.
I argue that these examples enable
connections to be drawn between
the Lacanian "gaze" and what
Barthes calls "the punctum". connec
tions which throw light upon the
different, gender specific ways in
which particular photographs and
other visual artefacts may operate
upon viewers' subjectivities.

Gen Doy, De Montfort University

Fetishistic A s p e c t s off
Drapery in Visual Culture
Fetishistic aspects of cloth are
apparent in many representations of
drapery in visual culture. Cloth is
also sensually attractive in terms of
sound, movement and touch.
Visually, drapery is important in

terms of fetishism in that it can
oscillate between signifying conceal
ment and revelation, and this makes
it specially appropriate for fetishistic
representation.
Drapery, after remaining relatively
unchanged for hundreds of years,
became increasingly fetishised from
the mid-nineteenth century onwards
in the visual (and literary) cultures of
developed capitalist countries. The
sensual descriptions of commodified
and fetishised draperies in Emile
Zola's novel Au Bonheur des Dames
(early 1880s) are a good example.
Also apparent in the later nineteenth
century is an interest in 'Oriental'
draperies seen in North African
clothing and photographed by
Clerambault. Are these truly fetishis
tic draperies, though, or merely seen
as such from a contemporary per
spective which values, perhaps
overvalues, sex and the (hidden?)
sexualised body in visual culture?
Having used nineteenth and early
twentieth-century French examples
to examine some approaches to
fetishism in visual culture, I want to
move on to look at some examples
of current work by artists who are
interested in fetishism and
cloth/drapery in their work. What dif
ferences do we perceive in this con
temporary work and why? I will be
discussing works by artists such as
Jude Rae. Marianne Ryan, and Lia
Cook.

women look to avoid the masochism
of taking up the viewing position of
man? Subsequent feminist media
studies scholars, particularly
Griselda Pollock and Mary Ann
Doane, have advocated a strategy
for female spectatorship that
involves both a foreclosure of
pleasure and a distance from the
image as a means of opposing the
voyeurism of the male gaze. Yet, if
one follows Slavoj Zizek, by neglect
ing to account for the ways in which
viewers are trapped by the hidden
pleasures produced by "seeing
through" the "dance of ideology,"
one falls short by overlooking the
constitutive role of the ideological
fantasy. In this paper I suggest an
approach to feminist media studies
that takes seriously the dimension of
enjoyment (jouissance) as a way of
working towards "traversing the [ide
ological] fantasy" which conceals
the contradictions and incomplete
ness of the social system. In sum,
by focusing on points of consolida
tion of the ideological fantasy, the
strategy advocated by Mulvey,
Doane, and Pollock follows the
masculine logic of the object that
Lacan designates as the phallic
signifier. By contrast, by focusing on
points of ideological inconsistency
which are made "palpable" through
the "eruption of enjoyment in the
social field" (Zizek), my suggestion
proceeds from the feminine logic of
the object Lacan calls the signifier of
lack in the Other.

Jennifer Friedlander, University of
Pittsburgh

Sexuating the S c o p i c :
Feminism, Fetishism, and
Fantasy
Laura Mulvey, in her influential
polemical 1975 article 'Visual
Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,'
argues that "woman is an indispen
sable element of spectacle...displayed
for the gaze and enjoyment of men".
If under the male gaze, woman is
the object of what Mulvey calls
"fetishistic scopophilia," the political
question becomes: how should
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Joy James Henley, University of
British Columbia

Subject/Object/Abject:
Pierre Loti and the
Photograph a s Fetish
Pierre Loti was a strangely charis
matic and extremely influential per
sonality in nineteenth-century
France. A very public figure and a
prolific writer, his works, popular and
well known, were translated into
many languages. In recent years his
travel narratives—stories that con-

Convenor
Gabrieie Neher, Department of Art History, The University of Nottingham

'Making connections' is an essential part of Renaissance culture. This session
hopes to explore a number of ways in which these 'connections' were estab
lished. Papers will cover two related areas:
1. Connecting the centre to the periphery: much recent scholarship has
focused on an investigation of 'visual controls' established by a dominant,
politically superior centre over the art of its subject territory. Yet was this
exchange always from the centre to the periphery? Was there a political
motivation to the export of art?
2. Connecting the centre to a centre: cultural exchanges between centres
might clarify relationships between culturally dominant centres. The role of
the courts will be considered as well as relationships between Italian
centres and centres elsewhere; the importance of travel as a means of
cultural exchange is also of interest.
These two areas will elicit discussions of why 'making connections' was such
an integral part of Renaissance culture and whether it was cultural exchange
that characterised much of the artistic production of the period.
Michelle O Malley, University of
Sussex

Claire Farago, University of Colorado
at Boulder

Party Connections:
Subject Matter and
Exchange between
Painters and Clients in
Renaissance Italy

Theorising Cultural
Exchange: Leonardo da
Vinci s Debts to Byzantine
Aesthetics and Its
Contemporary
Implications

Issues of control and cultural
exchange, which inform connections
about art on a geographical level,
can also be traced on a personal
level in the negotiations about
Renaissance images held between
painters and their clients. This paper
will explore the nature and extent of
painter/client exchange about
subject matter, examining fifteenthand early sixteenth-century docu
mentary and pictorial material from
Central Italy, Milan and the Veneto. It
will show that connections between
contracting parties might continue
over the period of the design
process, as each party developed
and refined initial, contract-recorded
thoughts about the work of art. The
paper will argue that the dynamic
between painters and clients was
more complex, and their interests in
defining the appearance of pictures
more closely balanced, than has
hitherto been assumed. It will also
consider the impact this has on the
meaning of contract subject clauses.
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Why is it so difficult to distinguish
Leonardo's impact on Venetian art
from its impact on him? This paper
extends recent attempts to recover
Leonardo's debts and contributions
to Venetian art by looking beyond
appearances to the religious
function served by the new scientific
style we associate with his brief stay
in the city around 1500. In the
process, this paper argues for devel
oping trajectories of art historical
investigation that consider broad
epistemological and sociological
frameworks. Past scholars who have
tried to elucidate the mystical strains
in Leonardo's paintings have relied
on their own emotional response to
the artist's psyche, as they consider
it manifested directly in his visual art.
This essay reintegrates these sub
jective reinterpretations into a histori
cal framework of response to
images that includes Greek religious
writings. It suggests that Leonardo
and his contemporaries did not find
this religious paradigm of aesthetic
reception incompatible with the sci
entific spirit of 'Renaissance art'.

Francis Ames-Lewis, Birkbeck
College, University of London

North European
Inspiration in t h e Early
L a n d s c a p e s of M a n t e g n a
and Giovanni Bellini
The landscape of Giovanni Bellini's
Berlin Resurrection altarpiece, com
missioned in around 1475, touched
as it is by the warm colours of the
dawn sky, marks a highpoint in the
development of his sensitive
response to atmospheric condi
tions. It can be compared with the
colour and light of the landscape in
Dieric Bouts' Resurrection in the
Norton Simon museum, which is
one canvas from an altarpiece that
was almost certainly in Venice
already by the mid-1450s. Other
Netherlandish paintings that we can
be reasonably sure were in Venice
around the mid-century are the
Eyckian Crucifixion in the Ca d'Oro,
and a lost altarpiece seemingly by
Petrus Christus in the Church of the
Carita.
This paper explores aspects of the
influence on both Bellini and
Mantegna of developments in
landscape painting in
Netherlandish art before around
1470. Both Italian painters incorpo
rated forms and features of
northern landscapes into their early
works. However, they responded
very differently to the qualities of
light, colour, aerial perspective and
atmospheric mood explored by
Netherlandish painters during a
period when the foundations of nat
uralistic landscape painting were
being laid down. Giovanni Bellini's
response was especially sensitive,
and my paper seeks to d e m o n 
strate that Netherlandish art
played an important role in his
early development.

Ian Holgate, University of East Anglia

The Venetian Lagoon: Cult
Centre or B a c k w a t e r ? The
C u l t s of St M o n i c a a n d St
C a t h e r i n e of S i e n a i n
Fifteenth-Century Italy
During the fifteenth century Venice
became increasingly prominent as a
political, cultural and economic
centre, active in the affairs of the
Italian mainland. However, her com
mitment to Italian ecclesiastical ini
tiatives remained tentative. This
paper seeks to address the extent to
which Venice sought connections
with other Italian centres through the
adoption of cults of foreign saints.
By analysing visual and written
evidence associated with the cults of
St Monica and St Catherine of Siena,
both at Venice and throughout Italy,
the paper will consider the following
themes: how cult iconographies and
practices in the spiritual homes of
these saints (Rome and Siena
respectively) compared with those in
Venice; the roles of the state, the
Church, the orders and the laity in
their adoption and promotion; the
possible means and channels of
visual interchange. Was Venice on
the periphery of cult practices?

Alexandra Jackson, Aberdeen
University

Paris in France: Paris
Bordon at the French
C o u r t of F o n t a i n e b l e a u ,
and the Italo/French
A r t i s t i c E x c h a n g e of t h e
Mid-Sixteenth Century
In the 1568 edition of the Lives,
Vasari accorded Paris Bordon
several pages in the Life of Titian
and stated that the artist went to
France in 1538 where he "entered
the service of King Francis",
executing commissions for the King
and high ranking ecclesiastics. Later
documents point to a possible
journey in 1559 during the reign of
Francis II. The refinement of the
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court of Francis I may be traced to
an Italian influence resulting from the
Italian wars and the inter-marriage of
the ruling families of Italy and French
royalty. This led to an increased
interest in literature, art and Italian
Renaissance architecture. The King
wooed several artists to France. The
Mannerists, Rosso and Primaticcio,
decorated the palace at
Fontainebleau, Serlio advised on its
extension, Leonardo may have been
employed as a town-planner, Titian
painted the King's portrait, Pietro
Aretino helped supplement his art
collection, Cellini sculpted in gold
and silver, and Bordon painted
portraits of the ladies of the court. Of
the artists who are represented at
Francis I's court, only Titian and
Bordon were from Venice, and Titian
did not actually visit France. This
paper will seek to examine whether
Bordon imported Venetian ideas to
Fontainebleau, whether his paintings
subsequent to his sojourn in France
displayed any of the Roman
Mannerism he encountered there,
and whether this had any impact on
the Venetian art scene.

Tom Nichols, University of Aberdeen

Irony a n d Ideal in
R e n a i s s a n c e I m a g e s of
Beggars
This paper will focus on images of
beggars in a number of prints and
paintings produced in Germany and
Italy in the first half of the sixteenth
century. Two contrasting representa
tional traditions will be distinguished,
and the relation of these to contem
porary discussions of beggary -and
to wider movements of social and
religious reform- examined.
Connections with representations of
other 'problematic' social groups
(e.g. Jews, gypsies) will be
discussed, as will the aesthetic
problems which the 'ugly' beggar
caused for Italian Renaissance
artists schooled in classical notions
of beauty.

Cordelia Warr, Queen's University,
Belfast

Women, Weaving and
S a l v a t i o n : T h e A l l e g o r y of
t h e Afterlife in t h e Church
of S a n M i c h e l e , P a g a n i c o
Around 1368 Biagio di Goro Ghezzi
painted a series of frescoes in the
choir of the Humiliati church of San
Michele, Paganico. The main
register of Biagio di Goro Ghezzi's
frescoes in the rectangular-ended
choir contains representations of the
Nativity, the Annunciation and the
Adoration of the Magi with roundels
of the four evangelists in the quadri
partite vault above. A lower register,
beneath the Nativity and the
Adoration, contains scenes from the
legend of the Archangel Michael and
an allegory of the afterlife. The
centre of the allegory shows Michael
holding, in either hand, a tiny female
and male soul kneeling within a
scale pan. The woman kneeling at
Michael's feet holds a distaff and a
white garment, which she holds out
as an offering. The image is one
particularly suited to the Humiliati,
containing a rare allusion to the
almost legendary involvement of the
Order in the wool industry and, more
particularly, to women's involvement
in that industry. This paper will
explore the interlaced connections
between this image, the Humiliati
rule and their role in the wool
industry, the role of women in the
Order and the industry, and four
teenth-century concepts of salvation
and its depiction.

Alice Sanger, University of Nottingham

Spiritual Connections:
Pilgrimage and the
P a t r o n a g e of M e d i c i
Women
The centre-periphery model is con
ventionally a static one, so how must
it be modified to account for experi
ences and spaces which are not
static, such as pilgrimage? My
paper will examine the theme of
connection and exchange in relation

to the sacred journeys and associat
ed devotions of three grand
duchesses of the Medici family of
Florence in the late sixteenth and
early seventeenth centuries.
Characterising these pilgrimages as
patronage activities, I will examine
their political, social and gendered
dimensions. The paper will seek to
interrogate the existing centreperiphery model on the basis of pil
grimage and its related patronage
(public spectacle, gifting at towns
and shrines) as fluid and shifting
activities but ones which are, at the
same time, structured around the
idea of a progression between two
fixed points.
Mary Vaccaro, University of Texas at
Arlington

Correggio and
Parmigianino: On the
P l a c e of R o m e in t h e
H i s t o r i o g r a p h y of
Sixteenth-Century
Parmese Drawing
This paper will focus on Correggio
and Parmigianino with particular
attention to the changing attitudes
about the former's drawings and the
vexed question of his trip to Rome.
Anton Raphael Mengs, perhaps
Correggio's most eloquent
champion, intuited the artist's trip to
Rome based on stylistic changes
and offered an apology for Vasari,
while Padre Sebastiano Resta went
so far as to substantiate not one but
two trips taken by Correggio to the
Eternal City on the basis of certain
drawings that, Resta claimed, the
artist had made there, drawings that
Resta himself conveniently (if not
suspiciously) owned. A comparison
of Correggio and Parmigianino
invites us to challenge critical and
historiographical assumptions about
disegno and colorito, about centre
and periphery, about an accepted
canon and its exclusions.
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Diana Norman, Open University

Siena, Italy and Europe: A
R e c o n s i d e r a t i o n of
Simone Martini s Maesta
Traditionally Simone Martini has
been viewed as a Sienese painter,
trained in the workshop of another
great Sienese painter, Duccio.
However, the lack of documentary
evidence in the Sienese archives for
Simone before 1315, and the style of
his early paintings, has given rise to
an alternative view of the painter's
origins and training. Thus it has
been suggested that Simone may
have originated from central or
southern Italy and encountered
French cultural influences in Rome
and Naples. This paper will address
this issue by considering the Maesta
in the Sala del Mappamondo of the
Palazzo Pubblico, Siena, a painting
that is generally regarded as the
earliest documented painting by
Simone. It will pose the question:
'what was it in terms of artistic skill
and favoured modes of representa
tion that Simone had to offer his
Sienese patrons?' Beginning with
the premise that it was primarily a
political image, the paper will
consider the evidence for viewing
the Maesta as identifiably Sienese. It
will then discuss the ways in which
Simone advertised particular political
and cultural values shared by the
Sienese government and a number
of other political powers in four
teenth-century Italy. It will also
suggest that these values linked
Siena to a wider European context.

Cammy Brothers, Architectural
History, University of Virginia

A r c h i t e c t u r e in Andalusia
and Italy: Imports,
Exports, and Ideology
My paper will consider two examples
of cultural exchange, one fifteenth
and one sixteenth century, both
involving exchange between Italy
and Spain. I shall begin by consider
ing a conventional case of importa
tion, from centre to periphery, in the

courtyard of 'la Calahorra,' the
palace/fort in Andalusia commis
sioned by Diego de Mendoza and
crafted by Italian workmen
according to an Italian design. This
example functions as a counterpoint
to the more complex and unusual
case that will be the main focus of
my paper. I would like to suggest
that on the basis of descriptions
contained in the letters of the
ambassador to the Spanish court,
the Venetian humanist Andrea
Navagero, Italian architects were
able to imitate aspects of Islamic
garden design at the Alhambra in
their own designs. This case
provides an example of the importa
tion of ideas from the periphery to
the centre, but even more intriguingly, importation from a culture under
stood as hostile and threatening. I

will argue that this was possible
because Navagero was able to
perceive and appreciate the
classical elements in Islamic
gardens, and thus to describe them
in a manner that facilitated their
adoption by Italians.

Ann Powell, Independent Scholar

The Conqueror s Mosque
in Constantinople and
Renaissance
Architectural Theory
This paper examines the influence of
Florentine ideas in Constantinople in
the years 1460-72. Mehmed had
begun work on his mosque in 1463,
one decade after the Conquest. He
demobilised his army and spent
1465 in Constantinople because of

mem
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ill health, concentrating upon philos
ophy, repopulating the City and
building. The architect of his
mosque, Atik Sinan, was Greek and
the chosen site was that of the old
City Cathedral, Holy Apostles,
founded by Constantine and used
as the burial place of Byzantine
emperors. The design of the
mosque looks back to both the
Friday Mosque built by Mehmed's
father Murad II in Edirne and also
that of Justinian's Palace Church in
Constantinople dedicated to the
Holy Wisdom of God, Hagia Sophia.
What is new is the scale of the
whole design and its axial symmetry
reminiscent of a late Roman palace,
such as that of Diocletian at Split or
Galerius at Thessaloniki.

Convenors
Michael Sullivan, St Catherine s College, Oxford
Michelle Facos, Indiana University
Wessel Krul, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
Throughout history, there have been moments when foreign artistic styles
have been imported to express a particular ideological stance. For instance,
when Peter the Great wanted to establish Russia as a progressive, Western
power, he hired architects from France and Italy to construct a Baroque
capital on the Baltic, and when the Rhineland German bourgeoisie sought a
style to express their wealth and modernity at the end of the nineteenth
century, they imported the fledgling Art Nouveau style from The Low
Countries. Both borrowings were motivated by an urge to define oneself in
opposition to the indigenous status quo and to affiliate with a style considered
more 'advanced'. Papers in this session will explore the dialectics of these
borrowings and the cultural, economic, political, and social conditions which
motivated them.

Piotr Bernatowicz, The Art History
Institute, Adam Mickiewicz University,
Poznan

Pablo Picasso and the
East Central European
Countries After the
Second World War
Picasso joined the French
Communist Party in 1944. This fact
echoed widely in Europe, especially
in those countries which became
Soviet satellites after the Jalta
Conference in 1945. Communists
there popularised his name and
used it as the instrument of ideologi
cal campaigns they engaged in after
the War, and which were addressed
to a cultural and intellectual elite.
Picasso's participation in the First
International Congress of
Intellectuals for Peace, which was
held in Wroclaw, Poland in 1948, is
the most spectacular instance of the
campaign.
On the other hand, East Central
European artists at that time (e.g.
Tadeusz Kantor) took over Picasso's
style. The reason for this inspiration
was different however from the
Communist strategy, if not contrary
to it. Picasso's style was a symbol of
modernity that was strongly criticised
by the Communists as Formalism.
In order to illustrate the evolution of
this dialectical reception, I will
discuss examples from Poland,
Czechoslovakia, and the Soviet
Occupation Zone/GDR in the first
post-War decade.
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Christiane Heiser, Bochum University

Dutch Art Nouveau in his
Baggage: Johan Thorn
Prikker in Germany
This paper will examine the role of
Prikker as an exceptional mediator in
the German reception and reworking
of Dutch Art Nouveau. Arriving in the
Rhineland in 1903, the artist
embarked on a collaborative rela
tionship with Friedrich Deneken,
director of Krefeld's Kaiser-WilhelmMuseum. This proved to be
axiomatic in the moves made by
Deneken to promulgate a nationalistically and regionally motivated
artistic reform. Of particular impor
tance, in a city whose wealth was
founded on the textile and pewter
industries, was the Dutchman's
appropriation and adaptation of
Javanese designs and techniques,
especially in relation to batik-work
which had until then been unknown
in Germany. Thorn Prikker is usually
known in art history as a renewer of
glass-painting, but his artistic devel
opment in Krefeld from symbolist
painter to artist-craftsman offers the
key to an understanding of his work
for Deneken's Museum, for the city's
Arts and Crafts school, and for
clients both civic and private.

Joes Segal, Groningen University

Germany East a n d West:
Artistic Crossovers
Beyond the Berlin Wall
From 1949 onwards, the borderline
between the two German states not
only separated two antagonistic ide
ological systems, but also two dia
metrically opposed basic assump
tions about art. Nevertheless, artistic
influences between the two German
countries not only existed from the
outset, but they also had farreaching influences (e.g. East
German artists settling in West
Germany). Artistic quotations from
the other side of the Wall functioned
as a means of political criticism, and
art critical statements borrowed
arguments from the ideological
opponent in order to reject or to revi
talise the dominant art conception at
home. After 1989, discussions about
the artistic heritage of the GDR and
the old FRG took the form of a 'civil
war of artists' (Eberhard Roters). The
polarisation of the debates during
the past decade, which tend to dif
ferentiate between 'good' and 'evil'
in a rather unreflective way, has
obscured the issue of reciprocal
artistic influences and their ideologi
cal consequences during the past
forty years,

Ian Horton, Department of Art History,
Open University

T h e Role of Beaux-Arts
Values in Constructing an
English N a t i o n a l Style of
Architecture in t h e Early
Twentieth Century
This paper examines the influence of
Beaux-Arts theory on English archi
tectural education and practice in
the period 1900-1930 by focusing on
the Foreign Architectural Book
Society [F.A.B.S.]. This scholarly and
exclusive society was founded in
1859 to circulate foreign architectur
al books amongst its members.
These members occupied positions
of power within the profession and
instilled Beaux-Arts values in the

reformed architectural education
system.
It is argued that the F.A.B.S. archi
tects appropriated this 'style'
because they required an education
al framework that enabled architects
to remain pre-eminent in the face of
encroachment by allied professions
such as civil engineering. The
Beaux-Arts example provided this
framework by focusing on 'pure'
design skills divorced from the
practical aspects of architecture.
This Beaux-Arts influence can also
be detected in the designs
produced by F.A.B.S. members and
students of the new education
system. However, an examination of
buildings and scholarly texts
produced by F.A.B.S. members
reveals that these values were
directly linked to an English architec
tural heritage exemplified by Wren.
The result was a form of
Monumental Classicism suitable for
representing both nation and
empire.

Anna Brzyski-Long, Art Department,
University of Southern Illinois,
Carbondale

A F o r e i g n Manner.
The
Critical R e c e p t i o n of
Polish Impressionism in
the 1890s
In 1890, two young Polish painters,
Jozef Pankiewicz and Wladyslaw
Podkowinski, returned to Warsaw
from a prolonged sojourn in Paris.
They brought with them a series of
works directly inspired by French
impressionism. When those
paintings were exhibited, they
ignited a heated debate in the Polish
press over the merits of the French
style. The ensuing controversy not
only forced Polish critics for the first
time to give serious consideration to
French modern art, but also to
grapple with the foreign pedigree of
the newest Polish painting. As critics
debated the problem of the Polish
artists' dependence on foreign
models, the issue of national
character surfaced as one of the
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central concerns. My paper will
focus on the gradual process of dis
cursive redefinition, legitimisation,
and 'nationalisation' of impression
ism (its transformation within the
critical discourse from a foreign phe
nomenon into a Polish one), as well
as progressive critics' self-conscious
use of the style's foreign origins as
an argument for the universal validity
and relevance of Polish art.

Carmen Popescu, Department of Art
History, Paris IV University, Sorbonne

'All t h e A d v a n t a g e s of a
Colony': French Influence
in t h e C r e a t i o n of M o d e r n
Romanian Art
At the beginning of the nineteenth
century, the Romanian intelligentsia
turned its face to Western Europe,
seeking in it a viable model for the
founding of a modern nation.
France, 'the elder Latin sister', was
thought to be the model to follow:
intellectuals looked for French
support in creating the modern
Romanian State, France attracted
the majority of Romanian students,
French was the current language of
the upper classes, French literature
filled the library shelves of cultivated
families, ladies of refined society
bought their dresses only in Paris.
French supremacy was to be found
also in art. When the first Romanian
Schools of Fine Arts were founded,
their structure was a perfect copy of
the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris,
and their statutes included a
'contest of Paris' - a replica of the
French Prix de Rome competition.
My paper will focus on the role
played by the French model in the
creation of a new identity of modern
Romania. It will argue that this
influence was fundamental in estab
lishing a national expression in
Romanian painting, sculpture and
especially in architecture.

Emily Weeks, Art History Department,
Yale University

About Face: M e h e m e t Ali
a n d t h e P o l i t i c s of
Portraiture
In 1841, the Scottish artist Sir David
Wilkie (1785-1841) painted his last
picture, a portrait of Mehemet Ali,
then Pasha of Egypt (London, Tate
Britain). This Eastern likeness,
'captured' by a representative of the
British Empire at the Pasha's own
behest, involved both painter and
painted in a discussion of nine
teenth-century art, politics, British
tradition, Egyptian assimilation and
innovation, and current theoretical
debates. In this paper, I suggest that
Wilkie's portrait demands a more
nuanced reading than that allowed
by Edward Said's Orientalist
paradigm. By considering the
political climate existing between
Egypt and Britain in 1841, by investi
gating the motivations and manipu
lations of Ali in the very commission
and creation of this image, and by
positing that a 'xenophilic' rather
than a 'xenophobic' artistic
encounter took place here, I will
demonstrate that the binaries of East
and West are effectively transferred,
transposed and transformed.

Renate Dohmen, Newcastle University

Many an Appropriat(iv)e
Relation: Romantic
Medievalism and the
O t h e r R e n a i s s a n c e : E.B.
Havell and Abanindranath
Tagore
This paper will present as appropria
t e double entendres - dual and
duplicit in a number of ways. First
there is the appropriation of PreRaphaelitism by E.B. Havell, the
Prophet of Indian art, in order to
forge an idealist view of Indian
cultural heritage that was presented
as authentically Indian. As principal
of the Government Art School of
Calcutta, Havell's new gospel was
soon put into practice. In search of a

new visual language of Indianicity,
the artist Abanindranath Tagore,
Havell's vice principal, made a
range of stylistic appropriations,
including sources not normally
associated with Indianness. These
included Japanese calligraphy and
Irish book illumination. He forged
what became a hugely successful
national iconography, marking the
beginning of the so-called Bengali
Renaissance. This is something of a
misnomer, since it was based on
the rejection of the techniques of
Western realism which, epitomised
by the work of Ravi Varma, lay at
the heart of what was accepted as
the indigenous genre of genuine
Indian art. Furthermore, Havell's
campaign to promote the cause of
Indian art became a tactical move
to save Europe from what he
perceived as the deadly grip of sci
entific academicism. In a further
appropriative twist, he expected the
spirituality of Indian art, once
revived, not only to provide the key
to the Christian art of the Middle
Ages, but also to spark a much
needed cultural renewal in Europe.

Mikiko Hirayama, History of Art and
Architecture Department, University of
Pittsburgh

T h e R e c o v e r y of V i s i o n :
Takahashi Yuichi and the
C o n c e p t of R e a l i s m
[shashin] in Modern
Japanese Painting
This paper investigates the paintings
and treatises by Japanese artist
Takahashi Yuichi (1828-1894). He
was one of the first Japanese artists
who worked in a Western style of oil
painting. He explicitly championed in
his writings this newly introduced
medium, which in those days was
still largely considered a novelty and
a possible threat to traditional
Japanese painting. Because of
Japan's isolationist policy, communi
cation with Europe was limited and
new information from the West came
to Japan primarily via China. Starting
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in the late eighteenth century,
however, a small group of artists
began to explore Western aesthetics
and painting techniques such as
linear perspective and chiaroscuro.
Yuichi walked in the footsteps of
these pioneering artists. Originally
trained in the official Kano school,
he later became an outspoken
champion of Western-style painting.
He wrote a series of manuscripts
and manifestos to promote oil
painting over traditional Japanese
painting.
Western-style painting awakened
Japanese artists to the importance
of empirical observation and the
precise rendering of optical reality.
The ideological implications of this
new discovery were twofold. First, it
brought a new world of scientific
rationalism and objectivity to
Japanese painting. Second, artists
such as Yuichi recognised in oil
painting an avenue for establishing
their individuality and freedom to see
the world through their own eyes
rather than slavishly reworking
pictorial formulae. Japanese oil
painting is starting to be recognised
as a creative hybrid that raises
important questions about assimila
tions of Western visual and intellec
tual principles by a non-Western
culture. My paper addresses the
challenge faced by Japanese artists
and the challenge inherent in the
drastic reformulation of vision that is
embodied in their works.

Anoma Pieris, University of California,
Berkeley

Borrowing the Dream:
The 'American Style'
House in late Fifties
Ceylon
The 'American style', the 'Ranch
style', the 'California house', in turn
were names given to the domestic
architectural style which travelled
from America to a newly independ
ent Ceylon in the post-war years. In
Ceylon too, this style was used to
negotiate an ideal social space for

middle class Ceylonese families in
Colombo's new suburbs. The style
articulated a new sensibility that was
free from the colonial rhetoric of
politics, privilege and anglophile
values that had inhibited experimen
tation by middle class homeowners
of a previous generation. The
dream that was appropriated from
America was one of modernity and
democracy framed in Ceylonese
political independence.
Although the act of borrowing from
the West as a way of accumulating
cultural capital was a colonial phe
nomenon, the act of borrowing from
the West after independence raises
a new range of questions. Were the
middle class Ceylonese merely
consuming the American dream as
a form of Westernisation, or was it
serving to renegotiate a more
complex set of local concerns?
How was the nuclear family and its
implied individualism critical to this
borrowed dream and how were
these ideas transformed in the Asian
environment? Can a study of a
suburban architectural style that was
borrowed from America during the
1950s help us untangle the com
plexity of the multiple identities and
political positions of a post-colonial
environment? This paper frames
these questions in the context of the
peak period of the American style from 1948 to 1972.
1
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David O Brien, Faculty of Architecture,
Building and Planning, The University
of Melbourne

Moderating Influence:
Modernisation and
Globalisation in Thai
Vernacular Architecture
The Kingdom of Siam has long been
an active trading partner with its
neighbours, exchanging material
goods, imagery and ideologies.
From the mid-nineteenth century the
monarchy began a deliberate and
extensive policy of interaction with
Western civilisations, redefining and
reinventing itself to form the Thai

nation. The aim was to accommo
date European expansionism whilst
preserving Thai national identity
through a moderated integration of
Western ideology and imagery.
Recently defined as globalisation,
and disseminated through multiple
forms of cultural flow, these forces
have had a profound effect upon
Thai architecture, influencing the
production and style of both public
buildings and private dwellings. This
paper investigates Thai architecture
built during the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries to reveal the
internationalisation of building forms,
and charts Western influences as
they became interwoven into the
contemporary dwellings of both
urban and rural communities.

Vandana Baweja, A. Alfred Taubman
College of Architecture and Urban
Planning, University of Michigan

The Indian Post-Colonial
Bourgeois Home
This paper examines the new postcolonial bourgeois house form in
India. Its specific features can be
directly traced to the Bollywood
cinema. Bollywood is the parodied,
yet officially accepted name for the
Mumbai (Bombay) film industry,
whose output is second only to
Hollywood. Bollywood appropriated
this house from Hollywood melodra
mas, particularly Gone With the
Wind. A diachronic account of
Bollywood indicates that this housetype has been denotative as the
bourgeois house for more than fifty
years. This house-type is found, for
instance, in Delhi, by the nouveau
riche members of the third genera
tion of partition refugees, displaced
from what is now Pakistan. Older
affluent families, when building
afresh also tend to build Bollywoodstyle homes, which include a twostorey entry hall, a grand, spiral
staircase, and a crystal chandelier.
This house-type has become
popular for three reasons:
1) the bourgeoisie, due to displace
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ment because of partition or a move
to newer urban zones, lost the craft,
memory, and need for old building
types, 2) its iconic status as THE
bourgeois house as promoted in
Bollywood films, and 3) it reinforces
the traditional patriarchal order
under the guise of modernity.
Ironically, what the Indian bour
geoisie perceives as the current
modernity in the West is actually a
displaced nostalgia for the lost
South in Gone With the Wind.

FRAMING THE
FETISH
=J=

Convenor
Jill Carrick, University of British Columbia, Interdisciplinary Studies and Fine
Arts Departments
Fetishism - the veneration of objects or part-objects as auratic sites of fasci
nation and power - has traditionally been reviled as the domain of gullible
"savages", "perverts", and consumers. In the last fifteen years, however,
fetishism has increasingly come up for dramatic reassessment. A new litera
ture on fetishism has flourished across a variety of interdisciplinary
settings.
Most recently, for example, Henry Krips has theorised an "erotics of culture"
that extends and challenges current conceptions of the fetish through the
use of Lacanian and Althusserian theory, while Julia Kristeva has analysed
the image of the decapitated head as a site where fetishistic horror,
sacrality, and "incarnation" intersect. Numerous contemporary
artists,
moreover, have embraced fetishistic imagery or re-worked and questioned
its visual conventions.

Esther da Costa Meyer, Princeton
University

Christopher Kool-Want, University of
North London

Displaying the Fetish:
Pathologies of
Consumption in Late
Nineteenth-Century Paris

Gericault, Fetishism and
Abuse

When mass production and its
corollary, conspicuous consumption,
became a force to be reckoned with
in the late nineteenth century, new
notions of display began to emerge
within visual urban culture.
Department stores were one of the
institutions, together with museums,
that helped create a new language
of display based exclusively on
objects. These emergent commer
cial vernaculars often made use of
mannequins and body parts, usually
female, to eroticise the merchandise.
But there were also other forms of
erotomania that displaced sexual
gratification to the goods on display.
This paper will analyse pathologies
of consumption studied by French
psychiatrists in the late nineteenth
century that have to do with
fetishism in the department store:
window displays involving the
human body; kleptomania, then con
sidered a form of theft based on the
fetishistic power exercised by the
goods, and what the French called
the erotic passion of women for
fabrics ("la passion erotique des
etoffes chez la femme").
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This paper offers a new understand
ing of Gericault's fetishistic art and in
turn revises previous ideas about the
relation of sexuality to vision in the
artist's work. I argue that the role
and status of the Oedipus complex
in Gericault's work needs to be seen
in the light of the artist's Romantic
ideology and his persistent interest
in the themes of violence and abuse.
As a way of conceptualising
Gericault's ideology it is helpful to
explore his work in connection with
Pierre Klossowski's reading of de
Sade's post-theistic philosophy,
which underlines the point that the
Sadean victim is locked into an
abusive dialectical conflict. By
combining an analysis of Gericault's
Romantic ideology with close
readings of particular artworks my
paper offers fresh insights into a
number of the artist's paintings,
including his early portrayals of cav
alrymen, a number of his paintings
of horses in stables and the portraits
of the insane.

Henry Krips, University of Pittsburgh

The S o c i a l , the P s y c h i c ,
and Visual Culture
Exploring relations between the
social and the individual or in theo
retical terms between Marx and
Freud has been at the heart of much
recent work in cultural studies, espe
cially that of the Birmingham School,
the Frankfurt School, and Screen
Theory. Because cultural artefacts
mediate between the social and the
individual, they have proven to be
especially interesting sites at which
to pursue this project. On the one
hand, individuals read/consume/
circulate such cultural artefacts and,
it seems, respond to them at the
most profound psychic levels. On
the other, these artefacts are socially
produced and carry with them the
stamp of the social. The question
arises, then, of how to trace the
chain of causation connecting social
structure, via cultural artefacts, to
constitutive psychic effects upon
individuals. I investigate this
question in the context of two well
known examples: first, the encounter
with a glint of light that Lacan
describes in Seminar XI; second, the
encounter with a photograph of an
African-American slave family that
Barthes describes in Camera Lucida.
I argue that these examples enable
connections to be drawn between
the Lacanian "gaze" and what
Barthes calls "the punctum", connec
tions which throw light upon the
different, gender specific ways in
which particular photographs and
other visual artefacts may operate
upon viewers' subjectivities.

Gen Doy, De Montfort University

Fetishistic A s p e c t s of
Drapery in Visual Culture
Fetishistic aspects of cloth are
apparent in many representations of
drapery in visual culture. Cloth is
also sensually attractive in terms of
sound, movement and touch.
Visually, drapery is important in

terms of fetishism in that it can
oscillate between signifying conceal
ment and revelation, and this makes
it specially appropriate for fetishistic
representation.
Drapery, after remaining relatively
unchanged for hundreds of years,
became increasingly fetishised from
the mid-nineteenth century onwards
in the visual (and literary) cultures of
developed capitalist countries. The
sensual descriptions of commodified
and fetishised draperies in Emile
Zola's novel Au Bonheur des Dames
(early 1880s) are a good example.
Also apparent in the later nineteenth
century is an interest in 'Oriental'
draperies seen in North African
clothing and photographed by
Clerambault. Are these truly fetishis
tic draperies, though, or merely seen
as such from a contemporary per
spective which values, perhaps
overvalues, sex and the (hidden?)
sexualised body in visual culture?
Having used nineteenth and early
twentieth-century French examples
to examine some approaches to
fetishism in visual culture, I want to
move on to look at some examples
of current work by artists who are
interested in fetishism and
cloth/drapery in their work. What dif
ferences do we perceive in this con
temporary work and why? I will be
discussing works by artists such as
Jude Rae, Marianne Ryan, and Lia
Cook.

women look to avoid the masochism
of taking up the viewing position of
man? Subsequent feminist media
studies scholars, particularly
Griselda Pollock and Mary Ann
Doane, have advocated a strategy
for female spectatorship that
involves both a foreclosure of
pleasure and a distance from the
image as a means of opposing the
voyeurism of the male gaze. Yet, if
one follows Slavoj Zizek, by neglect
ing to account for the ways in which
viewers are trapped by the hidden
pleasures produced by "seeing
through" the "dance of ideology,"
one falls short by overlooking the
constitutive role of the ideological
fantasy. In this paper I suggest an
approach to feminist media studies
that takes seriously the dimension of
enjoyment (jouissance) as a way of
working towards "traversing the [ide
ological] fantasy" which conceals
the contradictions and incomplete
ness of the social system. In sum,
by focusing on points of consolida
tion of the ideological fantasy, the
strategy advocated by Mulvey,
Doane, and Pollock follows the
masculine logic of the object that
Lacan designates as the phallic
signifier. By contrast, by focusing on
points of ideological inconsistency
which are made "palpable" through
the "eruption of enjoyment in the
social field" (Zizek), my suggestion
proceeds from the feminine logic of
the object Lacan calls the signifier of
lack in the Other.

Jennifer Friedlander, University of
Pittsburgh

Sexuating the S c o p i c :
Feminism, F e t i s h i s m , and
Fantasy
Laura Mulvey, in her influential
polemical 1975 article 'Visual
Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,'
argues that "woman is an indispen
sable element of spectacle...displayed
for the gaze and enjoyment of men".
If under the male gaze, woman is
the object of what Mulvey calls
"fetishistic scopophilia," the political
question becomes: how should
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Joy James Henley, University of
British Columbia

Subject/Obj e c t A b j ect:
Pierre Loti and the
Photograph a s Fetish
Pierre Loti was a strangely charis
matic and extremely influential per
sonality in nineteenth-century
France. A very public figure and a
prolific writer, his works, popular and
well known, were translated into
many languages. In recent years his
travel narratives—stories that con-

structed such tenacious thematic
stereotypes as Madame
Butterfly—have come under
critical scrutiny for the way in
which they relate colonialism and
imperialism to gender, race, and
class in the representation of self
and others. Focusing on a
provocative collection of photo
graphs of Loti dressed in ethnic
costumes of non-European
cultures, this paper articulates a
theoretical approach that can be
productively engaged to shape art
historical inquiry around the way
in which, in nineteenth-century
France, the photograph as fetish
object worked to install, albeit
obliquely, unauthorised con
stituencies and marginal subjec
tivities in the larger body politic. I
place Jacques Lacan's theories of
the mirror stage, Judith Butler's
analysis of the constitution of sub
jectivity, and Jacques Derrida's
understanding of iteration and
citation, in constellation with Gilles
Deleuze and Felix Guattari's for
mulations of nomadism and subjectivation in order to argue that
the photographs of Loti function
fetishistically to extend and
replenish imaginary spaces. My
argument is not that the theoreti
cal positions taken by these
writers go together in any 'natural'
way, nor that they can be recon
ciled into a single, totalising
analytic approach. Rather, I am
interested in the productive
tensions that arise when these
ideas are juxtaposed, and the
effect that these tensions have on
a reading of the images.

Convenor
Isabelle Wallace, Department of Fine
Arts, University of New Orleans
A dominant trend within contempo
rary visual practice, appropriation art
- that is, art that makes explicit
reference to art historical and
popular precedents - is necessarily
concerned with making connec
tions. Indeed, however varied the
motivations of today's appropriation
artists, their work is nevertheless
linked by virtue of its engagement
with the following fundamental
concern: the nature of the relation
ship between artistic present and
past. This session aims to address
the practice of appropriation with
particular attention to this issue.

Jennifer Hirsh, Bryn Mawr College

Representing Repetition:
Appropriation in de
Chirico and After
Giorgio de Chirico is most often
identified as the painter of meta
physical compositions replete with
fragments of classical antiquity
coupled with disparate references
to modernity. De Chirico's postmetaphysical canvases, however,
also appropriate not only studied
monuments but also artistic styles
ranging from Renaissance and
Baroque to his own signature meta
physical rhetoric. Focusing on de
Chirico's entire pictorial project as
one that thematises such acts of
repetition, this paper reconsiders de
Chirico's works as symptomatic of a
melancholic condition of mourning
in the configuration of iconic traces
of histories no longer recuperable,
which signals his inability to deal
with a particular loss, that of
meaning. By looking at the works of
Andy Warhol and Mike Bidlo, two
contemporary artists who repaint de
Chirico, I argue for a reconsidera
tion of de Chirico since, despite his
early appropriative measures of
copying studied artworks and
styles, he has remained neverthe
less obscured in the critical
discourse of appropriation.

David Lomas, School of Art History
and Archaeology, University of
Manchester

B o c k l i n s Tomb, or
Phantasmatic Simulacra
This paper takes its cue from artist
Glenn Brown, a nominee for last
year's Turner Prize. Using photo
graphs as a source for his painstak
ing replicas, Brown is best known for
copying pictures by Salvador Dali.
Brown's acts of appropriation are a
form of commentary and in the case
of Dali respond to the slick surfaces
and garish tints that betray the fact
that he too 'prized the qualities of the
popular reproduction' as Clement
Greenberg put it. This and other
features of Dali's artistic practice will
be related to the concept of the simu
lacrum, a term he ostentatiously
imports into surrealist aesthetic
discourse as part of a calculated antimodernist stance. My paper
concludes with an analysis of a prob
lematics of imitation in Greenberg's
writings. There one finds Dali and
surrealism ranged on the side of
kitsch, with the latter defined as "the
debased and academicized
simulacra of genuine culture".

Nicole Leighton, Bryn Mawr College

Recollect: Appropriation
and Diaspora in the
P h o t o g r a p h y of Glenn
Ligon and David Levinthal
Against the stereotype's legacy as
an image of essence, the blackface
stereotype has reemerged in the
appropriative art practice of the
1990s as the sign of a fractured,
dispersed, Diaspora identity. Insofar
as the essentialist gesture of
modernist painting was challenged
in the early twentieth century by
Marcel Duchamp's readymades, the
appropriated stereotype is strategi
cally deployed in postmodern art as
a means to trouble ontological purity
in the constructed domain of race.
Situating my account within a con
ceptualisation of appropriation and
Diaspora in terms of the 'collection,'
I intend to explore the ways in which

Glenn Ligon and David Levinthal
engage in the photographic repre
sentation of stereotypes as a means
to frame issues of identity and his
torical trauma.

Jamie Stapleton, Goldsmiths College

The L a w of A p p r o p r i a t i o n :
C r i t i q u i n g t h e Privilege of
the Critical
In the 20 years since Rosalind Krauss
set the theoretical tone for
Appropriation Art in her discussion of
Sherrie Levine, there has been a
concerted attempt to distance
'advanced art' from an outmoded
constellation of critical/evaluative
concepts such as originality,
invention and innovation. Over the
same period the developing
knowledge economy has forced such
issues onto the agendas of business
es and government policy makers.
This paper examines the relationship
of Appropriation Art to the Knowledge
Economy via the legal mechanism of
copyright. A particular focus will be
the way the critique of originality has
been utilised in attempts to privilege
the moral and property-creating
rights of a 'critical art practice' over
the creative rights of those working
within 'popular culture.' Finally, con
sideration will be given to the shape a
property right of critique gives to the
relationship between the practices of
Fine Art and 'popular culture.'

Joan Gibbons, University of Central
England in Birmingham

The Avant-Garde,
Appropriation and
Advertising
While appropriation became a
feature of neo-avant-garde art during
the period between the late 1970s
and early 1990s, it also became a
key strategy in advertising in Britain,
for example, in Benson's Gold and
Silk Cut campaigns and in
Benetton's Shock of Reality
campaign. These campaigns signal
the emergence of an avant-garde in
advertising which constructed an
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ambiguous, even hybrid viewing
experience, akin to the experience
inherent in much of the work of con
temporary artists such as Barbara
Kruger and Jenny Holzer. Entering
debates concerning the failures and
successes of the avant-garde in art,
my paper will argue not only that
there are correspondences in the
histories of art and advertising in this
period, where both can be seen to
redress the failure of the historical
avant-garde to close the gap
between art and life, but that it was
the appropriation work of advertis
ers, in particular, which compelled a
critical reflexivity in the public arena,
reaching a climax in the transgres
sions that Benetton produced in
their choice of appropriations.
Dominic Pettman, English
Department, University of Geneva

A Break in T r a n s m i s s i o n :
Art, Appropriation and
Accumulation
It is a commonplace of contempo
rary theory that appropriation
signifies the presence of a certain
post/modernist conversation with the
past. Accordingly, the anxiety of
influence which has haunted artists
of the twentieth century has intensi
fied into a paralysing panic in the
twenty-first. In this paper I would like
to suggest that we are currently wit
nessing the symbolic triumph of
sampling over appropriation; an
aesthetic strategy (perhaps, ironical
ly enough, most visible in music)
which "totally erases the distinctions
between original and copy, artist and
thief" (Clemens). The work of
musical artists such as Beck, DJ
Shadow, Negativeland and Bisk,
represent very different attitudes to
The Archive, although they all attest
to the trans-generic bleeding of cat
egories afforded by sampling. This
paper, therefore, argues that appro
priation has lost its force as the
dominant aesthetic discourse on the
meaning and legacy of tradition, and
that the ubiquity of 'sampling' and
'design' represent the limit-point of
'mere accumulation' (Agamben).

Convenors
Jas Eisner and Robin Osborne, Corpus Christi College, Oxford
No one denies the connections between art and history, but how can you read
history out of art? In the wake of a wave of recent publications, including John
Onians' Classical Art and the Cultures of Greece and Rome, Andrew Stewart's
Art, Desire, and the Body in Ancient Greece, and the volumes of the new
Oxford History of Art series, the session will address the different kinds of
stories that can be told through the use of Greek and Roman art, and also the
different methods art historians have used to create history. The aim of the
panel is to look at a wide range of ways in which art can construct history, and
papers cover Greek, Roman and early Christian art.

Donald Preziosi, University of
California, Los Angeles

Deborah Steiner, Barnard College,
Columbia University, New York

No Art, No History: The
U s e s of M i n o a n C r e t e

On t h e W i n g s of Desire:
Love a n d Victory in Early
Classical Greek Art and
Song

At the heart of the two-century-old
practice of the modern Self that we
call 'art,' the science of which we call
'art history' or 'museology', and the
theory of which we call 'aesthetics,'
is a series of knots and conundrums
the denial of which we call the rela
tionship between subjects and
objects. Especially poignant in the
modern fabrication of the origins of
European Selves has been the case
of Prehellenic Crete, whose 'Minoan'
civilisation was erected a century
ago by Arthur Evans and others as a
kind of 'firewall' between Europe and
its Eastern Mediterranean Others. An
Aegean 'history' was fashioned on
the basis of stylistic affinities and
distinctions read into artefacts
through the modern museological
technology called 'archaeology'
whose working assumption was that,
just as every people has an art,
every art must have its people. This
paper explores alternatives to the
racist essentialisms forming the
foundations of Prehellenic and Greek
art history and archaeology.
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Painters depicting Eros and Nike on
late archaic and early classical Attic
vases construct close affinities
between the two figures. Frequently
identical in pose, attributes, and
contexts, the deities invite viewers to
perceive relations between the
spheres of love and victory.
Contemporary with the vases,
Pindaric odes also describe
agonistic triumph in terms of desire
and its consummation. Reading
images and texts together, this
paper explores three aspects of the
pairing. First, poet and painters
suggest, Nike's visitation makes the
winner an object of desire,
sometimes turning him from
conqueror to potential prey. Second,
the deities' most signal common
attribute, wings, articulate the flight
that lovers and victors perform. And
third, why the brief duration of the
conceit? In the fifth century's second
half. Eros and Nike move from the
male, elite world of pederasty and
the games to the domestic, hetero
sexual frame of marriage vases.
What in social and political circum
stances explains this shift, and the
concomitant sexualisation of Nike on
public monuments?

Richard Neer, University of Chicago

A s p e c t s of N a t u r a l i s m in
A t t i c Red-Figure VasePainting: Writing the
History of ' t h e G r e e k
Revolution'
The development of naturalistic
techniques in Greek painting and
sculpture of the late Archaic and
early Classical periods has been a
watershed in the history of art since
the time of Winckelmann. It has,
however, proved difficult to explain
the stylistic shift without recourse to
anachronism or crude teleology:
without suggesting, for example, that
late Archaic vase-painters were
trying (and failing) to paint with a
fully-realised perspectival scheme. If
the chief interest of 'the Greek revo
lution' lies in the fact that the early
Greeks did not have access to the
later productions of their society that, so far as they knew, they were
the first to draw and sculpt and build
the way they did - then it is perverse
to approach the material in this way.
The drama of late Archaic Greek art
is the emergence of a concept of
naturalism that had not existed
hitherto; and the challenge for histo
rians is to explain the beginnings of
that sequence. Given that Archaic
painters could not have been
striving after a Classical style they
did not know and could not imagine,
what motivated them to experiment
with pictorial space in the first place?
What gets the ball rolling?

The present paper emerges from a
longer discussion of these
questions. It focuses on a bilingual
drinking-cup of ca. 530 BCE and
offers a tentative answer, based on
Wittgensteinian ideas of aspect-per
ception and the depiction of pictorial
space.

John Henderson, University of
Cambridge

I m Still Standing: the
Other Pliny Bares All for
Art
In this paper the place of artworks in
Roman imperial culture is viewed
through the social gaze articulated
in Pliny's Letters. One particular ded
ication of portrait sculpture is
featured in this corpus, and its textualisation functions as a deliberately
crafted signature piece of literal selfimaging. Close examination of the
letter delivers a paradigmatic per
formance of invested projection into
the art work.

Mary Beard, University of Cambridge

W r i t i n g t h e H i s t o r y of
Sexualities: the Drunken
Old V e n u s
This paper explores the impasse
represented by the female nude in
classical art history. Why have the
sculpted Aphrodites and Venuses of
antiquity proved so much harder to
write into the history of sexualities
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than (say) the Venus of Urbino or
Manet's Olympiad As one way out of
the impasse, this paper exposes the
visual dialogue between the famous
Cnidian Aphrodite and two other
notable hits of Hellenistic sculpture:
Aphrodite and Pan' from Rhodes
and the 'Drunken Old Woman'.

Robin Cormack, Courtauld Institute of
Art, University of London

Writing Histories w i t h
Byzantine Art
Writing about Byzantine art neces
sarily involves considering the
relation of this culture (or is it a
society or even an empire) to
Ancient art (both to classicism and
to Greco-Roman art in general). It
involves questions about continuity
and discontinuity, renaissance and
revival, transformation and change.
Asking how Byzantine art can illumi
nate history therefore involves
asking why it 'necessarily' needs to
be compared with the Ancient world
at all, and whether art can (and if so
how) contribute to the discussion on
the decline or the end of the Ancient
world. The historical conditions
which led to the acceptance or
rejection of Ancient values are also
part of the analysis of the production
and viewing of art.
The series editor for the Oxford
History of Art defined Byzantine art
as non-western art. Is this a formal
or a historical decision?

Convenor
Martin Kauffmann, Department of Special Collections and Western
Manuscripts, Bodleian Library, Oxford
Many modern students of medieval art define themselves as specialists in
particular media (architecture, manuscript illumination,

metalwork,

stone

sculpture, etc.), often reflecting the way in which artefacts are stored and
classified in modern collections.

Yet few if any medieval objects or buildings

can have been created by craftsmen/women
one medium.

working in or inspired by only

This session will explore the connections

among different crafts,

through the analysis of individual surviving objects, or of objects in different
media evidently designed to interact with each other, or of written texts which
throw light on the co-operative practices

involved.

Judith Collard, University of Otago

paper I am interested in exploring
such influences to provide a context
for such works as the Effigies of the
Kings of England (British Library,
Cotton MS. Vitellius A. XIII).

Effigies of the Kings of
England and the U s e of
Historical R o m a n c e in
Thirteenth-Century
English Art
The Close and Liberate Rolls contain
several references to the appear
ance of the Kings of England in the
decoration of English royal apart
ments. While most are these are of
saintly figures, other references
include that to a large book, contain
ing the gestes of Antioch and of the
kings, written in French, belonging to
Roger de Sadford, master of the
Knights Templar, which was
borrowed by Queen Eleanor. It was
used to provide Edward of
Westminster with a model for his
painting of the queen's 'low room' in
the king's garden at Westminster.
This is the only direct reference to
the use of a literary source in such a
scheme. It is one of several Antioch
rooms found in English royal resi
dences, while images of Richard
and Saladin also appeared on tiles
in the queen's chapel at Clarendon.
While few of these now survive,
except for the Chertsey tiles, such
references demonstrate the intercon
nection between contemporary illu
minated manuscripts, literary
romance histories and the decora
tion of domestic buildings. The
appearance of such subjects as the
deeds of King Arthur and Richard I
also reflects the emergence of ver
nacular histories, in verse and prose,
for secular consumption. In this
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Elizabeth B. Moore, University of
Missouri-Columbia and Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven

The Framework of a Town
in Books for the Nobility
The marginal motifs in manuscript
illumination from late thirteenthcentury Flanders are known for their
innovative subject matter. Lilian
Randall and others have investigated
local vernacular sources for the
meanings of certain idiosyncratic
motifs, but few studies have
addressed some of the more
common compositions. This paper
focuses on the illuminations in three
manuscripts intended for the Count
of Flanders and his family: a book of
hours (Kraus cat. 75, no. 88), a
psalter (Brussels, Bibliotheque
Royale MS. 10607), and a complete
cycle of King Arthur (Yale University,
Beinecke Library, MS. 229 and Paris,
Bibliotheque Nationale de France,
MS. fr. 95), all of which contain
pivotal programs of marginalia. I
shall suggest that the use of certain
repeated motifs, like spears, fish,
and technical tools, can be linked to
the artefacts, architecture, and urban
plan that remain from thirteenthcentury Ghent, the seat of the Count
and a prosperous European centre.

Giovanni Freni

Architecture and
Sculpture as the Setting
of Religious R i t u a l s : t h e
Area d i San Donato in t h e
Fourteenth-century
Duomo of Arezzo
The cathedral of Arezzo, founded in
the last decades of the thirteenth
century, was the centre of the cult of
the local patron saints, San Donato
and the Blessed Gregory X. Its east
end housed the sculpted reliquary
altar of the former and the tomb of
the latter. In the second half of the
fourteenth century, a new marble
shrine was built to contain the relics
of San Donato and other local
martyrs. At the end of the fourteenth
century, the interior of the cathedral
with its sculpted monuments
provided an organic setting for the
performances of the city's most
important religious celebrations. The
renewal of the cathedral from the
late sixteenth century onwards, due
to the instructions on liturgical per
formances issued during the Council
of Trent, altered the setting of the
fourteenth-century monuments and
obscured their original use. This
paper aims to reconstruct the rela
tionship between the architecture of
the cathedral and the monuments in
its interior, and to show how the
church with its sculpted reliquary
altar and tombs of saints was the
organic setting for the celebration of
the feasts of the local saints.

John Goodall

On t h e T h r e s h o l d of
Paradise: t h e Chapel of St
J o h n t h e B a p t i s t at
E w e l m e , Oxfordshire
The Chapel of St John the Baptist at
Ewelme was completed in 1438 as
the family mausoleum of the
Chaucer family, and is today one of
the most spectacular and superbly
preserved fifteenth-century interiors
in England. Its angel roof, wall

paintings and glazing are part of a
coherent decorative scheme repre
senting the glories of Heaven. This
display draws on a variety of artistic
conventions, and its devotional
themes are echoed in the extraordi
nary alabaster cadaver tomb that is
the centrepiece of the chapel. The
paper will discuss the decoration of
the chapel and its importance to our
wider understanding of the interplay
between different artistic media in
interiors of the period.

Athene Reiss, Department of
Continuing Education, University of
Oxford

The Y o r k s h i r e C e n t r e f o l d
and its Monumental
Sources
The early fifteenth-century doublepage manuscript drawing evocative
ly dubbed The Yorkshire Centrefold'
by Ann Nichols visually maps
potential paths towards and away
from salvation. The doctrine behind
it, though complex, is not extraordi
nary - unlike the map itself, which is
a dense compilation of images in a
pictorial statement of universal
judgement unknown in any other
context. An examination of other
imagery in the manuscript in which
this 'centrefold' appears (British
Library Add. MS. 37049, sometimes
called 'The Carthusian Miscellany')
suggests that the visual sources for
this drawing lie in traditions of monu
mental art rather than in other manu
scripts. Through comparison with
fifteenth-century English parochial
art, it can be seen that the manu
script's author looked for pictorial
inspiration to monumental church
art, such as panel painting, wall
painting, painted glass, and
sculpture. The 'centrefold' thus
offers a rare opportunity to examine
the original creation of a pictorial
construction directly inspired by
images in various other media.
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Michael Michael, Christie's Education,
London

Medieval Art: Fine or
Decorative?
Current debates about the meaning
of skill in relation to the end product
of artistic activity - the work of art have led to tensions between the
public, curators, and scholars. The
conceptual differences between
what constitutes a work of art now,
and what it meant at different times
in the past will be related to the his
toriography of art history. The
various types of intellectual activity
that surround the study of works of
art will also be explored in relation to
the materials and techniques used
for artistic expression.

Convenors
Craig Richardson and Joanne Morra, Department of Fine Art, School of Art,
Publishing and Music, Oxford Brookes University
Marq Smith, Reaktion Books
This strand will consider awkward works in Modern and Contemporary art.
Contributors will explore the anomalous, aberrant, and destabilising works of art
within - or outside of - an artistic oeuvre or movement. This is crucial not just for
practices of art and cultural history themselves but also for understanding
the
connections
between artists and curators or artists and cultural historians. This
strand will recognise works of art that are: awkward, unclassified,
inconvenient,
ungainly, unwieldy, failed transitions, mistakes, digressionary, inconsistent,
dead
ends. We intend to address questions such as: What is the effect of recognising
these works? How does recognising these excluded, forgotten or ignored works
reconfigure our knowledge and understanding of them, and of what they mean?
Why do they dislocate both practice and writing of an artist's oeuvre or artistic
movement?
The effect of these questions will differ depending on the context of their
reception, for example 'inconvenience'
as an attribute of an artwork's status will
be understood differently from the spatial and audience concerns of a curator to
those of a cultural historian. Through this overlap of analysis these questions will
either confirm or destabilise the working patterns of areas which study and
support art. We intend to show that, far from being removed from the practices of
art, these processes
of exclusion (and of subsequent retrieval) may be central to
the negotiated reception and promotion of art.
Jean-Paul Martinon, Independent
Curator

by Florenskii, Bataille, Deleuze and

A Tale of G e s t u r e s :
Ephemerality,
Contemporary Art and the
U n d o i n g off M e a n i n g

underpinning of the paper. Works

Nancy constitute the theoretical
studied include: Meret O p p e n h e i m ' s
Spring

Feast

(1951-8). Daniel

Spoerri's Burial of Lunch (1963), Hans
Haacke's One hundred

bottles

The aim of this paper is to answer the

(1969) , Dieter Rot's Staple Cheese,

question: why since the beginning of

Race

the twentieth century have s o m e

melting

(1970), Carl Andre's

artists m a d e works which, except

Decay:

ketchup

through their press coverage, will

(1970) , Gran Fury's Wall Street

never enter the M u s e u m , works

(1988).

(1970). Paul Kos' Sound
and cottage

a

of ice
American
cheese
money

created on the spur of the m o m e n t ,
outside of their style a n d oeuvre,
simple ephemeral gestures without
c o n s e q u e n c e ? To answer this
question, four areas of research will
be a d d r e s s e d (chance, procreation,
dying a n d rituals) a n d within each
area forgotten works of art will

Deborah Schultz, Central St Martins
College of Art and Design

Past, Present, Future:
Marcel Broodthaers and
The Contemporary
Curator

suggest how we can begin to
perceive another side to the history of

In 1974 Marcel Broodthaers b e g a n a

art, an auxiliary tale where the

series of retrospective exhibitions or

undoing, removal and absence of

Decors. The Decors were site-

form is a necessary c o m p o n e n t in

specific, temporally evolving, a n d

any analysis of art. Ultimately I will

inextricably linked with the wider

venture to argue that these works

political a n d e c o n o m i c contexts in

express not an inscription of

w h i c h they were m a d e . This paper

meaning, but a d e n u d i n g of meaning,

will explore the curatorial p r o b l e m s

an a b a n d o n m e n t to language. Texts

that Broodthaers's w o r k p o s e s .
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Bernadette Buckley, Goldsmiths
College, University of London

Twisting, Twiddling and
Butting In: Contemporary
Curating and the Art of
Interrupting
Peter Burger famously observed
that, "Once you're inside the place
called Art there's no getting out
again. As if you were King Midas,
everything you touch turns to art,
even the blank refusal to produce
anything at all". However, though it
is now generally accepted that
nothing is so unwieldy that it
cannot be recognised as art, it is
also generally accepted that not
everyone will be properly posi
tioned to conduct 'the Midas
effect'. If for example, we compare
Mark Dion or Lothar Baumgarten's
interventionist (art)works with the
curatorial practices of say, Seraj
Izhar or Hans Ulrich Obrist, we will
find the former widely appreciated,
while the latter will be frequently
spoken of as corrupters and interferers in 'the sensitive nucleus of
authenticity'. Today, there are as
many forms of 'curating' as there
are of 'art-making' and yet, the
practices of 'curators' continue to
be separated out from those of
'artists', even when such practices
seem entirely coextensive with each
other. This paper will explore the
increasingly convergent practices
of 'artists' with 'curators' and will
ask why such corresponding activi
ties are deeply unsettling to histori
ans, artists and curators alike.

Deborah Cherry, University of Sussex

The Demise of Rich
Women of Zurich
This paper considers Maud Suiter's
gallery 'Rich Women of Zurich', and
issues of representation, accommo
dation and dis/placement.

Mark Little, University of Northumbria

Morcillismo
The composer Manuel de Falla visits
an Andalusian painter called Morcillo
and asks to see a group of paintings
that are turned against the wall.
Morcillo refuses, claiming that they
are the worst things he has done.
When Falla insists he agrees to let
him look. "You see" Morcillo says
"it's a disaster." Falla disagrees and
declares that he finds the works
interesting. Morcillo argues that
although the general idea is all right
the execution of the background and
sky is particularly bad. Falla on
further examination agrees that the
clouds are perhaps not the most
successful part of the work.
"Frankly" says Morcillo "I think they
are perhaps the best thing that I've
done in years".
Frances McKee visited the studio of
Callum Innes and when invited to
view some new works commented
on their beauty. Innes asked him to
specify which pieces he thought
most successful and then
proceeded to mark these for
destruction.

Fae Brauer, University of New South
Wales

Picturing Paedophilia:
The Salon Nymphettes
and Child Pornography of
la Belle Epoque
In nearly every Salon of the Artistes
Frangais and Nationale des BeauxArts from the turn of the century until
the outbreak of the First World War.
Francis Aubertin and Paul Chabas
exhibited paintings of naked
pubescent girls. Although pictured in
such seemingly innocuous roles as
frolicking in water or gathering
seaweed, unlike the Salon paintings
of Virginie Demont-Breton,
Aubertin's and Chabas' girls are rep
resented invariably unescorted and
unprotected. Consistent with the
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sexually awakened children of
Bouguereau and Gerome, these
nymphettes are posed as knowing
and as perky and pouting as
Nabokov's Lolita, in the titillating
postures explored and exploited by
child pornographers for the paedophiliac's delectation. Far from
being censured, in 1912 Chabas
won the Section de Peinture
Medaille d'Honneur for Matinee de
Septembre, while Aubertin's Chants
sur I'eau was acquired by the Ville
de Paris for the Petit Palais.
In light of the relationship estab
lished between child pornography
and paedophilic projection by recent
research, this paper will question
whether such artworks can continue
to be exhibited as innocent of pae
dophilic dimensions or whether they
may need to be historically and the
oretically recontextualised as
awkward, anomalous and aberrant.

Melissa McQuillan, Wimbledon School
of Art

"What a Waste of Time"
So wrote Juan Gris of his experience
with Les Tentations de la Bergere,
staged by the Ballets Russes in
1924, whose realisation had caused
him great anxiety. Gris's designs
contributed to an assembled rather
than collaborative production that
survived only a couple of seasons,
its traces scattered, imperfectly
recorded, and evading legibility. His
constructed decor—in tension with
its pictorial conception—posed
obstacles to the choreographer
Nijinska and to the exigencies of a
touring company. His costume
designs register a stylistic turmoil.
Conscientiously researched, the
work re-presents seventeenthcentury court spectacle, avoiding the
more common forms of retour a
I'ordre classicism while rejecting
modernism. It and associated
projects have discomfited art history,
reluctantly acknowledged in segre-

gated discussions. This paper aims,
through addressing this most
awkward and inconvenient work, to
recover an area of debate not
accommodated in terms of oeuvres,
mediums, practices or movements.

Janie S.Cochran, Courtauld Institute
of Art, University of London

Francis P i c a b i a , The Odd
Man Out
In the light of the work of many con
temporary artists, the later works of
Picabia were widely exhibited
around the world over the last two
decades. Nevertheless, recent
Museum displays have tried to neu
tralise the inherent anomalous
aspects of Picabia by emphasising
his friendship with Marcel Duchamp
and the implied dialogue between
their work.
Provocation was central to much of
Picabia's production. In some ways,
the most shocking thing Picabia did
during his long career was to
abandon the avant-garde milieu of
Paris in the mid-1920s and settle on
the French Riviera, embracing a
lifestyle that was seen as frivolous
and conservative. His monster
paintings, transparencies, and realist
paintings from the war were consid
ered at best, uninteresting and at
worst, reactionary. However, recent
work, including my own discovery of
photographic sources for the nudes
painted during the Second World
War, has allowed us to gain a
deeper understanding of Picabia's
later works. Distorting classical refer
ences, employing garish colours
and engaging with kitsch, popular
imagery, he deliberately flaunted an
anti-aesthetic that points to the
darker distopic side of the
Mediterranean paradise he is
supposed to inhabit.

Lorettan D-Gascard, Franklin Pierce
College

The J a h n p l a t z , B e r l i n , as
an A w k w a r d Work w i t h i n
an A w k w a r d M o v e m e n t
The Jahnplatz, Berlin, is an architec
tural/sculptural environment, which
at once departs from and yet
reveals core elements of art
promoted by the German Third
Reich. Its design was sanctioned by
key members of the NSDAR and it
never met with disapproval;
however, this monumental square at
the northeast corner of the 1936
Olympic stadium complex never
witnessed the torchlight gatherings
and rallies for which comparable
installations consistently served as
backdrops. Ironically, the Jahnplatz
remained 'tucked away' until 1994,
when it became the target of contro
versy. This paper considers how the
very elements which steered the
National Socialists away from the
Jahnplatz, are those which signal
key clues long sought for grasping
the nature of National Socialist art.
This study, then, opens to a discus
sion concerning the relationship
between the aberrance of a work,
and its potential role in defining the
movement from which it veers.

Vivian Rehberg, Northwestern
University

How Gauche
During the late 1940s and 1950s, a
number of painters associated with
the French Communist Party opted
to explore the limits and possibilities
of Socialist Realism. Outside of Party
circles, critics, curators, and intellec
tuals violently criticised the resulting
works as ugly, worthless, and vulgar,
and thought that French Socialist
Realist painters had rejected
modernism and its fundamental
principle of freedom of expression.
This estimation still holds, and
France's flirtation with Socialist
Realism, as well as Party painters
(with the exception of Picasso,
Fougeron, Leger, and Taslitzky)
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continues to be downplayed in his
torical exhibitions and texts
produced in France today. This
paper will examine the critical
reception surrounding French
Socialist Realism, as well as the
exhibition strategies employed by
the Party and in more mainstream
venues where the works first
appeared. I will discuss how this
'rejection' of modernism and its
pendant notions of artistic freedom
disrupted and destabilised attempts
at securing cultural, historical, and
political consensus during the
French post-War era.

Alison Green, Oxford Brookes
University

U n d e r k n o w n b u t in t h e
Centre: Myron Stout a n d
t h e P r o b l e m of
P e r i o d i s a t i o n in t h e New
York School
Myron Stout's work is 'wrong' in
numerous ways: he was 'late' for his
generation, missing the crucial midforties exhibitions of Abstract
Expressionist painting; he made too
few paintings to allow him a produc
tive relationship with the art market;
he absented himself from New York,
preferring to live year-round in the
summer art colony of Provincetown.
All of these contribute to the fact that
when the first major exhibition of his
work took place at the Whitney
Museum in 1980, the general expla
nation for his appearance was that
he was 'underknown'.
This paper will theorise issues of the
canon in the context of the New York
School and Stout's place in it as a
'minor artist', via the means of
identity politics and social history.
Effecting a critique of the 'natural
history' of artistic exemplars, a study
into actual social identities, as well
as relations between people, reveals
the social conditions that contribute
to the abstractions of the historical
writing of the modern period.

ALTERED l»f
ZONES: FROM
FESTIVAL TO
DOCKLANDS

Convenors
Margaret Garlake and Jonathan Hughes, Independent Scholars
This session
concepts
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Alan Powers, School of Architecture
and Landscape, University of
Greenwich

Community Architecture
in Stepney: t h e Ocean
Street Project, 1939

a n d p r o f e s s i o n a l role of the
architect s o m e ten years earlier,
with a deliberate s u p p r e s s i o n of the
heroic formalist intentions of
m o d e r n h o u s i n g , the later revival of
w h i c h is s o p r o m i n e n t a feature on
n e i g h b o u r i n g estates.

In 1939, a g r o u p of s t u d e n t s at the
Architectural A s s o c i a t i o n , with their
Unit Master, Max Lock, d i d a project
b a s e d on O c e a n Street, Stepney,

Louise Campbell, University of
Warwick

w h i c h w a s d u e for r e d e v e l o p m e n t

A Docklands

Requiem?

by the LCC. They w e r e a s s i s t e d by
m e m b e r s of M a s s O b s e r v a t i o n in

The c o m m e r c i a l architecture of what

m a k i n g a h o u s e - t o - h o u s e survey of

w e have c o m e to call ' D o c k l a n d s '

existing o c c u p a n t s ' w i s h e s for

w h i c h was d e s c r i b e d in Baedeker's

r e h o u s i n g , a n d d i s c o v e r e d that they

g u i d e in 1880 as c o n v e y i n g the "vast

preferred terrace h o u s i n g to flats.

activity a n d s t u p e n d o u s w e a l t h " of

The d e s i g n s c h e m e p r o d u c e d in the

L o n d o n presented a very different

s u m m e r of 1939 reflected this, even

a s p e c t in the 1940s. The b o m b e d

t h o u g h f u n d i n g w a s specifically

a n d partly a b a n d o n e d d o c k s a n d

available only for flats. The p a p e r

wharves at W a p p i n g , Poplar,

will reflect o n this s e e m i n g l y

Rotherhithe a n d B e r m o n d s e y offered

isolated incident in pre-war archi

a m e l a n c h o l y spectacle of d e c a y

tecture, its relationship to the c o n 

a n d dereliction. In the County

t r a d i c t i o n s e x p e r i e n c e d d u r i n g the

London

of

Plan of 1943, Forshaw a n d

1930s on the issue of m o d e r n i s m

A b e r c r o m b i e w a r n e d that "senti

a n d its social role, a n d its indication

m e n t s of tradition" o u g h t not be

that the r e w o r k i n g of the traditional

allowed to get in the w a y of re-

f o r m of the terrace h o u s e in the

planning the b a n k s of the T h a m e s

L a n s b u r y Estate a n d e l s e w h e r e in

east of the Tower of L o n d o n as an

post-war h o u s i n g g r e w out of a

area of o p e n s p a c e a n d public

c o n s i d e r e d r e s p o n s e to the social

amenity. The nineteenth-century
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river-front is presented as an
example of uncontrolled commercial
expansion - dense, chaotic, insalu
brious - in relation to which the
rational character of the planners'
own approach is emphasised.
During the same decade, the river
and the buildings which lined it
provided a fertile terrain for the
painter John Minton and the photog
rapher Bill Brandt. This paper will
explore the significance of the river
in the work of Minton and Brandt - in
which it is represented as a place of
romantic ruin and urban pastoral, of
sinister encounter and industrial
decay - and in the imagination of the
planners who scrutinised this area
between 1943 and 1951. The idea of
the river as an element vital to the
commercial and economic wellbeing of the nation, and the
proposed re-ordering of the river
frontages as emblem of and
stimulus to a new kind of civic
awareness will be explored in
relation both to the legacy of
Victorian London and to the imagery
and ordering devices employed at
the Festival of Britain.

Jules Lubbock, Department of Art
History and Theory, University of
Essex

Tate Modern in t h e Age of
E-production
While the spin and rhetoric of Tate
Modern's success was all about reinhabiting the inner city Rogers-style,
the actuality was that Tate Modern
was overwhelmingly a success in
the virtual domain - TV, press and
other forms of publication. In fact
Serota's genius as a showman lies
in his capacity to manipulate the
media - e.g. Turner Prize coverage which reach a far larger audience
than that which visits the galleries
themselves. This suggests a parallel
between the fetishisation of 'place'
in the current urbanist orthodoxy and
the fetishisation of the art installation
in current artistic practice. Both
concepts may be readily critigued

from a standpoint which may be
derived from Benjamin's
'Reproduction' essay, albeit one
which lessens Benjamin's own
nostalgia for the aura of the sacred
object and of the pilgrimage shrine.
The brightest players in the game,
such as Robert Smithson (Spiral
Jetty), treated such installations
merely as a set for the real work of
art, the film; likewise for Serota - Tate
Modern is arguably not significant as
a place but as a location for media
events.

Simon Sadler, School of the Built
Environment, University of Nottingham

S p e c t a c u l a r Failures
The Millennium Dome will retire into
life as a critical trope, around which
we can enquire into the enigma of
spectacular architecture: by what
does it succeed or fail? Debate has
revolved around the Dome's
location, its costs, its management,
its politics, the quality of its contents,
etc., and remains as absolutely
unresolved in hindsight as it did
during conception. Few would feel
confident arguing that the Dome is
an architectural failure in a conven
tional sense, and indeed allegations
of the Dome's failure are themselves
problematic. So this paper looks
instead for any lessons from history
and theory. Is it possible to devise a
history and theory of spectacular
failure, that is, the failure not so
much of the built facts, but of archi
tectural spectacle?

monuments in the square were both
repositioned and reassessed.
During the parliamentary debate the
Labour government was cautioned
against any hasty "redesigning of
what is really the hub of the Empire."
Coinciding with this was an abortive
proposal for a new Colonial Office at
Storey's Gate as well as the inaugu
ration of the House of Commons
redesigned by Sir Giles Gilbert Scott
(1880-1960) and largely replicating
the old chamber that had been
destroyed in the blitz. A subsequent
exhibition 'Parliament Past and
Present', held in the Grand
Committee Room during August
1951, was parliament's contribution
to the Festival of Britain. As this title
suggests, these issues prompted a
reappraisal of Britain as both a par
liamentary democracy and a colonial
power at this time.

Becky Conekin, London College of
Fashion, The London Institute

'The A d v a n c e d Guard of
S o c i a l i s m ' : The People
and Politics behind the
1951 Festival of B r i t a i n
a n d i t s Lansbury Estate
On a rainy May 4th, 1951 the
Festival of Britain opened on
London's South Bank. As an event
four years in the making, at a cost
of eleven million pounds of badly
needed public funds, the Festival
was planned to be a celebration of
Britain's WWII victory and a procla
mation of its economic recovery.
The Festival planners were over
whelmingly middle-class "; the

Stuart Burch, Department of Heritage
Studies, Nottingham Trent University

readers of the News

Redesigning t h e Hub of
Empire: P a r l i a m e n t
Square a n d t h e Festival of
Britain

signers of petitions; the backbone
of the B.B.C", in Michael Frayn's
words. Hugh Casson, the South
Bank's chief architect, stated that:
"Churchill, like the rest of the Tory
Party, was against the Festival
which they (quite rightly) believed
was the advanced guard of
socialism." And George Lansbury,
the father of early twentieth-century

In 1950 Parliament Square was
redesigned by the architect George
Grey Wornum (1888-1957) ready for
an anticipated increase in traffic
generated by the Festival of Britain.
All the existing statues and
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Guardian,

Chronicle,

and the Observer;

the
the

municipal socialism, was chosen as
the namesake for a badly-bombed
working-class neighbourhood
where new 'scientifically' built flats,
houses, a school, a church and a
pedestrianised shopping zone were
constructed as the Festival's 'Live
Architecture Exhibition'. This paper
explores the architects and
planners behind the 1951 Festival
of Britain and its Lansbury Estate,
as well as the politics, putting paid
to the idea that consensus was the
order of the day.

Stephen Gartside, University of
Liverpool

Open and Closed : Art and
Spatial Contrast on the
South Bank
This paper looks at the intersecting
points of a range of narratives that
occur on the South Bank, at the
Festival of Britain in 1951. The con
trolled and carefully mapped pavilion
spaces of the Festival will be con
trasted with the would-be 'pictur
esque' planning of the site itself; the
dark spaces of the Telekinema, with
the open and light spaces for art.
The work considers the effect of the
deliberate and the casual in the con
sumption of event culture.

Jonathan Hughes, Independent
Scholar

Playing Politics: The
A r c h i t e c t u r e s of t h e D o m e
Underwritten by the competing
demands of government policy,
corporate sponsorship and creative
input, the individual zones of the
Millennium Dome present a series of
responses to their various design
briefs. With a need to accommodate
large flows of visitors, appeal to a
wide audience, and to provide a sat
isfactory level of entertainment, the
architectures of the zones have
demonstrated a range of strategies,
from traditional enfilades of exhibits

to participatory installations
envisaged as being informative as
well as fun. Whilst the state educa
tional system has increasingly come
under pressure to adopt a regu
larised, curriculum-based approach
rooted in traditional pedagogic
methods, the architectures of the
Dome's zones have sought to
ground learning simultaneously in
play and fun: as 'infotainment'. This
paper seeks to locate these
pavilions alongside modern architec
tural precedents in which play has
been a key programmatic element,
and to assess them against the ide
ological themes of the Dome, which
at once underwrite and subvert their
many messages.

Margaret Garlake, Independent
Scholar

Fabricating Place:
Sculpture and Monuments
on Canary Wharf
Planned as a centre of corporate
wealth, Canary Wharf houses a large
quantity of contemporary art,
following historical precedent.
Architectural diversity was written
into the planning, including the
incorporation of former warehouses
as a frame to modern buildings. This
has encouraged a reading of Canary
Wharf as a richly complex place and
the modern successor to a 'heritage'
past, an interpretation that ignores
the bitter opposition to development
expressed by local communities on
the Isle of Dogs.
The sculpture that adorns Canary
Wharf is of interest principally as an
exemplar of the problems of public
art. Ostensibly a marker of corporate
wealth and an acknowledgement of
riverine artisanal trades, its actual
purpose appears to be the denial of
recent political and social history.
Thus it creates a 'heterotopia' - an
inversion of the history and present
conditions of the site.
Toby Treves
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The New Millennium
E x p e r i e n c e : t h e U s e s of
Public Art
The aim of this paper is to consider
the uses of contemporary art at the
Millennium Dome in terms of
communal culture. 'Contemporary
art' is used in its widest sense to
include the architecture of the site as
well as those objects officially desig
nated as public art. The main areas
of discussion will be the ethos of the
New Millennium Experience (dominative or democratic?), and how the
contemporary art of the site
supports or undermines this ethos.

Convenor
Deborah Ascher Barnstone, School of Architecture, Washington State
University and Design Knowledge Systems, Delft University of Technology
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John Stuart, Florida International
University

the author's literary output a n d the

Reading into Paul
Scheerbart: Glass
Adventures from the
P r e h i s t o r y of
Transparency

u p o n to support. In so d o i n g , it will

G e r m a n Expressionist writer a n d

R. J . Sierksma, Design Knowledge
Systems, Delft University of
Technology

architectural visionary, Paul
Scheerbart (1863-1915) w a s k n o w n
as the ' G l a s p a p a ' by his followers

architectural p r o d u c t i o n it w a s called
s u g g e s t often overlooked interpretive
complexities of early twentiethcentury c o l o u r e d glass.

Transparent Authority

shortly after World War I. His writings
o n architecture, w h i c h s p a n n e d
several d e c a d e s , a p p e a r e d regularly
in daily n e w s p a p e r s , professional
engineering a n d avant-garde art
journals, as well as in full-length
b o o k publications. Scheerbart
created fictional narratives w h o s e
spiritual a n d social m e a n i n g s were
often c o n s t r u c t e d a r o u n d i m a g e s of
colourful glass architecture. These
stories influenced architects a n d his
torians t h r o u g h o u t the twentieth

Both B e n t h a m ' s p a n o p t i c o n prison
a n d Steiner's D o r n a c h building
s h o u l d , a c c o r d i n g to their authors,
imply 'transparency'. Their existential
a n d political implications, as well as
the resulting architecture, however,
differ widely. B e n t h a m ' s texts as well
as his prison d e s i g n may be read'
as prediction of modernity a n d of
m o d e r n m a n a g e m e n t (Sierksma,
'Surveillance a n d Task', Leyden
1 9 9 1 , PhD); Steiner's textual as well
as architectural myth c a n b e

century.
After a brief outline of Scheerbart's
literary p r o d u c t i o n , this paper will
analyse how Scheerbart's ideas on
glass architecture c a m e to be a s s o 
ciated with transparency, a c o n c e p t
foreign to the author's o w n notion of
the material. The talk will speculate
u p o n the fluid relationships b e t w e e n
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portrayed as a reaction to the s a m e
(Sierksma, Authoritarian

Architecture,

to be p u b l i s h e d 2001). Both,
however, consider 'transparency' as
architectural keystone of their c o n 
c e p t u a l system a n d their building.
' B e t w e e n ' B e n t h a m a n d Steiner
c a m e the 'romantic', modernist

notion of the u n c o n s c i o u s , w h i c h

Empiricism,' a n d point out the

prominent c o m m e r c i a l buildings

linked transparency of behaviour

parallel a n d divergent theoretical

t h r o u g h o u t the city. The central dis

(Bentham) a n d transparency of the

u n d e r p i n n i n g s b e t w e e n the t w o

c u s s i o n of this paper examines the

soul (Steiner). A m b i v a l e n c e , then, is

politico-cultural u n d e r p i n n i n g s a n d

migration of these highly particu

the key notion of m y paper, 'trans

the resultant c o n s t r u c t e d conditions.

parency' being the d o u b l e - e d g e d

t e m p o r a r y Paris.

blade of modernity since the French
Revolution,

Annette Fierro, University of
Pennsylvania

Thomas W. Leslie, Iowa State
University

Glass in t h e Garden of
Paris: The Ubiquitous
Detail of Rice Francis
Ritchie

Transparency versus
Ephemerality in Postwar
Modernism

larised details across the m o s t
c h a r g e d s y m b o l i c settings of c o n 

Francois Mitterand's Grands

Projets,

a majority of w h i c h c a n b e charac

Jennifer Taylor, Queensland University
of Technology, Architecture, Interior
and Industrial Design

Transparency: Allusion
and Illusion in
Contemporary
Architecture

The rush of construction in the years

terised as transparent urban

following WWII carried with it both

m o n u m e n t s , were inherently political

The J a p a n e s e architect, Toyo Ito,

technological a n d cultural

statements. C o m m e m o r a t i n g the

a n d the French architect, J e a n

m a n d a t e s . O n the o n e h a n d , archi
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Nouvel, exploit the properties of

tects a n d planners u n d e r s t o o d the

French Revolution, these buildings

lightweight structures, glass, a n d
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abstraction, to realise a n expression

a p p l y i n g the industrial b u i l d u p of the

republican values of the Revolution

of dematerialised s u b s t a n c e . Both

war effort to architectural a n d urban

by the recently a s c e n d e d Socialist

Ito a n d Nouvel are d e s i g n i n g in

p r o b l e m s . O n the other, the n e e d to

Party. Typically c o n c e i v e d as simple

r e s p o n s e t o their interpretation of

redefine the culturally a n d socially

g e o m e t r i c f o r m s a n d elemental

e m e r g i n g sensibilities deriving from

radical underpinnings of the M o d e r n

v o l u m e s , the transparent Grands

the t e n d e n c y of c o n t e m p o r a r y t e c h 

M o v e m e n t led to a vital but m e s s y

Projets a t t e m p t e d to express t e c h n o 

nology, a n d thus perception, to

internal d e b a t e o n the proper

logical p r o w e s s , exercise significant

m o v e away from the material

marriage of technical achievement

p h e n o m e n a l effects, a n d c o m m u n i 

t o w a r d s the immaterial, a n d f r o m the

a n d civic/architectural expression.

cate political s y m b o l i s m - a l l within

m e a s u r a b l e to the i m m e a s u r a b l e .

From this, t w o divergent vectors c a n

the scant d i m e n s i o n of the glass

Ito's a n d Nouvel's interest in i m m a 

be t r a c e d in the relationship

surface a n d the s p a c e s in front a n d

teriality for representational e n d s h a s

between physical form a n d cultural

b e h i n d it. This paper examines those

a long p e d i g r e e in architecture

manifestation. The first is the

Grands Projets e n d o w e d by the

stretching b a c k t h r o u g h history, a n d ,

wholesale a d o p t i o n of transparency

engineering of Rice Francis Ritchie,

with their p r e o c c u p a t i o n with the

as a c o r p o r a t e a n d political s y m b o l ,

particularly those exhibiting the

m e t a p h y s i c s of glass, they are

allegedly representing tectonic a n d

radical glass structural systems

clearly in line with the m o d e r n

p r o g r a m m a t i c authenticity while pro

d e v e l o p e d for the fagade of Andrien

tradition.

jecting i m a g e s of sleek sophistica

Fainsilber's Cite d e s Sciences et d e

tion a n d participation in a w o r l d w i d e

I'lndustrie at the Pare d e la Villette.

culture. Often o p p o s e d , yet still

Here Ritchie's mullionless s y s t e m

In this, they continue the a e o n s - l o n g
h u m a n drive to o v e r c o m e t h e forces
of nature, in this c a s e , gravity, a n d t o

related to this t e n d e n c y t o w a r d the

instigated a n e w technological reach

transparent, a proclivity t o w a r d light

for the absolute transparency of the

weight ephemeralisation d e s i g n a t e d

building envelope, ultimately

a counter-cultural trend in architec

intended t o provide a literal a n d

Nigel Whiteley, Lancaster University

tural propositions at scales ranging

symbolic union of the institution with

from the urban to the personal.

the 'natural' l a n d s c a p e f o u n d

Seen and Being Seen:
Transformations in
Transparency

c o n q u e r the materiality of matter.

Between these t w o ideas of the

b e y o n d its b o u n d a r i e s . The systems

transparent a n d the e p h e m e r a l , o n e

a n d its details were s u b s e q u e n t l y

c a n locate a large portion of the

repeated almost identically at other

architectural d e b a t e of the 'late-

Mitterand Grands Projets - the

new, transparent glass environment

m o d e r n ' era. This paper will investi

g r e e n h o u s e structures at another

will c o m p l e t e l y transform mankind,"
to Mies v a n der Rohe's nearly all-

From Scheerbart's belief that "The

gate manifestations of both c o n d i 

Utopian park, the Pare A n d r e

tions a s tectonic typologies in the

Citroen, a n d at the Petite Pyramide

glass Farnsworth H o u s e of 1950,

m o v e m e n t entitled 'British

d u Louvre - a s well as at a variety of

t r a n s p a r e n c y has b e e n seen a s
s o m e t h i n g desirable, even m a g i c a l
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in its transformative power. Its
benefits would not only be
physical, but mental and social
too: transparent architecture
would promote new habits of
living founded on an openness
and honesty which were nothing
less than the new conditions of a
socially and culturally progres
sive society at ease with itself.
What I will explore in this paper
is the way in which transparency
now relates to surveillance.
Statistics are currently published
about a range of outcomes from
school exams to hospital
success rates in order, suppos
edly, to make performance trans
parent. At its best, transparency
contributes to the openness that
democracy requires; at worst it
appears to provide 'evidence'
and data that closure, or a
reduction in government
spending is justified when the
latest figures deviate from the
cheapest option. Transparency
is no longer simply wholesome:
a sense of transparency as
nurturing has been nearly
eclipsed by transparency as a
regime which exposes shortcom
ings or deviations from the norm.

Convenors

ARRIVALS AND
DEPARTURES

Penelope Curtis and Jon Wood, The
Henry Moore Institute, Leeds
This strand, which hopes to expand
and complicate our approaches to,
and inventory of, British sculpture in
the twentieth century, will look at the
relationships between sculpture and
sites of network and connectivity places of destination, mediation and
departure, such as railway and
underground stations, harbours,
rivers, waterways, airports, round
abouts and motorway embankments.
It hopes to open up the space
between 'public' and 'private'
sculpture, between sculpture's tradi
tional role as a permanent marker
and more contemporary concerns
about conditions of viewing and
display. It is concerned with opening
up discussion of such sculpture in
new ways beyond the traditional
histories of commission and com
memoration and to consider the
ways in which the viability of sculp
tural meditation in a high speed
world has been addressed.

Jonathan Black, University College,
London

Sentinels at the
Threshold : British
M e m o r i a l S c u l p t u r e of t h e
First World War a n d t h e
Space of C o m m e r c i a l
C o n t i n g e n c y c.1920-1930
In the course of my PhD work I
noted how a number of memorials
to the British dead of the Great War
are prominently situated at sites of
commercial and spatial flux and
activity. These sites, such as railway
stations, harbours and the entrances
to commercial concerns are also
inextricably associated with resonant
themes of British national prestige.
Imperial expansionism and industrial
self-confidence. My paper will
explore works by, amongst others:
Charles Sargeant Jagger (for S&J
Watts' Warehouse, Manchester);
W.C.H. King (inside Dover Maritime
railway station) and Robert Tait

Mackenzie (on the road leading to
Cambridge railway station) and will
argue that the figures of soldiers
they produced were deliberately
conceived to embody and project
certain gendered racial characteris
tics deemed estimable by the wider
community. I will also discuss what
aesthetic, financial and practical
considerations were in the minds of
those commissioning the memorials
and the role they played in determin
ing the selection of the designs
eventually approved.

Patrick Eyres, School of Art and
Design, Bradford College

The A r c h e r : Eric
A u m o n i e r s Icon of Urban
Travel a n d t h e Pre- a n d
Post-War London
Underground
Aumonier's 'The Archer' at East
Finchley station on the Northern Line
(1940), is unique as a contemporary,
site-specific work - and iconic as a
vestigial signifier of the legendary
agenda of Frank Pick (LT Chief
Executive, 1933-40), which was used
to promote corporate modernity
through modernist station architec
ture (Holden). The arrow was also
one of the popular graphic symbols
of electricity and speed, which were
celebrated by Aumonier's Archer.
This sculpture continues to signify in
a multiplicity of contexts - as exem
plified by the Tube Map, whose
design by Beck in 1933 encodes cel
ebration of the electrical circuit board
at the heart of LT's 1930's modernity:
icon of communication design, of
London, of LT itself and of the
imaginary journey (through
Patterson's 1990's fine art appropria
tion, 'The Great Bear'). Today, 'The
Archer' remains as an eyecatcher
(from the street, platform and pretunnel track) and continues to
function as an emblem of homecom
ing, of metropolitan anticipations and
of the passage from over ground to
underground (and vice versa) to
commuters and consumers alike.

Jeremy Millar, Independent Curator

' F l i t t i n g Past in Furious
Flight': R a i l w a y s ,
S c u l p t u r e a n d t h e Speed
of A r t
The development of the railway in
the nineteenth century led to an
important change in the public's
consciousness. The world outside
was changing, and so was the
public's relationship with it; the
railways contributing to the develop
ment of what Wolfgang
Schivelbusch has termed
"panoramic perception", a shift
which would contribute to the devel
opment of cinema and to modernist
expression in other media. This
paper will look at the development
of our increasingly technological
culture, and the effects which this
has had upon artists and writers. It
will also consider a project by the
British artist Graham Gussin,
'Assembly' (1998), which was
specially commissioned and
installed along the East Coast line,
to be seen, briefly, only by those on
the trains passing by.

Nicholas Pope, Artist

Seven Deadly Sins
Services - 1 m i l e : a
C o n t e m p o r a r y Project
"There is spray, there is fog; I
dream, I doze, until ('Jesus') heart in
my mouth, I drift up the slip road to
the Seven Deadly Sins Services into that nether world where every
wayfaring feeling and susceptibility
is
"
I will narrate with slides a visit to The
Motorway Service Station of the
Seven Deadly Sins and Seven
Virtues and further explain why it is
not the superimposition of art or the
experience of art on motorway
travel; rather the reconfiguration of
the ordinary experience of driving
and of pausing from driving for a
magazine, a muffin, a piss.
I will set into context The Motorway
Service Station with the other
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elements of my triptych dealing with
Death, Belief and Earthly Pleasures.
The Oratory of Heavenly Space rep
resents belief and Oblivion, a
Recycling Plant, represents death.
All three projects deal with connec
tivity and my role as a sculptor in
society.

Paul Usherwood (Northumbria
University), Piers Masterson
(Sunderland University) and Jonathan
Vickery (Essex University) in
discussion

Three Views Around
Gormley s Angel of t h e
North: Branding,
Regenerating and
Passing By
In this session three speakers will
both present their readings of
Gormley's 'Angel of the North' and
respond to each other's papers.
Paul Usherwood considers the
Angel's extraordinary media success
and argues that this is largely due to
the work's resemblance to a certain
kind of commercial branding device.
Piers Masterson will address the
sculpture, with reference to other
projects in the region, as a politically
motivated icon for economic devel
opment and consider how it
connects problematically with the
people and area that it is a symbol
of regeneration for. The difference
between encountering this work as a
local on ground level and as a
traveller passing by at a distance will
in turn be taken up by Jonathan
Vickery, who will argue that driving
past the work is not only the best
way of evoking a critical refiexivity
between the act of viewing and the
symbolic narratives of the work's
socio-historical content, but also that
the automobile viewpoint defeats its
ideological function, revealing the
real pathos of this large public
sculpture.

Convenors
Frances Fowle, Department of Fine Art, University of Edinburgh
Murdo Macdonald, Department of History and School of Fine Art, University
of Dundee
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John Morrison, University of Aberdeen

Kathlaine Nyden, Indiana University

Influence and Individuality:
The Hague School and
Scottish Landscape
Identity 1867-1880

The Geography of
Nationalism in Late
Nineteenth-Century C z e c h
L a n d s c a p e Painting

In both subject matter and technique
Scottish landscape painting
underwent profound change in the
period 1867-80. These changes
were to a significant degree
prompted by artists studying and
travelling in Holland and by the
acquisition and exhibition of sizeable
numbers of Hague School paintings
by Scottish collectors. Through a
discussion of the works of George
Reid, George Paul Chalmers and
William McTaggart, and the pioneer
ing patronage of John Forbes White,
this paper will examine the change.
Through an analysis of the resulting
transformation in Scottish painting
the issue of national identity in an art
subject to external influence will be
explored. Together with the parallel
development of an increasingly
expressive painting technique, this
examination is carried out relative to
the evolution in Scotland's
landscape identity away from the
romantic desolation of Highlandism,
which dominated the earlier nine
teenth century, towards an identity
rooted in a people/land symbiosis.

On May 16, 1868, thousands of spec
tators gathered to view a procession
of monolithic stones ceremoniously
paraded through the streets of
Prague to their final destination, the
future site of the National Theatre.
These stones, excavated from politi
cally and historically charged sites
throughout the Czech countryside
formed both a literal and a metaphor
ical foundation for the first Czech
language theatre in Prague and
underscored the symbolic role of the
Czech geographic landscape in the
theatre's creation. Depictions of the
Czech countryside became charged
characterisations of the Czech
homeland, as evidenced in the
thematic mural programs commis
sioned for the National Theatre by its
governing body. The artists Mikolas
Ales, Frantisek Zenisek and Julius
Marak - called the generation of the
National Theatre - actualised the
national landscape for the theatre
programmes. The geographic speci
ficity of the landscape imagery func
tioned as a map in which significant
sites - the same sites in which the
theatre's foundation stones were
culled - reaffirmed independence
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from foreign oppression. The images
codify the rhetoric of cultural and
political nationalism creating a virtual
iconography of national identity. The
National Theatre and its monumental
mural programmes therefore 'represents', to a culturally literate
audience, specific sites of national
political import in order to recreate
and affirm Czech national identity at a
time when the Austro-Hungarian
Empire ruled the Czech people.

Clare A.P. Willsdon, University of
Glasgow

Pictures, Places and
Posterity: National and
Colonial Landscapes in
Murals at t h e Conseil
d Etat, Bourse a n d Gare de
Lyon in Paris, c.1880-1926
Though under-researched, nineteenth-/early twentieth-century mural
painting was a popular, often psycho
logically compelling means to evoke
one place inside another. From
Swedish landscapes in the
Parliament in Stockholm, to
HaPsburg 'terrains' in Vienna's
Natural History Museum or the
fantasy realm of Epicurania in the
Tate Gallery Restaurant in London,
'geographical' murals could celebrate
identity and symbolise power, or
simply indulge escapist dreams.
In an age of industrial and imperial
expansion, such capabilities were
nowhere more vividly exploited,
perhaps, than in Paris, the interna
tional focus of the art world. The
paper examines murals in three con
trasting Paris buildings - the Conseil
d'Etat (Henri Martin's 'national' land
scapes); the Bourse (colonial trading
scenes portraying the five
Continents); and the Buffet of the
Gare de Lyon ('leisure' topographies
including views of the Nice Flower
Festival and Sarah Bernhardt at the
Orange amphitheatre). Through
these, the nation's political, commer
cial, social and even philosophical
ideals were made emotively
'present', both in daily life and for
posterity.

Belinda Thomson, Independent
Scholar, Edinburgh

Ideas of S i c k n e s s a n d
H e a l t h - The S o u t h Seas
in t h e Work of Robert
Louis Stevenson a n d Paul
Gauguin
In terms of their shared attraction to
and experience of life in Polynesia,
flight from a Europe perceived to be
in decline and search for reinvigoration from primitive sources, there are
some striking parallels between the
cases of Robert Louis Stevenson
and Paul Gauguin. In this paper I will
compare and contrast the writer and
the artist as inveterate travellers,
seekers after novelty and exploiters
of exotic foreign subject matter
within their art. Finding certain
common threads to their thinking
and similarities between their
motives for deciding to abandon
Europe for the South Seas, not least
the fact of their waning health, the
paper will explore the extent of
Stevenson's reputation in French
Symbolist circles in the late 1880s
and the feasibility of Gauguin's
awareness of the Scottish writer as
precedent. It will also seek to assess
the role and importance of their
different experiences of Polynesia in
the later development of their art.

Euan McArthur, Duncan of
Jordanstone, University of Dundee

Independence or
Integration? Scotland and
the Arts Council, 1940-1946
When the Council for the
Encouragement of Music and the
Arts (CEMA), the forerunner of the
Arts Council, was founded shortly
after the outbreak of the Second
World War, it was formed as a
unitary British body. On three
occasions between 1940 and 1945
the Scottish Office and the Scottish
Committee of CEMA considered the
case for setting up a separate
Scottish Arts Council and on each
occasion decided against doing so.
Yet several organisational prece
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dents from the 1930s and the
powerful current of cultural national
ism in Scotland at that time suggest
that the decision might have gone
the other way. My paper will look at
the contexts of the Scottish
decisions and will argue that it was
the relative success of the Scottish
pursuit of devolved powers within a
unitary British system which
prevented the fragmentation of
CEMA and the Arts Council into
separate national bodies in 1945
which would have been the outcome
of the anti-devolutionary policy of the
Chairman, J.M. Keynes.

Norman Shaw, Duncan of
Jordanstone, University of Dundee

The Sonorous L a n d s c a p e
- Towards the Highland
Post-Sublime
The paper will present the sonorous
as a transdisciplinary tool for repre
senting landscape experience,
rooted in historical representations
of the sublime as sonic phenomena.
This analysis of the sonorous
landscape re-addresses the
problem of historical romanticism
and the sublime landscape, devel
oping an alternative rendering of
sublime landscape. This appeal to
alternative landscape narratives from
a perceived oral tradition to contem
porary acoustic spaces parallels the
study of the sublime, and examples
from the history of Highland
landscape representation will
augment this. As a new conception
of the sublime Highland landscape,
the sonorous sits more easily within
contemporary poststructuralist aes
thetics than it did with twentiethcentury modernism. The application
of Deleuze and Guattari's rhizomatics
and Lyotard's aesthetic of the
inhuman clarifies structural links
between areas of disparate historical
provenance such as megalithic land
scapes and the Ossianic Highland
landscape.

Convenors
Nicholas Alfrey, School of History and Art History, University of Nottingham
Stephen Daniels, School of Geography, University of Nottingham
In a literal sense, rivers make connections with places on the ground, linking
cities, regions and sometimes nations; they also connect history with the
present, and in a metaphorical sense, stand for the passage of human life
and time itself. But rivers have also emerged as a key locus of interdisciplinary
enquiry involving a broad spectrum of physical and social sciences, in which
issues of social, economic and environmental history connect with those of
ecology, planning, river management and rehabilitation. This strand is
intended to focus on the representation of rivers across a wide range of fields,
including historical studies of river imagery, the politics of water, environmental
art, and the visual cultures of travel and tourism in relation to rivers.

Tricia Cusack, School of Professional
and Continuing Education, University
of Birmingham

Crossing the Shannon:
Ireland s Mighty Stream
a n d t h e M a k i n g of t h e
Nation
The paper considers the cultural sig
nificance of the Shannon for Irish
nationalism and the new State in the
early twentieth century in relation to
visual imagery and travel writing. The
Shannon linked three of Ireland's
provinces, and in the fifteenth
century had also acquired a
legendary subterranean connection
to the fourth (Ulster). It spawned
many legends, which were subse
quently incorporated into the
nation's myths of origin. The
Shannon became the liminal
boundary to a mythic west constitut
ed as an authentic homeland
beyond the reach of colonial trans
formations. With the establishment
of the Free State, the Shannon was
harnessed for hydro-electric power.
The river thus represented a place of
legend, the liminal boundary to a
zone of Irishness, but also a site of
modernity. Each aspect was repre
sented in art and travel writing,
sometimes in uneasy combinations,
and each contributed to the making
of the nation.
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Jason Rosenfeld, Assumption
College, Worcester, Massachusetts

Tayside Rambles:
Tradition a n d Modernity in
John Everett Millais
Scottish Landscapes
Millais frequently worked in Scotland,
in a landscape of familial connec
tions, natural beauty and historical
associations. From Chill October of
1870, he produced river scenes that
describe Perthshire in a modern
manner while acknowledging the
riparian tradition of Claude and
Turner. These autumn and winter
scenes are celebratory rather than
melancholy, and they engage richly
with historical and contemporary
constructions of Scotland. In their
associations with Wordsworth. Scott
and Scottish history, the thematically
ambitious riverscapes Millais
exhibited at the RA emerged at a
moment when the crown was devel
oping a political idea of 'Scotland'
with respect to empire, and issues of
private and public use of Scottish
lands were being contested. On a
personal level, through fishing and
shooting, Millais was able to enter
the highest reaches of British
society, thereby advancing his com
mercial aims. His river landscapes
are commensurate with his portraits
which also reinterpret artistic prece
dents, and helped to position him as
the most important painter in Britain
in the late nineteenth century.

Anne Louise Avery, School of Oriental
and African Studies, University of
London

C r o s s i n g de M i g h t y Myo:
t h e I m a g e of t h e River in
t h e W o r k s of E d w a r d
Mitchell Bannister
The paper will examine the trope of
the river in the art of the AfricanAmerican painter, political activist
and former seaman, Edward Mitchell
Bannister (c. 1826-1901). Fluvial
imagery, reflecting the political and
economic importance of rivers within
the continental infrastructure, was a
constant in nineteenth-century
American art and letters. However,
while white writers and artists such
as Fuller, Thoreau, Emerson, Cole,
Lane, Church, etc. could perceive
the great American waterways as an
indivisible part of the 'holy text' con
stituting the natural landscape, for
Bannister and other AfricanAmericans ascension to transcen
dental heights was countered by the
realities of slavery and the role
navigable rivers played in the
creation and perpetuation of the
Southern plantation system.
Within Bannister's riverine works,
issues of liberty and enslavement,
memory and history will be
addressed, as will their hitherto
unexplored African content- particu
larly in relation to the 'double talk'
and coded river poetics of slave
spirituals and to the various conno
tations crossing or passing over
rivers had in a black diasporic
context.

Tim Barringer, Yale University

Toil, Glitter, G r i m e a n d
W e a l t h on a F l o w i n g Tide:
the Thames and Hudson
Rivers in t h e Age of
Capital
This paper will examine the ambiva
lent role of rivers in representations
of landscape in the second half of
the nineteenth century, a period

characterised by industrialisation,
urbanisation and modernity in Britain
and the USA. The range of potential
inscriptions of meaning and value
which representations of a river
could bear will be investigated in two
clusters of images charting the
journey of a great river from its
source, through the rural heartlands
of a nation and finally into the centre
of a burgeoning industrial metropo
lis. The first group of images
includes the series of twenty-five
paintings by George Vicat Cole The
Thames from its Source to the Sea,
especially the large culminating
canvas The Pool of London of 1888,
and the 1883 painting of the same
subject by W. L. Wyllie from which
this paper takes its title. These will
be considered in comparison with
images of the upper and lower
Hudson by Samuel Colman and
others, and in particular representa
tions of Lower Manhattan by
Thomas and Edward Moran.

Lisa Tickner, Middlesex University

E. J . G r e g o r y s Boulters
Lock, Sunday Afternoon
This paper will examine of one of the
key late-Victorian images of leisure
on the Thames, E. J. Gregory's
painting of Boulter's Lock, Sunday
Afternoon, exhibited in 1897.
Boulter's Lock provided a celebrated
social spectacle; within easy reach
of London on the GWR, it was a
locus of the Thames boating craze.
The painting will be considered both
in the light of its enduring popularity
as an image, and for the way in
which it has been taken to embody
a sense of national identity: in the
words of the Art Journal,"the threevolume novel in art, the guide book
and encyclopaedia of the manners
and customs of the English people."
But the paper will also show how
this local jostle of boats, social types
and micro-narratives is ineluctably
connected to the wider world, from
the trade in mahogany which fuelled
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the boating craze to the circuit of
international exhibitions at which the
painting was shown.

Alison Sleeman, Slade School of Fine
Art, University College, London

A Crossing Place: Richard
Long a n d t h e River Avon
This paper investigates the signifi
cance of a specific river, the Avon, in
the work of Richard Long. It will
acknowledge the problematic
relations between indigenous
cultures and imperialist ambition that
have dogged Long's work for some
time now, but will also seek to
explore the implications of the more
subtle themes that emerge from the
interplay of the specific, personal
and individual and the general,
universal and collective coursing
through the river-related works in
Long's oeuvre. The paper looks at
moments where the specifics of
experience become more particular
ly nuanced in relation to the more
generic allusions offered by river
imagery, often occasioned by
instances of river crossings. The
range of theoretical, philosophical,
political and aesthetic reference
afforded by these instances goes
from the Hegelian grandeur of tran
scendent overcomings to the insis
tently quotidian rhetorics of the
walking body. The paper aims to
investigate the significances of the
watery, river-bound viewpoint that
Long so often adopts.
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Convenor
Dorothy Rowe, Department of Art, Froebel College, University of Surrey
Roehampton

Over the last two decades, discussions of cultural modernity have centralised
the significance of the public spaces of the city within the discursive
framework of modernism. Gendered interventions into these debates have
often focused on the role of the flaneur and the spaces open to the female
flaneuse within the constructions of the modernist city. However, more recent
contributions to the debate, whilst noting that the flaneur, as a central
character of modernity, "was inherently gendered male", are attempting to
reconceptualise current approaches to modernity that "give priority to the
street and the public arena in the very definition of modernity" (Janet Wolff).
Drawing on these debates, this session will explore existing connections and
offer modes of reconnection between public and private spheres of represen
tation within modernist metropolitan culture.

Anna Green, Norwich School of Art
and Design

Growing up with
Modernite:
R e p r e s e n t a t i o n s of
Childhood and
A d o l e s c e n c e in French
Painting in the later
Nineteenth Century
This paper will consider the ways in
which painters and writers explored
the varied nature of Parisian
modernite in the later nineteenth
century via constructs of childhood
or adolescence. Using works by
well- and lesser-known painters
(Renoir, Degas and Seurat versus
Hugues-Merle and Pelez, for
instance, or Bashkirtseff, Morisot
and Cassatt versus Henriette Brown,
Carriere and Zandomeneghi), and
citations from Baudelaire to Hugo,
the Countess Drohojowska to
Emmeline Raymond, the paper
contends that certain features of
nineteenth-century French
modernite, such as the spectacle,
the commodity, displacement, frag
mentation and inferiority are signifi
cantly figured forth in representa
tions of the child and adolescent. In
addition, whilst the history of
childhood has hitherto been
primarily considered as one of the
histories of private life, this paper will
seek to interpellate that distinction
by considering the visibility of the
child in the modern city - a visibility
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shaped, moreover, by class and
gender.

Tag Gronberg, Birkbeck College,
University of London

Coffeehouse Encounters:
Aesthetic Modernity in the
Viennese Cafe
Cafes have long been identified as
meeting places for the nineteenthand early twentieth-century avantgarde in the major metropolitan
centres of Europe. In fin-de-siecle
Vienna, cafes constituted the site of
a complex and shifting set of inter
actions between public and private
spheres. Not merely the forum for
intellectual discussion and debate,
the Viennese cafe was also a public
and highly visible manifestation of
artistic modernity. This paper
focuses on the Cafe Museum
(designed in 1899 by Adolf Loos) in
order to explore the relationship of
the cafe to contemporary theories
and institutions of art. Depictions of
the late nineteenth-century Viennese
cafe often represent a maledominated space. Here, particular
emphasis will be placed on the sig
nificance of the feminine - both as
representation and as bodily
presence - in the milieu of the cafe.
The cafe, it will be argued, offered a
stage on which both women and
men presented an aesthetic of the
modern.

Malcolm Miles, University of Plymouth

Strindberg s Birthday
(1912): M a s c u l i n i t y ,
Aestheticisation and
Power i n t h e Early M o d e r n
City
Strindberg's 63rd birthday (in 1912)
was celebrated by a torchlight pro
cession led by members of the
Stockholm Workers' Commune.
Strindberg is an unlikely revolution
ary icon, though in his early and late
work he attacks the privileges of the
establishment. But, if the first
impression is deceptive, so is the
second. Williams (1989) notes a
mutual admiration between
Strindberg and Nietzsche, and takes
Strindberg's turning to "a revolution
against myself" to denote a shift in
the avant-garde to cultural
Darwinism, and a distancing from
the concerns of a mass public; later,
Speer proposed that the buildings of
the Reich should ruin well in the
course of its thousand-year future.
The paper takes the image of
Strindberg's birthday procession,
with its juxtaposition, as a point of
departure for considerations of the
masculinity of aestheticisation in
Modernism's privileging of the visual
(Massey, 1994) and accounts of the
modern city in which conflict is
emphasised.

Jennifer Holmes, European University
Institute, Florence

The Gendered C i t i e s of
Vorticism and Italian
Futurism
In the second decade of the
twentieth century, the Vorticists and
Italian Futurists constructed and rep
resented 'gendered' cities.
Constructions of masculinity and
femininity were fundamental both to
their ideas about the city and artistic
creativity. The paper compares the
two groups, focusing on how inter
pretations and meanings attributed
to private or domestic space were
vital for constructions of urban

public space. Although most often
negative, constructions of private
space were integral to wider Vorticist
and Futurist considerations of urban
form and representation, responding
to what they considered to be the
dominant contemporary discourses
on these. The paper looks at how
these interpretations show that
urban form, space, and representa
tion are not neutral, but gendered in
the work of the men and women
who are considered here, such as
Wyndham Lewis, F. T. Marinetti,
Jessie Dismorr, Rosa Rosa, and
others.

Edward A. Aiken, Syracuse University

Futurism and the
I n t e r p e n e t r a t i o n of t h e
Private and Public
Spheres of M o d e r n U r b a n
Life
"The motor bus rushes into the
houses which it passes, and in their
turn the houses throw themselves
upon the motor bus and are
blended with it." {Futurist Painting:
Technical Manifesto, 1910) This
statement captures the Italian
Futurists' celebration of those forces
of Modernity, which shaped the
modern urban life and destroyed
previously held notions of the public
and the private. The Futurists' vision
drew heavily on those aspects of
nineteenth-century culture that cele
brated the collapse of pre-industrial
conceptions of time and space. In
turn. Futurist ideas would fuel such
artists of the 1920s as Paul Citroen,
with his photocollage, Metropolis
(1923), and Dziga Vertov, with his
film Man with a Movie Camera
(1929). But it did not stop there.
Even today, in Paul Virilio's analysis
of contemporary urban life's
incessant confusion of public and
private, The Information Bomb
(2000), echoes of Futurism may still
be heard.
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Tanya Jayani Fernando, University of
Chicago

The M o d e r n S u b j e c t a n d
t h e Tale of Flanerie
By juxtaposing Virginia Woolf's
flaneuse to the paradigmatic notion
of both the flaneur and the flaneuse
in the work of Walter Benjamin and
Andre Breton, this paper will attempt
to show how Woolf's novel, Mrs
Dalloway, allows us to:
1. reformulate the idea of the flaneur
as the archetypal modern subject
to comprehend the modern
subject as both gendered and
heterogeneous;
2. broaden the spaces of modernity
to encompass the private domain.
In this tale of flanerie, Clarissa
Dalloway wanders back and forth
between the city and the home. The
paper will explore how the images
and objects which compose both
the public and private spaces
enable us to understand how
Clarissa Dalloway is a modern
subject marked by her preoccupa
tion with beauty and violence, justice
and injustice.

RUSSIA AND
THE WESTCONNECTIONS
AND
DISCONNECTIONS
FROM PETER TO ,
THE PRESENT

Convenors
Susan E. Reid, Department of Russian Studies, University of Sheffield
Rosalind (Polly) Gray, Department of the History and Theory of Art, University
of Kent at Canterbury
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Irene Tatarinova, Tel Aviv Museum of
Art, New York Office

Personal Studios at the
St. Petersburg A c a d e m y
of Fine A r t s (1757-1917)
and the European
Academic Tradition
Unlike similar organisations in Europe,
at the Russian Academy professors'
personal studios and extensive
master-pupil relationships were institu
tionalised from the start. After going
through several stages, by the 1850s
these close connections had become
more formal and cursory. Studios
were eliminated in 1859 in an attempt
by the Russian school to approximate
to mainstream academic tradition, at
the very time when, paradoxically, the
revolutionary idea of master-classes
emerged in Europe. Restored in 189394 under Peredvizhnik professors,
studios provided a new basis for the
incorporation of individual pedagogy
as well as politically motivated strata
gems. To resolve this situation in the
socially unstable atmosphere of the
1900's, a complete replacement of
the traditional academy with a network
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of ateliers was deemed necessary by
reformist administrators and leading
professors, thus foreshadowing the
institution's radical transformation
after 1917.

Adam Jolles, Department of Art
History, University of Chicago

"Pelerinage aux Lieux
Saints": French Reactions
to the Soviet AntiReligious Museum
The 1920s witnessed the emergence
of the defamatory exhibition in the
Soviet Union as a new form of peda
gogical installation. My paper
focuses on one species of this new
genre of exhibition: the anti-religious
museum. Desanctified holy sites,
expropriated by the State, were
placed under the administrative
direction of the Union of Militant
Godless for the purpose of teaching
the public the tenets of atheism and
the dangers of fetishism. These sites
formed a critical part of the itinerary
during the regular French pilgrim
ages to the USSR in the following
decade, and are mentioned in

n u m e r o u s travelogues. On the h o m e
front, at least one French installation
w a s m o d e l l e d o n Soviet anticlerical
practices, the Surrealist anti-imperi
alist installation La verite sur les
colonies

of 1 9 3 1 , w h i c h w a s

m o u n t e d in collaboration with the
Comintern. In considering the corre

John McCannon, Department of
History, Long Island University

following the a n n o u n c e m e n t of the

Enchantments:
P r e s e n t a t i o n s of
Primordial Russia to the
West in t h e Art of
N i c h o l a s Roerich (18741947)

This paper will examine Deineka's

s p o n d e n c e between the Soviet a n d

doctrine of Socialist Realism in 1934.
paintings in light of his interactions
with the West, in order to a r g u e that
they exemplify neither Realism's
reflection of reality (whether Soviet
ideological reality or Marx's
"objective reality"), nor M o d e r n i s m ' s

French installations, I also examine a

In his paintings a n d stage d e s i g n s ,

fragmentation or critique, but a third

w i d e array of French interlocutors of

Nicholas Roerich played a key role

m o d e l of (Socialist Realist) m o d e r n

soviet anticlericalism, ranging from

in s h a p i n g h o w Western a u d i e n c e s

art. This paper will a r g u e for a post-

the far Right (Jesuit papal envoy

perceived Russia during a n d after

C o l d War m o d e l of art history that

Michel d'Herbigny) to the far Left

the turn of the century.

can c o m p r e h e n d Socialist Realism

(novelists Louis A r a g o n a n d Andre

Roerich's art - w h i c h put forward a

as part of the history of modernist

Gide), paying close attention to the

Symbolist, mythologically g r o u n d e d

art, rather than as its repressed

w a y in w h i c h discourse o n the

vision of ancient Russia - r e a c h e d

East-bloc other.

subject polarised a r o u n d differing

Western viewers as early as 1904.

notions of fetishism a n d i c o n o c l a s m .

His breakthrough c a m e in 1909,
w h e n he d e s i g n e d the sets a n d
c o s t u m e s for Diaghilev's p r o d u c t i o n

Karen Kettering, Hillwood Museum,
Washington DC

of Prince Igor in Paris. More

Decoration and
Disconnection: The
Russkii Stil a n d Russian
Decorative Arts at the
1893 C o l u m b i a n
Exposition

p e n s a b l e role in writing a n d

famously, Roerich played an indis
d e s i g n i n g Stravinsky's The Rite of
Spring

- the Paris premiere of w h i c h

Sona Hoisington, Department of
Slavic and Baltic Studies, University of
Illinois at Chicago

The E n t h u s i a s m for
A m e r i c a n A r c h i t e c t u r e in
t h e S o v i e t U n i o n of t h e
1930s

in 1913 not only m a r k e d a pivotal
m o m e n t in the e m e r g e n c e of artistic

Under Stalin, Western art w a s repre

m o d e r n i s m , but also p r o v i d e d inter

s e n t e d as the d e c a d e n t 'other', yet

national a u d i e n c e s with an iconic

paradoxically great e n t h u s i a s m for

In the latter half of the nineteenth

view of Slavic p a g a n i s m .

A m e r i c a n architecture was

century, the European and North

After the Russian Revolution, e m i 

e v i d e n c e d . This paper d o c u m e n t s

American markets clamoured for

gration a n d an increased mystical

that e n t h u s i a s m in the following

luxury g o o d s p r o d u c e d in the so-

orientation c a u s e d Roerich to

ways: 1) by tracing the articles, richly

called 'Russian style,' a revivalist

conceive of Russia in new ways.

illustrated with p h o t o g r a p h s , w h i c h

movement based on the material

From the 1920s o n w a r d , Roerich's

a p p e a r e d d u r i n g this period in the

culture of the pre-Petrine period.

painterly renderings of his former

Soviet press; 2) d i s c u s s i n g face-to-

Within Russia, the Russkii stil'

h o m e l a n d b e c a m e increasingly

face e n c o u n t e r s with A m e r i c a n

b e c a m e an ideologically charged

metaphysical; they also stressed

architecture a n d s u b s e q u e n t

statement of cultural patriotism. At the

more heavily the Eurasian a s p e c t s of

accounts, both published and

international expositions, however, it

Russia's cultural heritage.

u n p u b l i s h e d , of these encounters; 3)

was co-opted into a vision of a dehis-

examining the d e s i g n of the Soviet

toricised and Asiatic Russia. I shall

pavilion for the New York's W o r l d

discuss several glass, ceramic and
silver manufacturers that exhibited at
the 1893 Chicago Columbian

Christina Kiaer, Department of Art
History and Archaeology, Columbia
University, New York

Fair of 1939. The p a p e r c o n c l u d e s
by a r g u i n g that the e n t h u s i a s m for
A m e r i c a n architecture w a s predicat

Deineka in New York,
1935

e d o n a positive view of the 'other'

make s o m e conclusions about the

In the spring of 1935, the Socialist

s u r p a s s i n g A m e r i c a , it w a s

nature of daily life in Russia. Even as

Realist painter Aleksandr Deineka

r e a s o n e d , w o u l d prove that

the Imperial government attempted to

w a s sent a b r o a d o n an "artistic study

Socialism h a d s u c c e e d e d .

situate Russia within the mainstream

trip" that i n c l u d e d an e x t e n d e d stay

of European modernity, foreign critics

in N e w York City. The trip offers a

and consumers used 'Russian style'

rare instance of a major Soviet artist

objects to construct a counter notion

confronting Western modernist art

Exposition. As I will suggest, the fact
that their works were nominally utilitar
ian, however luxurious, was used to

of the nation as existing outside

a n d Western modernity itself during

history and progress.

the fraught period immediately
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as the technological giant to be
e m u l a t e d . Learning f r o m a n d then

Convenor
Juliet Simpson, Department of Art History, Buckinghamshire Chilterns
University College
When Charles Baudelaire
painting

suggested

would be a sonnet

which anticipated
the second

some of the major innovations

half of the nineteenth

the arts was to become

aesthetic

theory; yet its development

relationships.
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art and aesthetics

shaping

debates,

Encompassing
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concerns
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and the changing
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modernism.
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and political

implications
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and symbol

art
in

of
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poetry;

in later nineteenth-century

of narrative,

of

by these, in
of

of the period, notably:

as "literary" painting
paradigm

nineteenth-

generated

conceptions

from Romanticism
debates
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of

it will look at the centrality
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period
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a range of concerns

in fin d e siecle

cults of the

such issues within the context

and the productive

nineteenth-century

of a
programme

"correspondences"

commonplace

with visual and verbal syntheses
writings.

a

in art and artistic theory of

within the Wagnerist

This strand will consider

century

word-image

an aesthetic

radical new ways of conceiving

broader

outlined

century. The idea of

between

also prompted

in 1846 that "the best account

or an elegy", he effectively

the

theories;
nineteenth-

theorisation.

Tom Gretton, University College
London

Pictures a n d Texts in
Nineteenth-Century
Illustrated Magazines:
M o d e s of S e p a r a t i o n a n d
Equality
This paper seeks to g r o u n d d i s c u s 
sions of the relationship b e t w e e n
w o r d s a n d pictures in a crucial
instance. It examines the p a g e s of

with sharp differentiations both in
time a n d in s p a c e , for generalising
hypotheses c o n c e r n i n g the verbal
a n d the visual will be explored.

Colin Trodd, University of Sunderland

V i s i o n s a n d N a r r a t i v e s of
I m a g e a n d A l l e g o r y : G.F.
Watts and the
E n c h a n t m e n t of P i c t o r i a l
Expression

weekly illustrated m a g a z i n e s c. 1850
- c. 1900. The paper p r o p o s e s that

Late Victorian a n d Edwardian

w o r d - i m a g e relations as c o n s t r u c t e d

writings o n Watts tend to exhibit a

in s u c h journals a r o u n d 1850 pre

certain fascination with the status,

s u p p o s e d a d e p e n d e n t , illustrational

character a n d nature of his pictorial

status for their pictures. It argues

d e s i g n s . Was it, critics w o n d e r e d , in

that f r o m the 1860s an i n d e p e n d e n t ,

the capacity of the individual i m a g e

'spectacular' m o d e l of the status of

to incarnate the specific t e r m s of a

i m a g e in relation to text w a s

critical l a n g u a g e that m e a n i n g

d o m i n a n t , a n d that, with the intro

resided? Or were his w o r k s to be

d u c t i o n of p h o t o g r a p h s after 1890, a

seen as elements within a chain of

s y m b i o s i s e m e r g e d in w h i c h the text

hypostatic f o r m s or t y p e s

w a s o n c e again c o n s t r u c t e d as

Examining essays by Statham,

7

d o m i n a n t , a n d the picture w a s seen

S y m o n s , Chesterton a n d Sketchley,

as documentary. This tripartite

this paper explores the p r o b l e m of

evolution is even m o r e evident in

placing Watts in s y s t e m s of

France than in E n g l a n d : reasons for

aesthetic value. It therefore traces

this will be explored, a n d the impli

the way in w h i c h m a n y e n g a g e 

cation of the existence of these

ments with his later paintings were

distinct constructions of w o r d - i m a g e

l o c k e d into a t t e m p t s to o v e r c o m e

dependence and independence,

tensions b e t w e e n pictorial definition
a n d discursive control.
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Paul Smith, University of Bristol

'It c a n not be read':
Impressionism and
Flaneur-as-f aileddetective Fiction
The 'roman a clefs' and related
genres have been largely ignored by
historians of Impressionism despite
(or perhaps because of?) their
complex links with discourse at
large. This paper shows how two
works - Philippe Burty's novel,
Grave Imprudence and Ludovic
Halevy's play, La Cigale - picture the
Impressionist artist as a flaneur who
is absorbed by the dazzling superfi
ciality of commodity culture.
Following Benjamin and Lukacs, it
suggests these texts are the uncriti
cal end-point of a genre which once
- in stories by Poe, Baudelaire and
his colleague, Charles Barbara parodied the flaneur as a failing
detective who is robbed of his ability
to read (or represent) the world by
the power of the commodity to erase
historicity and class-consciousness.
It concludes with a consideration of
the ways in which fiction might legiti
mately be used to interpret
Impressionist pictures.

Claudine Mitchell, University of Leeds

The Poetics of Sculpture:
Rodin in the Circle of
Mallarme
From the mid-1880s through to the
1890s, men of letters fundamentally
re-thought and re-defined the
semantics, aesthetics and cultural
status of sculpture around the
practice of Auguste Rodin as they
saw the close parallel between his
three-dimensional forms and the arts
of language. They recognised that
through the technique of modelling,
spatial positioning or combinations
of figures, sculpture operated its
own processes of signification and
that three-dimensional forms had the
capacity to generate meanings,
states of mind and emotions as
poetical texts did, through the
modalities of 'analogy', 'metaphor'

and 'hyperbole'. Focused on sculp
tures that were crucial to the devel
opment of this aesthetic movement
( T h e Faun' Mallarme owned), and
extracts from the poetical texts and
theoretical debate they inspired in
art criticism, my paper examines the
terms of the collaboration between
Rodin and men of letters. I question
the ideological dimension of the
perceived relation between Rodin's
sculptural practice and what was
considered Tinfigurable'.
Ruth Harland, Department of Art
History, University of Aberdeen

'Behind the V e i l :
Representations of the
Supernatural in Late
Victorian Art
This paper is concerned with refer
ences, both explicit and implicit, to
the occult and spiritualism in late
nineteenth-century art. Given the
importance accorded to accurate
portrayal of the visible world, the
prevalence of references to occult
experimentation in the work of both
male and female Pre-Raphaelite
artists and their followers calls for
analysis and contextualisation.
Discussion will focus on the image
of the crystal ball and the depiction
of trance states in the paintings of
Holman Hunt, Burne-Jones and
Spartali in relation to contemporary
literature as well as nineteenthcentury scientific investigation into
the phenonema.

Catherine Lever, Department of the
History of Art, University of Oxford

Expression - A French
Understanding
This paper looks at the identity of
French expressionism. It opposes
the existing opinion that 'expression
ism' has a single character, which
has been broadly defined on the
basis of German expressionism and
has led to the characterisation of
expressionist art as macabre and
alienated. Immediately, this does not
match the exuberance and vitality of
French expressionism.
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In the paper, I examine a very
different concept of expression that
is evolved in a number of literary tra
ditions in the late nineteenth century.
I explore the connection these
groups have with the expressionist
artists and then reflect how their
concept of expression offers a far
more sympathetic understanding of
French expressionism.

Convenor
Stacey Pierson, Percival David Foundation of Chinese Art, School of Oriental
and African Studies, London
The arts of East Asia, principally China and Japan, have become an important
part of art historical and cultural studies in the UK. Courses in East Asian art
are offered at a number of institutions, usually as part of a general degree in
art history. This is appropriate because East Asian art has a long history in
England and chronological histories of Chinese and Japanese art have been
published in English since the early twentieth century. Recently however, a
number of scholars have begun to look at such material from a different per
spective, exploring the histories of objects from China and Japan in British
institutions and their role in British society. The most recent research in this
area further considers the greater impact of East Asian art on British culture
itself, through exhibitions, the art market, collecting activities, modern design
and art education. Such an approach is necessarily interdisciplinary, encom
passing, for example, art history, museum studies, economics and anthropol
ogy. This strand will bring together these seemingly disparate concepts by
exploring the role of art in forming connections between East Asia and Britain
from the nineteenth century onward.

Sarah Cheang, University of Sussex

Judith Green, University of Sussex

The Orient in London:
W o m e n , Popular
Missionary A c t i v i t i e s , a n d
T h i n g s Chinese, 18901920

'Curiosity', 'art' a n d
'ethnography' in t h e
Chinese C o l l e c t i o n s of
J o h n Henry Gray (18231890)

Missionaries have been an important
source of popular knowledge about
China. This paper will explore the
role of Chinese material culture in
Protestant missionary home activity
in Britain during the late nineteenth
and early twentieth century. I take for
my starting point a large London
Missionary Society exhibition held in
1908, The Orient in London, to
consider the gender and class
specificities of Chinese things which
entered British cultural space as a
result of missionary education, prop
aganda and fund raising-activities
which were predominantly carried
out by women.

What were the boundaries between
'curiosity,' 'art' and 'ethnography' in
late nineteenth-century British collec
tions? How were Chinese objects
displayed, categorised and
perceived? A case study of the col
lection of John Henry Gray (British
Consular Chaplain at Canton and
Archdeacon of Hong Kong) allows
these issues to be explored. The
exhibition of Gray's collection at the
Royal Pavilion, Brighton, from 1877,
will be discussed and it will be
argued that a distinction was made
between objects valued as examples
of superior manufacturing technique
and those valued in terms of their
use. The basis of this distinction and
the continued use of the term
'curiosity' to describe Chinese things
in the late nineteenth century will
also be addressed.
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Rosemary Scott, Christie's

The Magpie a n d t h e
Scholar: The Chinese A r t
C o l l e c t i o n s of Sir W i l l i a m
Burrell a n d Sir Percival
David
Sir William Burrell (1861-1958) and
Sir Percival David (1892-1964) were
both significant collectors of Chinese
art and both bequeathed their col
lections to British institutions which
bear their names. However, they
approached their collections and
collecting in very different ways. The
concerns and stipulations expressed
in their bequests not only reflect the
times in which Burrell and David
lived but also their individual inten
tions in bringing their collections into
the public domain. The impact of the
two collections, in both private
ownership and in public museums,
provides contrasts and reflects the
collectors' different priorities. This
paper will examine the Chinese col
lections of Burrell and David, the cir
cumstances of their collecting, the
significance of their personalities
and interests, their intentions, the
influence of their collections, and the
problems of understanding and
interpretation of art from a culture
relatively little understood by the
British public in the first half of the
twentieth century.

Jessica Harrison-Hall, British Museum

Sir A.W. Franks a n d h i s
Successors: the
Formation and
Development of t h e
Chinese Ming Dynasty
(1368-1644) C e r a m i c s
C o l l e c t i o n at t h e B r i t i s h
M u s e u m 1876 t o 2001
This paper will explore the formation
and breaking of links between
different British collectors, museum
professionals and dealers, the
British Museum and Ming ceramics.
It will present some of the personali
ties and methods involved in
forming one of the world's greatest

collections of Ming pottery and
porcelain. Collecting histories of
these Chinese objects will be
examined together with their context
within a renowned British institution.
The collection itself reflects a growth
in knowledge and appreciation of
Chinese ceramics in Western
Europe over a period of about one
hundred and fifty years from 1876 to
2001. A pioneering Victorian with
private means initiated the collection
- Sir A.W. Franks was once
described as "The best known anti
quarian of his day". The collection
has been added to ever since by
some remarkable individuals. Franks
portrayed oriental ceramics for the
first time in Britain as a legitimate
subject for academic study and
didactic display. He succeeded in
treating Asian ceramics neither as
curiosities nor as interior ornaments.
The breadth and quality of his col
lections is linked closely to the avail
ability of material for sale in Europe
from the dispersal of Chinese collec
tions.

Ayako Ono, University of Glasgow

J a m e s McNeill Whistler
a n d h i s Use of J a p a n e s e
O b j e c t s in t h e 1860s
James McNeill Whistler is one of the
earliest and most important figures
of Japonisme in Britain. Whistler's
interest in Japan was expressed in
his works by the use of new compo
sitional devices as the basis for
pictorial experiments, and the use of
certain objects for their aesthetic
value and exotic appeal, in a series
of paintings with Oriental subjects.
Whistler also started to combine
aspects of music and painting in his
work, and this was exemplified by
the titles given to his paintings from
1865 onwards. His use of Japanese
objects was gradually transformed in
his attempt to produce subjectless
paintings; and he started to rely on
such accessories in order to avoid
conventional symbolic objects, such
as wilting lilies or dropped flowers, in
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his figurative paintings. In this paper,
Japanese influence on Whistler's art,
and his use of Japanese objects in
the 1860s, will be discussed.

Teresa A. Langley, Virginia
Commonwealth University

The M e t a l w o r k Designs of
A r c h i b a l d Knox: A
S y n t h e s i s of J a p a n e s e
a n d C e l t i c Art
Characteristics
According to most scholars, the
influences on British Art Nouveau
metalwork designer Archibald Knox,
who worked for London's Liberty
and Company, consisted mainly of
elements from the Celtic Revival.
However, many works by Knox also
appear to contain Japanese motifs.
This combination succeeds from
these cultures' ancient parallel ideals
of natural beauty. Consequently, the
successful combination of
Japonisme and Celtic Revival
elements into unified designs illus
trates the complex similarities of
what, at first, appear to be two artis
tically disparate cultures. This paper
will demonstrate that while Celtic
and Japanese influences operated
independently upon most British Art
Nouveau artists, Archibald Knox
designed objects in which both
ideas were manifest simultaneously.
I will show that both the Celtic
Revival and Japonisme were acces
sible to Knox through his various
relationships and history. In Knox's
work this combination created
stunning visual effects of interaction
between two physically distant, but
artistically similar, cultures.

Convenor
Julia Bernard, Kunstgeschichtliches Institut, J.-W. Goethe-Universitat,
Frankfurt/Main

This session concerns itself with 'making a connection' between art history
and film which is extremely timely as demonstrated by recent as well as
upcoming exhibitions, publications and colloquia. For not only is contempo
rary art preoccupied with the movies, but of course avant-garde art has been
subject to filmic influences for a century. Representations of art and visual
artists in movies have become a common genre at the same time that docu
mentary films about (as well as art-films by) artists are well-known
phenomena. While cinema studies and theory have influenced art historical
practice, film's having replaced the nineteenth-century 'Other' of photography
in relation to 'high' art must be viewed within an evolving institutional
framework. This involved not only development of a connection between
museological practice and the study as well as showing of films, but the rise
of an artist-analogue 'auteur' conception of the film director also meant that
cinema itself came to be regarded as 'art' and movies as proper objects of
visual-historical study.
Beat Wyss, Institut fur
Kunstgeschichte, Universitat Stuttgart

J a c k s o n P o l l o c k in t h e
Sistine Chapel?
T r a n s f o r m a t i o n s of t h e
Artist's Image in Carol
Reed's M i c h e l a n g e l o Film
(1965)
In initial response to British director
Carol Reed's Hollywood film The
Agony and the Ecstasy of 1965,
starring Charlton Heston in the title
role, one has the impulse to place
the conception of the artist it
presents within an 1950s/60s art-his
torical framework. Although doing so
is to some extent useful, what turns
out to be more revealing is compari
son of Reed's focus upon the
artist/patron relation (Pope Julius II
played by Rex Harrison) with "social
history" developments in the art his
torical literature of this period (cf.
Francis Haskell's Patrons and
Painters, 1963). Finally, it can be
suggested that director Reed's own
situation as a foreign newcomer to
Hollywood is mirrored in his filmic
portrayal of Renaissance-period
cultural patronage here; while to
such allusive reflection upon the
economic structures supporting his
cinematic work can also be added
the contemporary societal context's
post-Abstract Expressionist preoccu
pation with the artist's "in-/out-sider"
social role.
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Sharon Patricia Harper, Department of
the History of Art, University College
London

I O u g h t a be in P i c t u r e s :
The I m p o r t a n c e of
C e l e b r i t y h o o d in J u l i a n
S c h n a b e l s Basquiat
(1996)
As art historians have acknowl
edged, fundamental shifts in art
practice became discernable in the
late 1970s and early '80s. A new
breed of American artist strove to
transcend the limitations of recogni
tion offered by the art world through
several strategies. For one, artists
adopted entertainment celebrity
schemas in order to build familiar
and accessible 'personalities'.
Simultaneously, artists crossed over
into other media such as music, film,
fashion, and the press in order to
achieve the same broad public
already available to other entertain
ment stars. In so doing, they
became accepted within the larger
folds of the American entertainment
industry. In this paper, I will examine
the development of this phenome
non through Julian Schnabel's 1996
directorial debut film, Basquiat. It will
be shown that the crossover into
mainstream Hollywood film produc
tion was crucially contingent upon
these artists' active engagement with
celebrity.

Lynda Nead, School of History of Art,
Film and Visual Media, Birkbeck
College, University of London

Hubert v o n Herkomer:
P a i n t i n g s , Films, a n d Fast
Cars
In a recent conversation with Bruno
Latour, the French philosopher
Michel Serres visualised his concept
of modernity through the image of
the automobile. The car, Serres
argued, could not be defined as
uniquely of one period or as
belonging exclusively to the modern,
being "a disparate aggregate of sci
entific and technical solutions dating
from different periods... The
ensemble is only contemporary by
assemblage." This metaphor offers
a highly productive way of looking at
the history and forms of visual
culture in Britain in the early
twentieth century, when the techno
logical and commercial possibilities
of late nineteenth-century optical
developments were filtering into all
aspects of cultural production and
consumption. This paper will
examine this moment via a casestudy of the artist Hubert von
Herkomer: offering a reassessment
through an examination of his
paintings, films and fast cars—and
thereby propose a reframing of the
history of British visual culture
through the integration of still and
moving images.

Samantha Lackey, History of Art
Department, University of Manchester

On A u t o m a t i s m : ReEvaluating t h e
S u r r e a l i s t s ' Filmic Project
This paper seeks to redress the marginalisation of surrealist film through
an assertion of its centrality to surre
alist attempts to theorise the visual
image. This can be seen in discus
sions of automatism, where a
cinematic metaphor was commonly
employed both in psychology and in
surrealism to describe the flow of
images within the mind in states of
automatism. Thus, the cinematic

medium could be held up as an
ideal that in turn plays back out into
all areas of surrealist production.
The supposedly indexical character
of the filmic image is also linked with
the view that it might be the ideal
medium in which to embody
automatist processes. The role of
the index within film theory will be
considered in concert with the
Bretonian notion of automatic writing
as a veridical trace of "the true func
tioning of [unconscious] thought".
The rayographic films and photogra
phy of Man Ray will be examined in
this context, as will the genre of the
written film scenario.

Thomas Meder, Kunstgeschichtliches
Institut, J.-W. Goethe-Universitat,
Frankfurt/Main

Ethan E d w a r d s a n d h i s
People: Three A r t
H i s t o r i c a l Readings of
J o h n Ford's The Searchers
(1956)
My aim is less to suggest why
women in general do not like
westerns, but rather why philoso
phers do. I would therefore like to
analyse John Ford's pivotal The
Searchers (1956) as something
more than a fictional story suppos
edly having taken place in the late
1860s and '70s. My three readings
of this film invoke a broader cultural
context: the first interprets the three
main protagonists as figures whose
names point to the Old Testament
story of Moses. My second reading
draws upon a painting by Nicolas
Poussin, with whose assistance I
apply Panofsky's concept of the
Darstellungsmogliches to this film's
visual representation mode. My third
level of interpretation is iconological:
constituting an effort to connect this
film with what was taking place in
contemporary America, which
(among other things) included an
ongoing suppression of the memory
of the Holocaust, an event that Ford
is arguably referencing and which
was a topic taboo in the 1950s.
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Thomas Hensel, Kunsthochschule fiir
Medien, Cologne

The A f t e r l i f e of Aby
Warburg's " S t o r y b o a r d s " :
A r t History a n d t h e A r t of
Film-Directing
As part of a larger project devoted to
analysis of the interaction between
art history and artistic practice, this
paper focuses on a Hollywood
'blockbuster': Terry Gilliams's movie
Twelve Monkeys of 1995.
Superficially a characteristic film of
the science-fiction genre, on closer
examination Twelve Monkeys can be
understood as a reflection upon the
ways in which collective memory
functions. This paper attempts to
demonstrate that director Terry
Gilliam was inspired by the historian
of art and culture Aby Warburg; and
that the structuring of memory
presented in Twelve Monkeys is
essentially related to the conception
of Warburg's 'Mnemosyne-Atlas'.

Beatrice von Bismarck, Hochschule
fur Grafik und Buchkunst, Leipzig

The A r t i s t - a s - D i r e c t o r
Revisited: Paul M c C a r t h y
a n d M i k e Kelley's Fresh
A c c o n c i (1995)
With the beginnings of the employ
ment of video as an artistic medium
in the late 1960s, one of the roles
played by artists in the processes of
producing and presenting their work
became more evident than it had
previously been: that of the invisible
but omnipresent, self-effacing but
omnipotent 'director'. Through an
interweaving of the discourses of art
history, cultural studies, sociology of
culture, and media theory, my paper
will focus on the genesis of this role,
the specifics of the form it took
around 1970, and the further trans
formation it underwent on through
the '90s. Focusing on the video
Fresh Acconci (1995), in which
artists Paul McCarthy and Mike
Kelley invert the gender roles
presented in early videos by Vito
Acconci, the function these artists

respectively fulfil as directors of their
own filmic works will be defined in
relation to discussions around the
body, the notion of the author,
gender, and television-culture.

Allister Mactaggart, School of Art,
Design and Performing Arts,
Middlesex University and School of
Art and Design, Chesterfield College
Frame by Frame: The
'Film P a i n t i n g s ' of David
Lynch
David Lynch is cited as a prime
example of the postmodern auteur.
While emphasis is placed upon his
work as a film director, it should be
borne in mind that he originally
trained in Fine Art as a
painter/sculptor, which he has
continued to practise throughout his
film career; and he created his first
film because he wanted a painting
that "would really be able to move".
Lynch's method for devising his
films, linking together a number of
striking visual images, leads to
works in which narrative and genre
conventions are problematised and
which show up the inherent faults in
the auteur theory. In this paper, I will
argue that a revision of
theoretical/methodological under
standing is necessary to re-envision
this body of work in the light of its
explicit connection between art
(practice and history) and cinema.

Vanessa Joan Muller, Kunstverein
Frankfurt/Main
T o p o g r a p h i e s of t h e
Visible: Contemporary
Video Art and its
Cinematic Dispositive
Sharon Lockhart and Doug Aitken
represent two diametrically opposed
positions regarding employment of
the medium of film/video with
respect to presentational mode,
which constitutes an essential
aspect of their artistic practice. While

Lockhart exclusively shows her films
in the cinema, Aitken constructs
sequences of images which - in their
virtually sculptural installation actively involve the viewer in what is
taking place. Starting from such an
opposition (with further examples to
be provided), which is exemplary for
this whole issue of the presentation
of film within an art context, classical
theory of film perception with
respect to the dispositive structure
of cinema (Lacan, Baudry, etc.) will
be interrogated with reference to this
transfer into the art-realm, with its
specific object/observer constella
tion and the resulting modification. Is
there a 'reality-effect', as with
cinema? What kind of attention is
demanded by their observation?
Does such a placement within the
cinema undermine a dispositive
structure?

Alexander Alberro, School of Art and
Art History, University of Florida,
Gainesville
The Television of M o d e r n
L i f e : S t a n D o u g l a s ' Win,
Place o r S h o w ( 1 9 9 8 )
My paper explores Stan Douglas'
Win, Place or Show, a six minute
video sequence shown in a continu
ous loop. Shot from twelve different
camera angles, and cut together in
real time by a computer programme
capable of generating an almost
endless series of montages, every
sequence in this work repeats differ
ently. Implied is how the
homogenised medium of television,
as Jean-Paul Sartre once explained,
functions: "[Television's] unifying
policy: ideological propaganda, but
without saying anything; unity is
negative and consequently serial.
Saying what pleases everybody. But
nothing pleases everybody. So you
have to say nothing. On this basis,
there is TV thought, TV behaviour,
etc. which belong to the practico
inert." Which Douglas suggests can
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have lethal implications—by
including an anecdote of a young
boy who dies from watching too
much television. Douglas recreates
this as an endless loop of painfully
repetitious, serial entertainment; thus
precisely by ultimately saying
nothing, Win, Place or Show
provides insight into the late 1990s
culture industry's fetishistic opera
tions.

Jonathan Faiers, Department of Visual
Arts, Goldsmiths College, London
Contagious 'Others': The
M u s e u m as Site for the
Supernatural in Film
From The Mummy (Freund, 1932) to
The Relic (Hyams, 1997), the intro
duction of the supernatural 'Other'
into the museum collection (whether
intentionally or clandestinely)
presages the dissolution of the
museum as a space of order and
clarity. The contagious 'Other', in
guises ranging from ancient
Egyptian mummies, mythological
Brazilian slayers and Staten Island
mermaids, to the less spectacular
but equally virulent haunted portraits
and time-travelling statuettes, simul
taneously emphasise and
undermine the museum's role as a
space of preservation and memory.
Therefore, in numerous films the
museum is reconstituted as the
refuge of psychics, extra-terrestrials
and shape-shifters, drawn to its
galleries by the power of the objects
deposited within, and we witness
how the cinematic construction of
the Museum as a Site for
Supernatural Contagion plunges the
institution into a temporal and spatial
chaos.

Henry Keazor, Kunstgeschichtliches
Institut, J.-W. Goethe-Universitat,
Frankfurt/Main

"The Stuff you m a y have
Missed": Art and Film as
S y s t e m s of R e f e r e n c e for
The
Simpsons
From the time of its first airing in
1989, the cartoon show The
Simpsons presented almost all of
the elements which have earned it
virtually cultic renown as a series
addressed primarily (but not exclu

sively) to adults. Already in the first
episode we encounter a signature
introductory sequence where the
main Simpson-family characters are
briefly presented gathering in front of
their TV screen, where the credits of
the show itself appear: that the
Simpsons are watching their own
series within it indicates this show's
self-awareness and reveals its
reflexive character. This tendency is
further developed in subsequent
episodes, where the creators of The
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Simpsons increasingly explore the
possibilities placed at their disposal
by the fact that any cartoon show is- by definition - a sequence of
painted and animated images. The
two elements thus comprising this
medium (painted image and filmic
sequence) obviously incited them to
use works drawn from art- and filmhistory to construct a system of
reference for these cartoon stories
and their complex visual as well as
acoustic gags.

Forum Discussions:
Art History and Publishing

Friday 30th M a r c h , 4.30 - 6.00 p m .
.

How to integrate online resources into teaching?

.

What issues are involved in designing databases for art

Convener: Tim Barringer

history?

Panel of editors: Celia Clear, Tate Publishing

• How can art historians become involved in creating archival

Alison Whittle, Manchester University Press

material?

Dana Arnold, editor of Art History

• How stable are digital archives?

Kara Hattersley-Smith, Laurence King Publishing

• The role of electronic publishing

David Ekserdjian, Editor

Apollo
The D i g i t a l Art H i s t o r i a n

• How do editors commission work from authors? Do they go
out and look for titles to publish or do authors tend to
approach them with ideas?
.

How do editors expect authors to present their material and
ideas? What level of detail do they like to see at synopsis
stage? Do they ask authors to outline who they think will buy
the book or to present relevant details of competition from
other books in the same field?

.

Will Vaughan explores how individual scholars can use both
the textual and pictorial resources available via the web for
their work and how simple it is to use online resources for
teaching, writing and research. Issues raised by this, such as
ethical considerations and the role of a more structured
approach to online learning resources are considered by Will
Vaughan and Trish Cashen.

What distinguishes the markets for a publisher's
books/journals and how does the market being aimed for

Art H i s t o r i c a l D a t a b a s e s : The A r t i s t s ' P a p e r s

determine the level of the text and picture programme?

R e g i s t e r a n d the M a t e r i a l R e n a i s s a n c e Project

• What arrangements do publishers have with authors
regarding the provision of pictures?

Rupert Shepherd examines how technically quite basic
projects built using easily-available software can be used to

• How do publishers deal with the ever-rising picture costs

answer certain art historical questions.

and with respect to modern art still in copyright, the fees
charged by DACS?

S o m e r e c e n t p r o j e c t s f r o m the F a c u l t y of Art, M e d i a
a n d D e s i g n at UWE

Benchmarking: the Emerging Subject
Statement

Benchmark

Suzette Worden discusses a website for the Forest of Dean
Sculpture Trail and an online journal developed to further the

A chance to discuss the draft subject benchmark statement for

discussions held at a conference on Research in Art, Media

History of Art, Architecture and Design with Tom Gretton, chair

and Design. Both projects raise issues about the way we

of the benchmarking panel, and other members of the panel.

create resources for further art historical study.

• Benchmark statements contribute to the definition of the
public face of the discipline.
•

A r e p o r t on the f i n d i n g s of an A H R B f u n d e d p r o j e c t
on D i g i t a l Arts C u r a t i o n

Benchmark statements shape the way we write programme
specifications (and will thus affect the way we actually

Dew Harrison highlights issues surrounding the collection of

design, teach and assess programmes).

information on current digital works and how that work will be
archived for future study.

• Benchmark statements could cause problems for you if
course-design and delivery on your programme is incom
patible with the map of the discipline as it is sketched in the

Student Forum

benchmark.

Members of the Student Subcommittee of the AAH will be on
hand to welcome students to the conference and will host a
IT a n d A r t H i s t o r y

forum discussion on a topic of interest to students. Further

Chaired by Trish Cashen (Open University) and Suzette

details to be announced.

Worden (UWE). This panel discussion will feature brief presen

Forthcoming events of interest to students are announced on

tations from the chairs and three other speakers - Will Vaughan

the student page on the AAH website and on the Student

(Birkbeck College), Rupert Shepherd (the Artists' Papers

Grapevine. If you are not already a member of this, please

Register) and Dew Harrison (Research Fellow, UWE). Areas for

email David Packwood at <david.packwood@lineone.net> to

general discussion:

have your email address added to the Grapevine. All student
members of the AAH. whether undergraduate or postgraduate
are welcome.

• How can art historians use online resources for teaching
and research?
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Film: "Do y o u really w a n t it t h a t much?"..."More!"
by Volken E i c h e l m a n n , J o n a t h a n Faiers a n d
Roland Rust

re-recording and collating of existing and new material allows
the question in the work's title to be continuously asked and
the demand for "More!" ceaselessly supplied.

This video investigates the representation of art spaces in
mainstream cinema. By using found footage to construct alter
possibilities for the art space. "Do you..." documents via main

P e r f o r m a n c e : The Empty L e c t u r e by Clair
Chinnery a n d J e r o m e Fletcher

stream cinema and TV the representation of art criticism, the

A hybrid 'performance/paper' by Clair Chinnery and Jerome

construction of "genius" through the figure of Van Gogh, the

Fletcher. The Empty Lecture explores relationships between the

topographic emphasis placed on the museum and gallery

intellectual, the imaginative and the technological, and how

staircase and the spectacularisation of the private view,

these shape the way in which ideas are transmitted and

amongst other scenarios. The project is ongoing and the

received.

native narratives, the video presents endless formulations and

Special Interest Group Meetings:
S a t u r d a y 3 1 s t M a r c h , 3.45 - 5.00 p m .
These meetings are the annual meetings of subcommittees of

teaching resources in Art History, supported by institutional

the Association of Art Historians. Non-members are welcome

learning and teaching funds from the Queen's University of
Belfast

to attend, but only members of the Association may vote or
become members of the subcommittee.

• Pauline Ridley (University of Brighton and LTSN Subject
Centre for Art, Design and Communication): the ADC-LTSN

Art Galleries a n d M u s e u m s
U n i v e r s i t i e s a n d Colleges
This will include a discussion of funded projects for learning

Small Projects Fund and other sources of support

Independents
Students

and teaching for art history,
including:

Schools

• Craig Clunas (University of Sussex): Globalizing Art,
Architecture and Design History, a HEFCE/ FDTL3 project to
encourage cultural diversity in the curriculum
• Cordelia Warr (Queen's University of Belfast): a pilot project

This will include a discussion of the new 'A' level, and an
interim report on the ACHIS research project (on art critics and
historians in schools). All delegates teaching 'A' level, whether
in schools or in FE colleges, are welcome.

to research, introduce and evaluate the use of on-line

A N D FINALLY...TIME T O S T A R T T H I N K I N G A B O U T N E X T Y E A R ' S C O N F E R E N C E :

A A H C o n f e r e n c e : U n i v e r s i t y of L i v e r p o o l
5-7 A p r i l , 2 0 0 2
C a p i t a l : C u l t u r e : Colony

include several sessions, convened by a diverse group of inter

This event draws together three concepts, three problematics,

nationally-acclaimed scholars, critics, and artists. The confer

and three interacting fields of world history, social development,

ence is organised in collaboration with the Tate Gallery.

and artistic endeavour. The conference has three overlapping

Liverpool, the Walker Art Gallery, and the Centre for Art

academic sections:

International Research at John Moores University.

(1) Art of the Other Americas (organised by David Craven.
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque);

For f u r t h e r d e t a i l s c o n t a c t : Jonathan Harris. Conference

(2) Contemporary Art and Art Writing (organised by Fiona

general organiser: School of Architecture, University of

Candlin, Birkbeck College/British Museum);

Liverpool, Abercromby Square, Liverpool L69 3BX; phone:

and (3) Public Art, Architecture and Institutions (organised by

0151 794 2638;

Jonathan Harris, University of Liverpool). Each section will

email: jharris1@liv.ac.uk.
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